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Dedication

This book is dedicated to
my husband Robert John
Tingey, as he liked to be
called in official circles.
As his father was a
policeman and his mother
didn’t want Robert to be
known as Bobby she called
him Rob. At university,
which is where I met him,
his friends had other ideas.
He has always been Bob to
me, and that is how he is
referred to in this book.
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‘Portrait of Bob Tingey’
by Fred Van Dartel – clay
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‘Antarctic Waters’ by Bob Tingey
2000 – mixed media

there was a
sign on the
door saying
“magic happens”
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Magic happens
the story of Painting
with Parkinsons
When I moved into a studio in
Strathnairn, an arts association
on the outskirts of Canberra
in 2007, I noticed there was a
sign on the door saying Magic
Happens. This has become my
mantra.

These words encapsulate the
response of all who work with
Painting with Parkinsons. How is
it that people who have difficulty
controlling their movements can
paint in a way which is intensely
moving?

While engrossed in the act of
making, something indefinable
takes over at some point so
that the work takes on a life of
its own. I marvel at how that
happens. As artist Stephanie
Radok has expressed so
eloquently

What is the attraction? Why
do people who have had
nothing to do with any kind
of art activity get rapt when
they join a Parkinson’s art
class? This book is about my
journey looking for answers to
questions like these. And in it
I want to explain how Painting
with Parkinsons developed
from small beginnings into an
internationally recognised role
model.

T

he question of how an
emotion finds its way
into a line, a shape, a colour
or a substance … is deeply
mysterious, but it does
happen.

Stephanie Radok, 2012, p viii

Background

In 2006 I was invited to present
a paper at the international
First World Parkinson Congress
in Washington DC, hosted
by the Parkinson’s Disease
Foundation USA. A highlight of
the conference program was
a museum quality exhibition
of artwork created by people
living with Parkinson’s, selected
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from 14 countries across the
world and presented as part
of the Congress’s Creativity
and Parkinson’s program.
The American committee
responsible for this program
chose my husband Bob’s work
‘Antarctic Waters’ to advertise
the exhibition.
The sight of his painting
reproduced on a giant scale on
the billboards at the entrance
to the Creativity and Parkinson’s
exhibition and on the front cover
of the exhibition catalogue when
I arrived to give my presentation
was a defining moment on our
journey with Parkinson’s.
The honorary chair of the
Creativity and Parkinson’s
committee for the Congress was
Oliver Sacks. In the introduction
to a catalogue for the exhibition,
he wrote that when he was
studying neurology in the
early 1960s, before the drug
Levadopa (L-dopa) became
available to treat people with
Parkinson’s, he saw an artist with
very severe parkinsonism who
said he could still paint large
canvases.

I

was incredulous [wrote
Sacks]. He could hardly
move – but he invited me to
his ranch, to see for himself.
He was brought in his
wheelchair to a blank canvas,
and a paintbrush was put in
his hand, he was completely
motionless, and I could
not imagine how he would
proceed, but suddenly, with
a wide sweeping movement,
he made his first brushstroke,
and from then on completed
a large and exuberant
painting without the least
sign of his parkinsonism …
When he was finished, he
sank back in his chair and
became almost completely
motionless again.
I have seen such effects
– whether with art, music,
dance or performance,
over and over again since.
The therapeutic power
of art is temporary … But
knowing that they can be
liberated in this way and
in doing so, reclaim, for a
while, their healthy selves, is
profoundly encouraging and
therapeutic for patients with
parkinsonism.

Painted silk scarf by Bob Tingey
1997

As I write, I look back over 30
years of living with Parkinson’s
disease. Bob has been in
care for 15 years, wheelchairbound for most of that time. He
needs two people and a lifting
machine to transfer him; he can’t
talk and needs help with eating
and drinking. But he can still
paint.
From the beginning, Bob
described Painting with
Parkinsons as a ‘can do’ activity
when most other things have
been taken away. This story
shows that Oliver Sacks knew
what he was talking about.

Nancy Tingey
Canberra, September 2017

Moreover, I suspect … that
the ability to turn to creative
activity may, perhaps, slow
the advance of the disease.
And even if it does not, it can
activate the patient, allowing
him to fight and sometimes
conquer it for years on end.
Oliver Sacks, 2006, p 1
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‘Let’s see
what good
may come
out of this’.
Bridget Hodgkin

Ann Nugent with
Nancy Tingey 2015
Photo by Andrew Sikorski
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“I just found
out I have
Parkinson’s”
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This is Parkinson’s
My Friend
The Group is what you need
For when the doctors fail
They fail to understand

The frustration, entrapment, depression,
Life sentence, lethargy, dependence

Washing, walking, eating, shaving, cleaning,
Cooking, talking, writing, concentrating
Now difficult

Drugs essential

But bring hallucinations, paranoia, dyskinesia
Swinging high to low

See-sawing out of balance

But feelings become acute

Compassion, empathy grows
The Group supports
The positive
The warmth

The friendship
The laughter

Parkinson’s makes me anti-social

The Group shares interests, creates pictures,
Music, sculpture, poetry,
Cakes and tea

The Group relates to me, not my disease

Painting with Parkinsons group poem,
facilitated by Peter Latona in 1998.
This poem inspired the painting
‘I just found out’ by Gloria Russell
1998 – oil pastel with watercolour
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Jack Barrett drawing with watercolour
crayons 1996
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Beginnings
‘Let’s see what good may come
out of this,’ responded Quaker
friend Bridget Hodgkin, the
first person we told after it was
confirmed that my husband Bob
had Parkinson’s. I remember
being taken aback. Bob and I
were in shock, nowhere near
being able to see beyond the
life sentence we had just been
given. And I felt let down when
Bridget died a month later. As
things turned out, the story of
Painting with Parkinsons would
have fulfilled her vision.
Bob was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s on 25 February
1987. He was 46 years old. He
quickly became involved in the
Parkinson’s Disease Society
of the ACT, later Parkinson’s
ACT, and in 1993 became
its president. The previous
president Stan Redman had
founded the organisation, and
had run it for seven years with
the help of his wife Sylvia as
secretary. I could see the writing
on the wall.
I had no talent for secretarial
work so I had to think of
something else fast. I was a

professionally trained visual
artist, art curator and educator. I
had built up a freelance practice
teaching art to people who had
come to painting late in life, and
I was on a mission to show that
anyone could paint, given the
right environment, materials and
encouragement.
One morning in late 1993 I
was walking the dog when it
came to me. I would support
Parkinson’s ACT by starting an
art group and I would call it
Painting with Parkinsons. I felt it
was important to use Parkinson’s
in the title as you need to have
moved on from denying you
have the condition to be able
to embrace an experimental art
group. Also it made more sense
to me to use ‘with’ than the more
usual preposition ‘for’ – you are
painting with the illness, not for it.
I also decided from the start that
there would be no apostrophe.
Painting with Parkinsons was to
be a simple, unfussy title and
brand name. Although I have
stuck to my guns about this, it
has been endlessly confusing for
everyone else!
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By running an art group for
people with Parkinson’s I could
satisfy my responsibility to help
Bob in his Parkinson’s work while
expanding my art practice. At
the time I thought this would
be purely a recreational activity
to give people a fun thing to
do, taking their minds off their
problems. I had no idea that 20
years later it would have grown
into a model with far-reaching
implications.
It took a year to put my dream
in place, but by November
1994 I had begun the classes. I
was fortunate from the start to
have the backing of Parkinson’s
ACT committee members.
They had been given a grant
by the Southern Cross Club to
initiate a project. Painting with
Parkinsons fitted the bill. And
in January 1994 the Southern
Adult Education Centre, who
organised my home studio
watercolour classes in Canberra,
alerted me to a new ‘special
needs’ category in their grants
program which was available
for educational projects in
southern New South Wales and
the Australian Capital Territory.

The next task was to find a
suitable venue for the art group.
Here again I was fortunate.
Anne Joyce, the public relations
officer at Canberra’s Australian
National Botanic Gardens, told
me about a building in the
Gardens which was custom-built
for people with disabilities. The
Joseph Banks Building has a
classroom with cupboard space
and easy access to a courtyard.
The building proved so suitable
that we have now been meeting
there without a break for more
than 20 years. The setting is
tranquil with little passing traffic,
allowing the artists to work in
peace, and we are treated with
respect by the Gardens staff.
Materials came from a variety
of sources. I bought shorthandled brushes and stout oil
pastel sticks, and felt pens for
ease of handling from children’s
art suppliers, and collected
ice-cream containers for water
as they were stable. Initially I
used my own paint and paper
supplies supplemented by
purchases from the School
of Art shop in Canberra. For
the first few years we used
acrylics and edicol (non-toxic
powdered food colouring) dyes
for colour work. Finger-painting,
blowing paint and marbling
were favourite techniques with
participants.

The first class

The day of reckoning arrived –
my first class was on
4 November 1994. Who would
want to take part? That day
there were two takers. From
the beginning Jack Barrett
was keen to join the venture.
He was looking for a sheltered
workshop to replace the art
school classes in which he
felt conspicuous, other group
members not understanding his
on-off Parkinson’s symptoms.
And Mary Bogiatsis was
encouraged by her husband
Con to join in as he hoped
it might help her deal with
her depression, a side effect

“

		 The painting
was no longer
about flowers.
It was about her
life.

“

I applied for this, and was
successful.

of her Parkinson’s. Mary was
new to painting so I had two
participants at opposite ends of
the learning curve.
Jack showed me his pastels. He
was having difficulty preventing
smudging with his Parkinson’s
movements so I suggested
he try inks instead. He took
to them like a duck to water,
creating bold luminous works.
I had taken in a potted plant
as subject matter in case the
students were stuck for ideas.
Mary took one look at it and
said ‘You are not expecting

me to draw that, are you?’ So
I blushingly backtracked and
asked what interested her. She
told me she loved her garden.
I suggested she paint that.
When she said, ‘How do I paint
a flower?’ I realised she had no
drawing experience at all. Over
the next hour or so we took the
process step by step – starting
with circles, then other shapes.
‘What do I do now?’, Mary
asked. I tentatively suggested
emphasising the shapes by
painting round them … then
filling in the background.
While she was doing this I
wandered over to see how Jack
was getting on. I returned to
Mary and saw she had added
another shape in the corner of
her painting. When I asked her
about it, she replied, ‘That is
Homer the spider. He lives in
the corner of our living room.’
Homer was named in homage to
her Greek heritage. The painting
was no longer about flowers. It
was about her life. From then on
there was no holding Mary back;
she understood that it was ok to
paint whatever she felt like.
My husband Bob decided to
come along to the second class
the following week, to see what
I was up to. So then there were
three. He played around with
some iceberg images, using
a photograph he’d taken in
Antarctica as a starting point.
The resulting painting was later
acquired by the Churchill Trust
in Canberra.
Then Norma Alexander joined
our class. She had been an
accomplished classically trained
oil painter but the shaking
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caused by her Parkinson’s made
this traditional way of working
frustrating. To her great credit
she was happy to try a more
relaxed approach. Her first
painting, using oil pastels and
edicol dyes, was about taking
her dog for a walk.

grant I had received from the
Southern Adult Education
Centre. We were on a roll.

After five weeks of once-weekly
classes we closed for the
Christmas break. We exhibited
the group’s first seven paintings
at the Parkinson’s ACT Christmas
lunch. The small display,
showing that with comparatively
little expertise people with
Parkinson’s could make lively
and colourful works to delight
themselves and inspire others,
attracted eight new members.
Now we had the 12 we needed
to fulfil a requirement of the
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‘Homer’s Garden’ by Mary Bogiatsis
1994 – oil pastels and edicol dyes

‘A Bowl of Fruit’ by Belle Gillies
1995 – felt pen
This work began with Belle being asked to
draw a line reaching towards all four sides of
the paper. She was then asked to turn the
oval shape into a bowl of fruit in a step-bystep process

“I’ve read your
advertisement
on Fridge Door”
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Early years
Some time later my friend Penny
Mlakar rang. ‘I’ve read your
advertisement on the Fridge
Door and I am curious to see
what you are up to!’
I had asked for voluntary help
through the free community
service bulletin board offered
by the local newspaper the
Canberra Times.
When I started the Painting
with Parkinsons project Sue
O’Connor, a friend with nursing
experience, had come along
as a technical assistant. Her
invaluable support made
me realise I needed help in
running the group especially
if – as I intended – it was to
have a future. I was taking my
commitment so seriously that
I drew up a job description for
the role of coordinator. Looking
back, this seems rather over
the top, a relic from public
service training. However, I was
keen to establish Painting with
Parkinsons as a professionally
run organisation with long-term
implications. This meant that I
needed to give it credibility in
the eyes of people from whom

I was going to request funding.
I worked on the premise that if
the art program proved to be
effective in improving the quality
of life of people with Parkinson’s
to the extent that participants
became dependent on it, then
ending it would be as damaging
as withdrawing medication.

Penny Mlakar took Sue’s place as
voluntary coordinator in 1995,
sometimes painting along with
the group, beginning a tradition
of helpers and visitors joining in
as the mood took them, so they
could find out for themselves
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something of what it felt like to
be a Painting with Parkinsons
participant. (This concept
was developed further under
very different circumstances
in the workshop I ran for UK
Parkinson’s nurses in 2001.)
It was Penny who introduced
cake-eating to the morning’s
proceedings, thus setting a
precedent for the delicious
refreshments which greet
participants as they arrive for
classes to this day. She became
so involved with the group’s
activities that she was able to
take over the running of the
group while I was overseas in
1996, introducing members to
clay work. Penny continued to
take part until 1999.
The Canberra Times continued
to do us proud. Early in 1995
they published an article about
the Painting with Parkinsons
group. The headline read, ‘The
soothing effect of a brush in
hand’. I was quoted in the article,
where I said, ‘People often find
it easier to talk about their lives
through a painting. It is less
threatening than expressing

ideas without props in a group
situation’. The dynamics of
groups mean that it is also
possible for members to avoid
the need for eye contact. This
can be a problem for people
with Parkinson’s because it
becomes difficult to try to read
body language at the same time
as framing sentences.

The group’s work

As the group expanded, it
grew to include two scientists,
an engineer, two headmasters
and a mathematician, all
with Parkinson’s. I remember
wondering whether Parkinson’s
tended to affect only high
achievers. Over time I realised
that a more likely explanation
was that the challenging art
program attracted people
who were facing up to having
Parkinson’s, who had enquiring
minds, and were risk-takers used
to trying out new things.
I was already noticing a distinct
difference in work between the
members with Parkinson’s and
their carers. The work of the
latter group was painted more
skilfully, but lacked emotional
content.
As early as March 1995 we were
doing monoprints – painting on
a plastic surface, then pressing
paper over the painting to
create a reverse image on the
back of the paper – making
butterfly prints and painting to
music, developing doodles and
spattering paint. An experiment
with blowing paint through
straws was loved by the carers
and discouraging for people
with Parkinson’s – not enough

puff – so participant Albert
Pendrey ingeniously used the
straw instead as a drawing tool.
His powerful work ‘The Spider’s
Hill’ resulted. It hadn’t been very
bright of me to expect people
with Parkinson’s to blow hard!
(Almost as silly as the facilitator,
who shall be nameless, who
thought they could use scissors.)
But we were learning. Two
months later I recorded in my
class notes that Albert was ‘best
with big tools – [had] difficulty
manipulating pencils’.

marbling, pencil and oil pastel
drawings, simple prints, and
paintings made with dyes,
coloured inks and acrylics. Later
we experimented with collages
and clay.
All this was physically
challenging for the helpers,
because I encouraged the
participants with Parkinson’s,
once they had settled into a
session, to stay put until they
had finished whatever they were
working on. Any interruption,
such as getting up to find more
materials or get clean water,
would stem the train of thought
which with Parkinson’s is difficult
to sustain. We would make
sure everything was within easy
reach, anticipating the members’
needs wherever possible, then
remove, dry and archive finished
work, storing it in folders which
Penny Mlakar’s husband Paul, a
signwriter, made from recycled
packing material.

The group’s helpers

An example of marbling 1995

On 29 April 1995 we mounted
an exhibition for a Canberra
symposium on Parkinson’s
arranged by the ACT Division
of the Australian Association
of Gerontology. It was held
in suburban Canberra at the
Deakin Multiple Sclerosis
Centre. All six men and six
women from Painting with
Parkinsons were represented,
displaying examples of

I relied heavily on friends and
colleagues for help. From the
beginning I was fortunate to
find trained artists and art
therapists who were keen to
be part of the program. The
first to come on board as a
facilitator in 1995 was Rosemary
Milton whom I had met when I
was teaching evening classes
in recreational art at Hawker
College in Canberra’s north.
Rosemary was a registered
nurse with a background in
art therapy. As I knew very
little about art therapy at that
stage, I found her expertise
invaluable. We collaborated on
an art program for the Canberra
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Epilepsy Association. Rosemary
also ran art groups for the local
MS Society (now MS Australia)
and in 1999 developed the first
Stroke by Stroke Art Program in
the ACT.
According to Pauline Murray
OAM, the legendary founder
of stroke programs in the ACT,
this initiative had been inspired
by a talk I gave to the Southpaw
Stroke Club at the Hughes
Community Centre in Canberra,
describing art programs for
people affected by stroke in the
UK. I had come across these
while reading about Conquest,
the art association for people
with physical disabilities in
Epsom, Surrey England. As
both Parkinson’s and stroke
are largely physical rather
than mental conditions we are
dealing with similar issues.
Rosemary was the first facilitator
to use clay with the Parkinson’s
group. She did ‘round robin’
exercises in which people made
marks then passed the paper
to the next person to develop.
‘Pass the painting’ became
even more fun when music
was included in the activity.
Participants would work on the
paper in front of them until the
music stopped, then pass the
paper on, resuming drawing or
painting on whatever was before
them when the music picked up.
Rosemary also initiated drawing
with both hands and did an
Earth Fire and Water project
which inspired paintings of
volcanos.

meet with an American art
therapist, Janice Horne, then
living in Canberra, to study
the role of art as a therapy.
Like our volunteer coordinator
Penny Mlakar, Janice had seen
my Painting with Parkinsons
classes advertised in the local
newspaper.
From this art therapy study
group, MaryAnn Cremen (who
started in 1995), Moya Cormick
(1996–98), Roberta Turner (from
1998) and later Cheryl Jobsz
also became involved in working
for Painting with Parkinsons as
facilitators.
The Parkinson’s Disease Society
of the ACT (Parkinson’s ACT)
support group was also solidly
behind me.

Other committee members
rallied round, in particular Meg
and Charles Armstrong, Zel
McJannet and Ann Worsley.
And as I was keen to learn
about appropriate art activities
for people with Parkinson’s
elsewhere, I contacted the
Parkinson’s Disease Society
in London and the American
Parkinson Disease Association
based in New York for
information about programs
being run in other parts of the
world.
The next stage of my journey
was to open up opportunities
beyond my wildest dreams.

Other supporters

Jack Barrett was designated ‘art
therapy coordinator’ of Painting
with Parkinsons as part of his role
as librarian committee member
of Parkinson’s ACT in 1995–96.

Rosemary and I were at this
time, in the mid-1990s, part
of a group which used to
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‘The Spider’s Hill’ by Albert Pendrey
1995 – ink and edicol dye

Attilia Cossio,
art therapist, Italy
Rita Simon,
art therapist, London

Ursula Hulme, second from left, with
colleagues, Conquest, Surrey UK
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My Churchill
Fellowship tour
T

o have reached the
age of forty without
ever handling a brush or
fiddling with a pencil, to
have regarded with mature
eye the painting of pictures
of any kind as a mystery, to
have stood agape before
the chalk of the pavement
artist, and then suddenly to
find oneself plunged in the
middle of a new and intense
form of interest and action
with paints and palettes
and canvases, and not to be
discouraged by results is an
astonishing and enriching
experience. I hope it may be
shared by others.

Winston Churchill Painting as a

Pastime

My husband Bob was 54 by the
time he took up painting, seven
years after being diagnosed with
Parkinson’s. He had never shown
any interest in art activity before
in his life, yet he took to it like
a duck to water. I imagined he
had first come along to support
me and because he likes a
challenge, but I now think there
was more to it than that.

Churchill talked about his
painting as a pastime. Certainly
that was all I had in mind
when setting up Painting with
Parkinsons. But when I found out
that one of our members had
been sent along by her doctor,
hoping that art activity might
help her recover from a nervous
breakdown, I began to feel out
of my depth. I had no training
in art therapy, and knew I wasn’t
qualified to deal with any
psychological issues which the
art activity might stimulate.

Churchill Fellows. Just before
the award announcement, I had
been asked to take the directors’
wives on a tour of the Matisse
exhibition at the National Gallery
of Australia. This turned out
to be a ploy by Churchill Trust
assistant administrator Elvie
Munday to make sure I was at
the thank-you lunch where, to
my surprise and embarrassment,
she announced my award. I was
the first Fellow in Australia to
hear my Fellowship application
result confirmed. I burst into
tears.

Towards the end of 1994, I
discussed these concerns
with a friend, Bea Duncan, a
voluntary guide at Canberra’s
National Gallery of Australia.
She suggested I apply to
the Churchill Trust to get the
experience I needed. I applied
for funding ‘to investigate ways
of using art as a therapy for
Parkinson’s disease’. The results
of the round in which I applied
were to be announced in June
1995.

T

In June the Churchill Trust
directors duly visited Canberra
to ratify the proposed list of

On reflection that was a
prescient comment, the
significance of which is only
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Amid the touching messages
of congratulation was a moving
tribute from my husband Bob’s
supervisor, Colin Simpson:

hey say that every cloud
has a silver lining. You
are now being nationally
rewarded for recognising
the lining, and you have an
excellent opportunity to
make an advance in both art
and human health.

now becoming apparent, over
20 years later. The Churchill
Fellowship was to change
everything.

April – June 1996

My Fellowship tour began
in April 1996 and ended in
June 1996. During that time
I travelled to the UK, Italy,
Switzerland, the Netherlands,
Canada and the USA. I was on
the steepest learning curve of
my life. I stayed in 26 places and
had 53 appointments.
Some of these appointments
resulted from notices about
my visit in The Parkinson (the
newsletter for the Parkinson’s
Disease Society, UK) and the
British Art Therapy Association
newsletter. The most intriguing
response to these was from
an art therapist I did not know,
George Platts. I was still at
home in Canberra when he
wrote a one-line email headed
‘Art therapy for people with
Parkinson’s Disease’. When I
opened it, it read simply, ‘I could
meet with you in Southampton
on a Monday or a Wednesday’.
For a moment I couldn’t think
what he was talking about.
Eventually Bob and I met him
one Sunday in Winchester on
a street corner. As advised,
he was on his bike, wearing a
yellow tank top and a pink crash
helmet!

response to a paper he’d given
at an international symposium
on Antarctic earth sciences
in 1995 in Siena, which we’d
attended just after I had news
of the Churchill award. So I
suggested he travel with me on
the Fellowship tour to give his
lecture in the UK and America,
and we decided to extend the
tour to three months by selffunding the extra time. We were
treating ourselves to a world
tour. It was our silver wedding
year – and the writing was on the
wall for Bob’s geology career.

My first stop was England,
where I met art therapist Ursula
Hulme in Surrey. Ursula had
started her art therapy work
in hospitals and had founded
the Conquest art group, which
originally met in church halls,
in 1978. When I met her, Ursula
had been running art groups
for a wide range of people with
various physical disabilities for
more than 20 years. She had
produced a range of posters
advertising her programs.
One of these read, ‘Doodling
steadies the hand of a patient
with Parkinson’s disease’.

Setting out

After doing loosening up
exercises, people with
Parkinson’s could paint as well
as anyone else, she had found.
We kept in touch. As a result of
my visit, Painting with Parkinsons
became the first overseas
affiliated member of Conquest,
and at Ursula’s request I wrote
the instruction sheet Art for

Before we set off from Canberra
in April 1996, Bob received a
grant through the Scott Polar
Research Institute in Cambridge,
England, where he had been
awarded a Diploma in Antarctic
Studies almost 20 years earlier.
He travelled with me for most
of the time, fulfilling five lecture
commitments in the UK, USA
and Canada as well as taking
part in some of the art therapy
training.

Bob Tingey painting a blue oval in Attilia
Cossio’s class in Milan, April 1996

I had originally applied to the
Churchill Trust for funding to
tour for seven weeks. Any longer
would be too much, I thought,
with our sons looking after Bob
in Australia while I was away.
However, Bob had had a great
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people with Parkinson’s disease
for her art groups.
From England Bob and I
travelled to northern Italy to
meet art therapist Attilia Cossio,
whose husband, like mine,
had Parkinson’s. Her group in
Monza had been running since
1993; she had also just started a
group at the headquarters of the
Italian Parkinson’s Association
in Milan. As Attilia was taking
the new ‘pupils’ through a
series of classes focusing on
one colour at a time when we
were there, she invited Bob
to join in the class. At the time
they were using only blue, the
colour most calming for the
nervous system and therefore
most therapeutic for Parkinson’s.
She also directed participants
to move their brushes in an

oval movement, keeping the
strongest colour to the edges,
deepening into the corners
of their papers, and fading to
white in the centre, suggesting
light at end of the tunnel. Bob
loved doing this exercise and
has repeated it several times
since, saying it lifted his spirits.
Attilia’s structured approach to
working with her Parkinson’s
groups allowed her to observe
the effects of colour and
light on her classes. She was
influenced by the teachings
of Rudolf Steiner, and pointed
me in the direction of using
watercolours, maintaining that
the way the pigments floated
across wet paper had a calming
effect on the brain. This made
the technique particularly
appropriate for people with
Parkinson’s.
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‘Vortex’ by Bob Tingey 2009 – watercolour

Respect for the
participants

Another of Attilia’s methods
which impressed me was her
insistence on facilitating open
discussion at the end of a
session.
Art therapist George Platts
also strongly held this view.
He asked his clients questions
such as ‘Do you remember
this?’ (pointing to a particular
image), or ‘Why do you think
this is significant?’. In response, a
client with Parkinson’s who had
otherwise appeared confused
gave clear and detailed answers
which amazed George. She

Attilia Cossio discussing art work in her
Monza class, April 1996

knew exactly why she depicted
the subjects in her pictures.
As a result this element has
been a valued part of Painting
with Parkinsons for some years
now. Group members look
forward to a time of reflection
in which every mark they make
is respected. It was in my own
discussions with Attilia and
another eminent art therapist,
Rita Simon, a founding member
of the British Association of Art
Therapists, that I realised my
role of facilitator went only as
far as setting up the appropriate
conditions for art activity. As Rita
said when we talked in London,
‘Who are we to tell people what
to paint?’
As my mentor, Rita had invited
me to stay for three days on
my Churchill Fellowship tour,
introducing me to some of the
most significant names in the
British art therapy movement.
She took me to visit Marion
Milner, with whom I discussed
the significance of concentrating
on right-brained activity in
treating Parkinson’s symptoms.
Marion insisted that the right–left
brain theory was too simplistic,
as creativity belongs to a
process in the brain rather than
to a certain part of the brain.
Marion had turned the whole
concept of formal art teaching
on its head, elaborating about
her ‘free drawing’ theories. In
the 1950s she had written:

T

he first and most obvious
thing about these free
drawings was that they
were not according to
plan … It was possible at
times to produce drawings
or sketches in an entirely
different way from any that
I had been taught, a way
of letting hand and eye
do exactly what pleased
them without any conscious
working to a preconceived
intention.

In J Field, On not being able to
paint, p xvii
She felt that the mood or state of
concentration in which the most
expressive drawings appeared
had a special quality.
Both Marion and Rita also
believed in the power of
doodling as an expression of
emotion, and in its ability to
release pent-up feelings. They
stressed the importance of
following this up with a process
of catharsis or resolution. These
discussions had a big effect
on my thinking, and I decided
to begin each Painting with
Parkinsons class with free line
work followed by free painting.

I remember being mortified
when, years later, one of my
group asked me if she was
doing what I wanted. I realised
then that she was probably
keeping her true feelings firmly
under wraps, perhaps from fear
of revealing some unpleasant
side of her nature. It was only
when she developed dementia
that powerful original imagery
emerged. Another Parkinson’s
artist played safe until given
the opportunity to explore with
finger paint. Then she let her
anger rip.

Group, or one to one?

Early in my tour I realised that
I was better suited to taking a
group for art therapy, rather
than working individually with
one person at a time. I was also
aware that the group structure
helped people to feel accepted
socially.
To help me understand how I
fitted into the art therapy world,
I had discussions in London with
Rita Simon and her colleague
Diane Waller, both of whom
had been presidents of the
British Art Therapy Association –
Diana still is – and were married
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to men who had developed
Parkinson’s. They explained that
without intensive training, it was
dangerous to go down the route
of individual therapy sessions.
They alerted me to the need
to ‘keep the lid on’ any issues
which might crop up.
Rather than trying to solve
anyone’s personal problems, I
needed to concentrate on trying
to make sure that each member
of any group went away from a
session feeling better than when
they came in.
I was becoming convinced
that art activity might in itself
help counteract the distressing
symptoms of Parkinson’s.
To explore this idea, I met the
Dutch neurologist Professor
JP Lakke at The Hague in
the Netherlands to learn
more about his research into
creativity and Parkinson’s.
Lakke had interviewed artists
whose professional status was
assured before they developed
Parkinson’s. He wanted to
investigate whether, as the
loss of dopamine in the brain
slows down connections
between cells, creative ability
is suppressed. To his surprise,
he found that in no cases did
the artists report a lessening
of ability after Parkinson’s
diagnoses – in fact, most of
them reported an increase in
creativity. Of particular interest
was the evidence recorded
by Mervyn Peake, writer of
Gormenghast, and a British war
artist, for whom the increase in
creative ability could not have
been attributed to dopamine
medication as he died before

this treatment became available.
Something very interesting was
going on in the brain when
people affected by Parkinson’s
undertook creative pursuits.
Was this connected in some
way with stories I was hearing
about the therapeutic effects of
meditation and tai chi on people
with Parkinson’s? While Professor
Lakke and I were talking, I
thought back to an extraordinary
Parkinson’s yoga group which
I’d visited only weeks earlier in
Margate, England. There, the
visionary Midge Balkwill and her
energetic friend Jose Barrett ran
a branch of Parkinson’s UK. Each
Friday they gathered together
as many as 23 people with
Parkinson’s and settled them in
two church halls where those in
wheelchairs practised ‘chair-oyoga’ and others – more mobile
– used mats for a full program
of yoga and meditation. When
I was introduced to the second
group after they had been
practising for an hour, I could
not believe they had Parkinson’s.
Symptoms such as masked facial
expressions had completely
disappeared.
One member who had been
doing yoga every day for five
years had been told by her
doctor that he could detect
no increase in her disabling
symptoms over that time. I was
later to learn in Toronto that a
tai chi teacher with Parkinson’s
reported similar outcomes.
After completing appointments
in Europe and the UK, Bob and
I flew to Toronto for discussions
with the Parkinson Foundation
of Canada, where I learned
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about the effectiveness of tai chi
in the treatment of Parkinson’s.
From there we travelled to
the USA and the Struthers
Parkinson’s Center, Minneapolis.
There I was able to confirm the
anecdotal evidence by talking
to research coordinator Mary
Robischon, who explained to
me that, without dopamine to
lubricate connections between
cells, nerve endings become
frustrated and wriggle about in
their efforts to send messages.
Medication which provides
dopamine artificially calms down
the system so that impulses flow
freely. Meditation and creative
activity have a similar effect to
such medication.
While at the Struthers Center I
was asked by the staff to work
with a woman called Betty,
who had been completely
unresponsive for six months.
As she was severely disabled
in a wheelchair, she could not
work on a table. I held a sheet of
paper close to her, supporting it
on the nearest available ‘board’
– which happened to be my
photograph album!
There was no time to waste
while I looked for something
more appropriate to lean
the paper on. People with
Parkinson’s have an almost
obsessive ability to focus well
on a task, helping them to
see projects through to their
conclusions as long as they
aren’t interrupted. I knew that
any delay might cause Betty to
lose interest.
Once she was touching the
paper with the felt tip pen, Betty
could move her hand enough

to show me where to turn the
board and how close to place
the paper.
Betty drew a brown line all
around the paper as I turned the
support. Then she purposefully
drew a second brown line just
inside the first, being careful
not to let the two lines meet or
intersect. She went on to place a
third line outside the first line so
that a frame-like image built up.
A fourth, more randomly spaced
line was added between the
others.
Picking up clues from Betty’s
body language, l changed her
brown felt pen for a blue one.
She drew blue lines across the
brown ones, carefully spacing
them all round the paper. Then
she smiled – for the first time in
six months.
I was reminded of this exciting
moment 20 years later when the
wife of a Painting with Parkinsons
participant emailed me to say
that her husband ‘really enjoyed
this morning. It’s the first time
he’s smiled and been animated
for quite some time!’

Betty’s drawing
1996 – felt pen

H

appy are the painters,
for they shall not be
lonely. Light and colour,
peace and hope, will keep
them company, to the end, or
almost to the end of the day.
John Lavery, The life of a painter

By now I was visualising how to
turn Painting with Parkinsons into
a group in which the art activity
and treatment of Parkinson’s
symptoms were thoughtfully
interrelated. I was also starting
to understand how powerful
mark-making could be as a
communication tool for people
who could not write or talk.
And the program I was devising
would need to address issues
of self-respect and identity, as
well as calming members of the
class.
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Ruth Hagestuen, right with colleagues,
Struthers Parkinson’s Center, Minneapolis
USA, June 1996

Exercise class, Struthers Parkinson’s Center,
June 1996
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‘Rhapsody in Blue’ by Albert Pendrey
1996 – watercolour

“to promote
rhythmic
movement”
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Putting my studies
into practice
Reshaping a Painting with
Parkinsons session

At the Struthers Center I had
watched an exercise session
which was pivotal in prompting
me to restructure Painting
with Parkinsons. To promote
rhythmic movement, the group
at the Center practised making
oval shapes with their hands.
I remembered Attilia’s class
in Milan, with their blue ovals.
Supposing we started a class
with free-hand movements
which were then repeated on
paper? Ideally there would be
themes to link these elements
together, remembering the
Parkinson’s dictum to take things
one step at a time.

Waters’ by my husband Bob.
Painted during the Art for
Parkinson’s pilot trial I undertook
for Parkinson’s UK in 2000, it
began with Bob waving his
hands then continuing that
rhythmic movement onto
paper using felt pens. Without
stopping he developed the
wave patterns with oil pastels,
watercolour and acrylic paints. I
remember watching astonished
at the way he stayed with the
work for an hour and a half,
creating a dense heaving blue–
green sea. In the discussion
at the end of the session Bob
explained that the initial hand
waving exercise had stimulated

In the first class that I took on
my return to Australia I put my
theory into practice and found
that the oval movement alone
could elicit a magical response.
‘Rhapsody in Blue’ by Albert
Pendrey is among my favourite
watercolours.
Over the next few years I finetuned my method. The most
outstanding work to come out
of this approach was ‘Antarctic
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memories of travelling to
Mawson base in Antarctica
across the Southern Ocean
on the round-bottomed ice
breaker MV Nella Dan whose
rolling action made Bob feel
seasick. The finished work is
claustrophobic, with no horizon;
the intensity of emotion is
palpable.

Painting with Parkinsons participants making
blue ovals, July 1996
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Widening the scope
of the program
The last port of call on my 1996
Fellowship tour was Sonoma,
near San Francisco. Here, I
looked forward to meeting Dr
Manfred Clynes, neuroscientist,
musician and author of the
influential book Sentic cycles, a
term Clynes had coined.
I had been introduced to Clynes’
work on the effects of sound
and colour waves on the brain
by art therapist and writer
Moya Cormick, who was also
the founder of the Canberra
Jungian Society. Building on
Clynes’ research, Moya had
devised an art therapy program
to show how a combination of
his program with art activity led
to expressive work.

Sentic cycles drawings by Bob Tingey
1996 – oil pastel
Left: First drawing, showing closed form
Far left: Second drawing, showing open free
form
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In Clynes’ foreword to Moya’s
book on the subject, More than
a touch of emotion, he wrote:

S

entic cycles heal and
integrate the psyche,
making us feel glad to
be alive. Moya Cormick
has ingeniously made
this process visible. On
the surface, Sentic cycles
seem deceptively simple,
and yet they had profound
results and implications. To
enable a person readily and
unconsciously to achieve a
creative pictorial history of
the process, as she has done,
significantly contributes
to its healing power. The
flowing enthusiasm of her
book speaks volumes – a free
natural flow from and to the
heart.
Moya demonstrated her theories
in a Painting with Parkinsons
class in 1996, the year she
herself was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s, by asking members
to do drawings before and after
participating in a Sentic cycle
which takes people through a
range of emotions from negative
to positive. Comparisons
between their drawings showed
that the process freed the artist
to be more expressive after
going through the cycle.
As a way of testing this
‘loosening up’ effect, I asked
Painting with Parkinsons
participants to do two drawings,
one as soon as they arrived
at my class without having a
chance to unwind, and another
at the end after they had gone
through the meditation, exercise
and free painting components

of the program. To my delight,
this produced similar results
to Manfred Clynes’ and Moya
Cormick’s experiments.

After the Fellowship
study tour

The publicity arising from
the Fellowship program and
its impact on Painting with
Parkinsons kept me busy
with seminars, lectures and
workshops for several months
after my return. And the
invitations to promote the
program through meetings
and exhibitions continue to
the present day, including
those to international events.
All these helped me clarify my
theories and expose the work
of the Canberra group to wider
audiences.
One of the most significant
responses to these opportunities
came from Professor Robert
Iansek, who attended my
presentation at the Fourth
Australian Multi-Disciplinary
Conference on Parkinson’s
Disease in Perth in September
1997. In my talk, I described
asking people to let one mark
lead to another in building
up artwork, and encouraging
the Parkinson’s artists to think
through movements rather
than expect them to happen
automatically. Professor Iansek
pointed out that I was following
the same principles which his
own program at the Movement
Disorders Clinic had developed
in Melbourne.

Developing my
facilitation techniques

It is known that people with
Parkinson’s have no trouble
climbing stairs, because the
stair’s risers act as visual triggers,
but have trouble moving
across flat, featureless spaces.
What Professor Iansek and I
had found was that when we
gave participants blank sheets
of paper without some sort
of prompt to make that first
mark, we were traumatising
them. I had already been
including prompts and triggers
instinctively in my classes. When
I got home and resumed them, I
was more aware of factors such
as doing only one thing at a
time, taking one step at a time,
working with one helper at a
time, not being interrupted, and
limiting choices.
Later, when we were living in
the English Midlands Bob and
I attended the Conductive
Education Centre at Birmingham
University, led by Dr Melanie
Brown. I remember that the
mantras of following prompts
and triggers which Professor
Iansek and Dr Brown advocated
were particularly useful when
Bob ‘froze’ getting in the car or
even starting to paint.
The sorts of techniques we used
in order to stimulate creativity
in our participants included
painting to music and fingerpainting. Ruth Hagestuen
(then Director of the Struthers
Parkinson’s Center), whom I
had met on my Fellowship tour,
had identified both activities as
being particularly effective.
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‘Anger’ by Norma Alexander
1997 – acrylic, finger painting

L

istening to music while
finger painting [she wrote]
can help calm tremors and
dyskinesia [involuntary
muscle moments], release
tension and pain and soothe
a troubled spirit. It provides
sensory stimulation as
participants feel the paint
on their fingers, see colour
emerge on paper and hear
the accompanying music.

Hagestuen, 1999, p 27
The music and sound programs
we developed in the Canberra
classes have become such an
inspiring feature of Painting with
Parkinsons that they have earned
their own chapter in this book.

Another of the kick-starting
techniques we still use in today’s
classes to get the creative flow
going is dropping ink on wet
paper and seeing it spread
to stimulate the imagination.
Drawing with eyes closed and
using the non-dominant hand
are other activities which also
help participants forget about
whether or not they can draw.
They can then enjoy making
marks on a piece of paper and
seeing where that can take
them.
We have also adopted the
standard art therapy practice
of developing doodles. An
extension of this exercise is
to suggest that as a starting
point, participants draw a
simple shape – such as an oval
– touching all sides of the paper
without knowing what it is to
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Developing a doodle by Sheila Overy
1996 – felt pen

be used for. We then invite
participants to make it into
whatever comes into their head,
for example a bowl of fruit.
This helps them to undertake
tasks one stage at a time. To be
asked to draw a bowl of fruit
is a huge challenge, whereas
building up shapes one at a
time achieves the same result
without stress. This ‘fruit bowl’
idea came from Ursula Hulme,
founder of Conquest, UK.
I combined the concepts I
gleaned from my Fellowship
tour with ideas of my own, as
well as those developed by my
team of Painting with Parkinsons
facilitators over the years. This
resulted in a rich resource.
As I became more confident
about running Painting with
Parkinsons I introduced my
own warming-up exercises.
One of my favourites is starting
with waving hands – especially
effective if participants hold one
another’s hands and do Mexican
waves, touch thereby triggering
movement. The undulating
pattern is then continued with
drawing tools or paint onto
wet paper and suggesting
watery images, as in Bob’s
painting of ‘Antarctic Waters’.
Another warm-up involves
stretching exercises, leading to
images about growth. When
this process was followed in a
sample class I ran for the British
Independent Television program
‘Bodycheck’ in October 2000
at the London headquarters of
Parkinson’s UK, extraordinarily
free-flowing and vibrant images
of trees resulted.
Over the years various
facilitators have added value

The experience of working in
textiles was enriched further
when Roberta Turner brought
along her friend Val Smith to
facilitate a group ‘shibori’ or tie
dye project.

Fundraising teatowel depicting contour
drawing of hands by Zel McJannet
1995 – felt pen, printed by Megalo

to the program with their own
techniques. Printmaker John
Pratt built on the element of
chance which gives textural
richness to images through the
printing process and lessens the
need for control by the artists
in expressing themselves. Peter
Latona introduced clay – bashing
away is great for dealing with
aggression – and group poetry,
while Joan James expanded the
watercolour technique through
her silk-painting classes. These
were particularly appropriate
for a group enjoying ‘going
with the flow’. Joan’s expertise
enabled such free and joyful
self-expression that the scarves
inspired two Painting with
Parkinsons artists to delight
guests at the Fourth Annual
Exhibition opening with a
magical spontaneous dance.

I recruited Desmond Bishop, an
actor with a passion for using
self-expression as a therapy
following his own history of
illness. He understood that
movement, yoga and tai chi,
reiki, massage etc. are all
ways of ‘training your mind
or engaging in an activity
which takes your focus off your
Parkinson’s symptoms’. And he
is remembered specially for
his work using mirroring as a
movement trigger; this activity
is used by Movement Disorders
programs. It later became an
important feature of Philip
Piggin’s Dance for Parkinson’s
program in Canberra, and
appeared in our film, Making a
Mark.

Community outreach
and funding

In 1998 Linda Rice, an artist from
the local Canberra community
print workshop Megalo Access
Arts, screen-printed banners
and tablecloths for us using
collage work depicting tulips,
the Parkinson’s logo. Linda
put the names of each artist
alongside, in a design project
financed by HealthPact, the
local government organisation
responsible for funding healthrelated projects at the time.
And through a collaboration
between printmaker John Pratt,
Megalo and HealthPact, a set
of Christmas cards was printed
from linocuts by each member
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Mary Bogiatsis silk painting 1998

people, as it were, on their
toes so that they don’t go
into auto response again –
you’re having to concentrate
every time. It’s important to
keep the stimulation up.
of the group as a fundraising
venture. Megalo had previously
printed our sell-out teatowel.
The design for this was based on
a contour drawing by Painting
with Parkinsons committee
member Zel McJannet, a design
which was also featured on the
first Parkinson’s ACT brochure
produced by Bob during his
presidency of Parkinson’s ACT.
And in 2000, Painting with
Parkinsons member Norman
Williams took part in a screenprinting workshop for people
with disabilities run by Megalo.
As I explained to Bob,

W

e’re continually giving
you new activities
and new ideas, introducing
drama, poetry, all sorts of
different things to keep

Banner designed by Linda Rice using
Painting with Parkinsons images and printed
by Megalo 1998
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Joan James (left) facilitating silk painting
activity outside the Banks Building 1998

Silk scarf by Bob Tingey 1998

Ann Worsley making tissue collage 1997
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‘Blue Face’ by Fred Van Dartel 2009 – oil
pastel with watercolour

Fred Van Dartel painting 2008
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Anne Ots painting 2014

Joy Schneider painting 2010

‘Spring’ by Drude Townsend
2010 – watercolour
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Painting with Parkinsons group December
1996: back row, left to right: - Mary Bogiatsis, Penny
Mlakar, Con Bogiatsis, Laurie Alexander,
Mary Pendrey, Cliff Burnett and his wife,
Charles Armstrong, John Worsley, Meg
Armstrong and Bob Tingey
seated: - Jack Barrett, Albert Pendrey, Ann
Worsley, Norma Alexander

Painting with Parkinsons facilitators
John Pratt, Nancy Tingey, Cheryl Jobsz,
Kate Sterrenberg and Roberta Turner
Photo by eX de Medici
—
Peter Latona
—
Leo Loomans
Photo by eX de Medici
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Running a class
From the earliest days of
Painting with Parkinsons I felt
responsible for the development
of the program. But I was also
aware that keeping a tight rein
on the program myself was
asking for trouble in the long
run. The more people I could
involve, the more chance that
others could take over should
I become ill, lose interest, or
move away for a while (as did
happen).
The Painting with Parkinsons
community is run by the
coordinator, hopefully keeping
a handle on all aspects of
the program, a team of paid
facilitators who combine roles
of tutor and enabler, and
volunteers who help out in all
manner of ways. Carers may
choose to give support but
as they often need therapy
themselves they are encouraged
to join in activities. As I was
the only carer who was also a
facilitator I found the boundaries
blurred and in later years
employed carers to see to Bob
while I was running a class or
taking time out to recharge my
batteries.

Whenever a friend or colleague
expressed interest in helping
with the program I took them
on. Sometimes partners and
carers found they preferred
helping with refreshments to
painting, and some people,
like Meg Armstrong, were
more interested in taking over
administration and public
relations roles.
Later, friends from my other
classes joined in, notably Patricia
Screen and Margaret McMahon
both doing onerous tasks such
as bookkeeping and ordering
materials. They also became
actively involved in promotion
and fundraising, making items to
sell. Margaret hosted Christmas
parties and made aprons, bags
and other special presents for
members of the group.
Parkinson’s ACT members were
very supportive. Most of the
committee members of this
group participated in classes in
some way. And, although it was
the coordinator’s responsibility
to apply for funding, the
Parkinson’s ACT treasurer
oversaw banking procedures.
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My husband Bob had made it a
priority in his term as president
of Parkinson’s ACT to make
it into an incorporated body.
This meant that Parkinson’s
ACT could act (and did) as the
umbrella body for Painting
with Parkinsons, essential when
applying for grants from local
government organisations such
as HealthPact.

The plan

On my Churchill Fellowship tour
I had realised there was a need
for an organisational plan. Two
Epsom Borough councillors
who acted as advisers to the
English organisation Conquest
(now Conquest Art) took me
aside and recommended that
I make a strategic plan as soon
as I returned to Australia, in
order to add weight to funding
applications.
Although I could see the sense
of this, I had no idea who to
turn to until, in March 1997
at a Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition at the local Italo Australian Club, a stranger

gave me his card, saying he
might be able to help me.
Over lunch a few days later the
card owner, Graham Jackson,
explained that as a volunteer
he drew up strategic plans for
charitable organisations. I was
flabbergasted; people actually
enjoyed doing this kind of work!
Before the month was out, we
had Graham Jackson’s Strategic
plan for Parkinson’s ACT Inc. for
the period 1998 to June 1999.
What seemed an unrewarding
task to me was not necessarily
so for other people.

Looking for funding

In the strategic plan, Graham
suggested that we make
representations to government
to seek support eg ‘by way of
subsidies’ and ‘raise appropriate
funds’. Over the years we
followed his advice, managing
to keep afloat in the process.
Graham also noted that recent
funding had come from:
• membership subscriptions,
donations and fundraising
activities by members of
Parkinson’s ACT
• sale of Painting with
Parkinsons artwork, cards and
calendars
• a community club, the
Southern Cross Club
• HealthPact (ACT Government)
• Australian businessman Dick
Smith
• the Snow Foundation, a 1991
initiative of two brothers to

improve the lives of those
who are disadvantaged in
Canberra, the surrounding
region and beyond
• the local Rotary Club of Hall,
where Bob and I were living
• Sandoz provided support for
videos, through Parkinson’s
Australia, Sydney
• drug companies Roche and
Eli Lilly provided support
for publishing a calendar
through Parkinson’s Australia,
Sydney.
All except the first source
related solely to Painting
with Parkinsons. At that stage
Parkinson’s ACT didn’t have the
funds to support us. It was up
to me and later, the coordinator
who took over from me in 1999,
John Pratt, to come up with
ideas. Asking people for money
and giving talks didn’t come
easily to either of us, so we
struggled with our obligations at
times. Believing in what we were
doing, and why, kept us going.
The success of my application
for funding from Dick Smith had
also been inspired by further
advice from the two Epsom
councillors who had suggested
that I make a strategic plan.
They recommended sending
requests to home addresses
and in handwritten envelopes
so they would be unlikely to
be intercepted by secretaries.
Approaching Dick Smith in this
way brought in $3000, twice.
At an art exhibition opening in
his home village of Gundaroo,
shortly after receiving the
second gift, I thanked him
profusely and he said, ‘I’d given

you one grant so I thought you
might as well have another!’
If only it was always so simple!
The maddening thing was that
we could fairly easily get local
government funding for a new
project, but not for ongoing
work. So when applying, for
instance, to HealthPact, we
had to think of a different slant
each year. This was why we
introduced yoga and tai chi
early on, then the calendar and
Christmas card projects, and
eventually the film, Making a
Mark.

Art supplies

Private donations allowed us
more flexibility than government
grants in terms of how we spent
the money. We were particularly
grateful for such donations,
because they allowed us to
keep up our stock of expensive
art materials. The artist eX de
Medici, for example, whose
father was a Painting with
Parkinsons participant and who,
as a painter herself, understood
how important supplies are,
gave us $3000 solely to buy
materials. The simplest marks
are greatly enhanced when fine
quality paints and paper are
used, so we knew that buying
cheap materials would be false
economy. Watching luminous
pigment spread magically on
wet watercolour paper is in
itself therapeutic. Because we
believed that, for people who
had difficulty signing their
names, expressive mark-making
gave satisfaction, affirming
their sense of identity, it was
important that the most was
made of each line or dot.
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We also knew that ease of
handling was a priority. Initially
we experimented with a wide
range of materials. Then at
the Orana Steiner school in
Canberra, I found paint jars
in custom-made holders
which prevented spills, and
lightweight plastic drawing
boards. Although our Painting
with Parkinsons participants
tended to work directly on
tables, boards like this were
ideal for lifting wet work. We
could slide the boards under
the finished artwork, and
either take it outside to dry (in
summer) or lie it on the heated
floor (in winter). Eventually we
bought watercolour paints
and paper materials wholesale
from Mercurius, the Steiner
School suppliers in Melbourne.
To start with, I took boxes of
art materials to the classes

each week. Then our host the
Botanic Gardens allocated some
cupboards for our use, making
the job much easier. I bought
printer’s ends of rolls for group
work. We put the acrylic paints
used for finger-painting on
recycled white polystyrene meat
trays. These were also used to
mix paints, though I encouraged
participants to mix colours on
the watercolour paper to see
for themselves what happened
when pigments coincide.

How the classes
developed

On the whole I gave very little
technical instruction, believing
that people would remember
concepts more easily if they
discovered them for themselves.
When we were working with
watercolours the painters each
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‘No Green’ by Bill Clarke
2011 – watercolour

had six jars, two yellows, two
reds and two blues, following
the Steiner system from which all
colours could be mixed through
trial and error. But I got my
comeuppance when Bill Clarke
did a series of paintings titled
‘There isn’t any green!’
Initially the classes were
advertised as running between
9.30 and 12.30 because we
hired a room for those hours
each Friday. Knowing how
difficult it was for people with
Parkinson’s to be prompt when
dealing with on/off symptoms
I imagined participants would
feel free to arrive and leave any
time within those hours. Not so!

I soon learnt that for ex-teachers
– and we had several in the
early days – ‘between’ meant
you arrive at 9.30 ready to start
work; so through the years,
we have developed a regime
which seems to work better
overall. The facilitator arrives
by 9.30 to set up the room, the
volunteers arrive about 9.45
to prepare refreshments, and
most of the participants have
arrived by 10 to enjoy their tea
or coffee and cake. Members
socialise, catching up with the
week’s events and discussing
Parkinson’s issues (left brain
activities), then by 10.15 they
are, hopefully, ready to move
into another, so-called right
brained, period of meditation
and creativity. This process has
been beautifully described by
facilitators Cheryl Jobsz and
Roberta Turner in articles they
wrote for the Parkinson’s ACT
Bulletin in September 2012
(right).

Discussion time

The discussion time at the end
of the morning has become
a much valued element of
the program. This is the time
when we validate every mark in
recognition of its significance
as evidence of individuality
and identity, acknowledging
that both essentials of the
human condition are gradually
and inexorably depleted as
Parkinson’s develops.

Roberta’s story, ‘Facilitation with the Parkinson’s group is a gift
to me. As each person enters the room at the Botanic gardens,
they move into their own spirit realm. They tend to leave the
shakes, the freezing moments, and their own washing at the
doorstep in order to enter into another world of creativity. Their
inner light shines through their artistic endeavours, giving back
to the privileged observer a sense of awe.’
Cheryl’s story, ‘Each week at Painting with Parkinsons is a
journey using a painting process devised by Nancy Tingey.
With breath work and exercises, music and quality paper and
pigment, we enter the unknown. Both painters and facilitators
greet each Friday with a feeling of trust and anticipation,
socializing over morning tea.
A frozen moment can become a turning point using wet paint
on wet paper. A tremoring hand is stilled and colours appear
beneath a brush. Frustration and anger become … intense
explosive colour and line.
A sleepy day transforms into breathtaking delicacy. A story that
cannot easily be spoken appears in visual language while a
frame on the paper creates a safe boundary to work within.
People are making their mark.
Each week I leave with a heightened respect for the courage
of the painters who work with the stimulus provided by the
artist facilitator of the day. The immediacy of their work and the
amazing results achieved as people move from the analytical
brain to the expressive is inspirational to me as an artist and as a
human being.’

Charles Armstrong drawing ‘Wattle’
1996 – oil pastel
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Participant Ann Worsley
summed up the response of the
group to this process by saying
that:

P

eople can forget about
their Parkinson’s for a
while; you do get absorbed
in the painting, and even
though it may be queer
marks, those marks mean
something to the person
doing it. It’s something you
can talk about … instead of
talking about the Parkinson’s.
I think it gives people a sense
of importance to be able to
talk about their work.

Moving to an all-year
system for classes

Initially we ran sessions to
coincide with school terms,
but this proved confusing for
people who weren’t involved
in the school system, and
members would turn up
accidentally in holiday periods.
After a few years we started to
run the program continuously
from mid-February until the
end of November, except for
Good Friday when the Botanic
Gardens administrative staff are
on leave (and our participants
are still likely to turn up by
mistake!).
The Christmas party is always
in the first week of December.
Some participants find the long
break over summer hard to
cope with – after all, if art is a
therapy, you need it all the time
– but as the role of facilitator is
demanding, a long holiday is
necessary to recharge batteries.

To try and spread the load,
facilitators take classes for up
to four weeks at a time and
volunteers on the refreshment
team are rostered on once a
month.
I have been humbled over
time at the way volunteers and
facilitators have been flexible
about their roles. Participant
numbers vary from a handful – if
people are ill, attending medical
appointments or away on
holiday – to 17 in the group, on
a couple of occasions. An ideal
size is 8 to 12.
As we feel it is important to
make all comers feel welcome
we try never to turn anyone
away who wants to join a class.
So I felt uncomfortable during
the one period when I agreed
to have a waiting list. I had to
reconcile the fact that having too
many in the group puts undue
pressure on staff, while being
aware that we are there to try
and improve the quality of life
of people with Parkinson’s. We
have to keep our eye on the ball.

Documenting the
artwork

Keeping track of the artwork
presents its own problems. In
the early years I photographed
everything made by those in
the class. From these photos,
I made up albums to leave as
a record for Parkinson’s ACT
before I handed over the role
of coordinator to John Pratt in
1999.
Otherwise we tended to
document only work in
exhibitions. Both John and I
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kept key pieces. Some of these I
took to England in 1999 where,
four years later, they formed
the Painting with Parkinsons
component of the Catalyst
exhibition. And later, facilitators
Robert Turner and Kate
Sterrenberg made up folders
of student work which could be
sold at fundraising events.
Now we have a system to
control the large archive. John
checks through participants’
current portfolios to select
paintings for exhibitions. The
remaining paintings are then
handed to group members to
take home and select what they
would like to keep. Hopefully
they bring back what they don’t
want so we can use it to add to
the folders for possible sale, cut
up into cards to sell, or offer to
other artists to form the basis
of their own work. For instance,
Angela Hillier and Narelle
Jones used unwanted paintings
as backgrounds for their
calligraphy which illustrated
Hazel Hall’s poems in ‘Eggshell
sky’ – and artist Ann McMahon
cut discarded paper into strips
to make baskets, extending
opportunities to raise awareness
about Parkinson’s.

What the classes offer

While we are busying away
in the background, we are
kept aware of the main point
of all this by responses from
group members. Over the
years we have sent out several
questionnaires and interviewed
participants. When they say
they look forward to the art
sessions as the highlight of
the week, we know we are on

Bob Tingey painting ‘Rocks’
2008 – watercolour and body colour

track. Over the years we have
found that members of our
group depend on us to provide
a safe haven where they are
supported and don’t have to
explain their symptoms. The art
activity has a similar effect to
that of medication, without side
effects, and with the bonus of
leaving participants with a ‘feel
good’ factor after the sessions
finish. Also, the artwork reminds
them of the making process and
brings a sense of achievement.
As Bob said, painting is a ‘can
do’ activity, while most other
abilities have been taken away
by Parkinson’s symptoms.

‘Flow’ by Bob Tingey
2009 – acrylic

Far right: ‘Bird of Paradise’ by Bob Tingey
2009
– oil pastel with watercolour and acrylic
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‘The Remarkables’ by Jack Barrett
1995 – coloured inks

“When I am
sketching I
forget about
the Parkinson’s
and it forgets
about me”
Charles Armstrong
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Case studies of

participants and carers,
1994–1999
So who were all these people for
whom we went to such lengths?
By the end of 1995 the group
comprised 12 members with
Parkinson’s and 3 carers.
Numbers fluctuated a little but
we muddled through somehow,
even producing a calendar for
1998 featuring 13 artists with
Parkinson’s. Overall, we worked
with 20 people with Parkinson’s
between 1994 and 1999. This
chapter presents some of their
stories.
Jack Barrett took up painting
when he retired from his
academic career as a biologist.
He was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s soon afterwards,
in 1985, and nine years later
became the first member of
Painting with Parkinsons. One
of the most committed and
talented of participants, he
produced lively and imaginative
work almost till the day he died,
insisting that he experienced
improvements in his mental
state for up to two weeks after a
class.

In 1997, Jack’s work was shown
at the Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition held during the First
New Zealand International
Multi-Disciplinary Conference
on Parkinson’s in Wellington,
New Zealand. A month later,
he became very ill. I helped
him paint in hospital in July
1997, and at home in August.
He attended Painting with
Parkinsons classes in Canberra
less than three weeks before he
died in March 1998.
Mary (Maria) Bogiatsis’
membership of Painting with
Parkinsons lasted only a few
months longer. She had joined
with Jack Barrett in November
1994, becoming too ill to attend
by September 1998. Throughout
her struggle with Parkinson’s
she was loyally supported by
her husband Con who hoped
art activity would help Mary
combat depression. He was not
disappointed.
My husband Bob Tingey
joined Painting with Parkinsons
a week after Jack and Mary,
and continued until June
1999, resuming again in 2002.
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In 2000 he participated in
the Art for Parkinson’s UK
pilot trial in Shrewsbury, UK,
where he painted ‘Antarctic
Waters’ and ‘Sunburst’,
both of them featuring in
the Catalyst exhibition and
American Parkinson’s Disease
Foundation online gallery. His
painting ‘Light’, created back
in Australia, was reproduced
in the Parkinson’s Disease
Foundation Calendar for 2013
and on the front cover of
the 2013 American medical
journal Parkinsonism & Related
Disorders. He finally stopped
attending Painting with
Parkinsons classes at the end
of that year, as by this time his
lack of mobility and tendency
to sleep through sessions made
regular outings impractical.
For some years I employed a
professional carer, Noel Bartone,
who became a much loved
member of the team to look after
Bob when he attended classes.
In his last few years (2015–2017)
Bob worked one to one for an
hour a week with artist Susan
Hey in his care hostel.

Norma Alexander joined in
December 1994. She had been
diagnosed with Parkinson’s
in 1986, aged 66 years. An
accomplished painter in oils,
she had studied portraiture with
Bruce Fletcher in Melbourne. It
was therefore quite a challenge
for her to reinvent herself
with a less academic, more
expressive style when she came
into Painting with Parkinsons.
Accompanied by her husband
and carer Laurie, she worked
with the group for nearly five
years, enjoying experimenting
with unfamiliar materials
such as ink and droppers,
and delighting in romantic
depictions of gardens and
country walks.
Charles and Meg Armstrong
were much loved core members
of Painting with Parkinsons
from February 1995 until 2002.
Charles was 69 years old when
diagnosed in 1988. A retired
headmaster, he had had no

experience of art activity until
he came into the group but
immediately became one of our
most sensitive and responsive
artists, with a delightful sense
of humour. Who could forget
his zany drawing of ‘The Day
the Television Broke Down’?
Meg worked alongside Charles
for about a year, then turned
to helping run the group.
Charles used an expressive
hatching technique in his
drawings, turning his tremor
into an advantage. (Hatching is
a common feature in artwork by
people with Parkinson’s.)
Cliff Burnett was another
retired headmaster who was
able to turn things around. He
joined in February 1995, and
left only a short time later that
year to pursue other interests,
such as Planting with Parkinsons!
However, he is remembered for
saying, when drawing a banksia
flower, ‘This is easy. I just hold
the pen and the Parkinson’s
does the rest!’

’Sunburst’ by Bob Tingey 1998 – watercolour

Belle Gillies also joined in
February 1995. A retired
mathematician, she had been
diagnosed with Parkinson’s just
before Easter in 1993; she was
also suffering from cancer but
enjoyed the class so much she
came on and off until she died
in 1997. She welcomed the
opportunity to revive childhood
memories and work intuitively.
Intensely musical, she was
fascinated by the way painting
and drawing can create moods
and reflect the smooth sounds
or staccato effects of musical
patterns.
Harold Kinsey, a retired
housepainter and decorator, was
with us for just a few months in
1995. An enthusiastic member
of the group, he brought a
range of art materials from his
business. I often wonder what
happened to him.
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‘The Day the Television Broke Down’ by
Charles Armstrong 1996 – oil pastel
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’Banksia Flowers’ by Cliff Burnett 1995 – pen
and ink (an example of using Parkinson’s
symptoms to make dots and hatching marks)

Zel McJannet, the devoted
carer for her husband Ray who
found relief from his Parkinson’s
in reading and walking rather
than art activities, came along
with her friend Meg Armstrong
to give us moral support. Zel
and Meg were dedicated
Parkinson’s ACT committee
members, helping out wherever
they could. Zel’s hands are

featured on the Painting with
Parkinsons teatowel which the
local Canberra community print
workshop, Megalo Access Arts,
printed for us as a fundraiser
and which featured on the first
Parkinson’s ACT brochure.
Albert and Mary Pendrey
were another couple who
joined Painting with Parkinsons
in February 1995. Albert was a
retired engineer, diagnosed with
Parkinson’s in 1986 when he was
69. Gentle and softly spoken, I
remember him whispering that
when he sang in his choir his
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‘Christmas Decorations’ by Norma Alexander
1998 – coloured inks applied with droppers

voice was normal. He painted
with the group until July 1997
when he developed pneumonia.
After Albert died in October
of that year, Mary continued
coming to classes for a while,
saying she found it comforting.
One of our most energetic
and supportive participants,
Ann Worsley, joined in May
1995 at the beginning of the

interested in art, practising
millinery and ikebana1 until
becoming totally absorbed
with the creative process as
a member of Painting with
Parkinsons. She especially
enjoyed manipulating tissue
paper collage and painting
to music, asserting that such
activities helped her overcome
depression.

Painting to music – ‘Fire Dance’ by Belle
Gillies 1996 – watercolour

‘The Four Seasons’ by Ann Worsley
1996 – tissue collage

third term we had offered,
remaining very active until
2003. A fitness enthusiast, she
had been devastated when
diagnosed with Parkinson’s,
aged only 64, so she welcomed
the opportunity to become
absorbed in a new activity which
might help her cope with her
illness. She had always been

Following a career as a
renowned potter, Sheila Overy
joined in February 1996.
With unfailing optimism, she
developed into one of our
most talented and enthusiastic
artists. She participated in the
sentic cycles session led by
Moya Cormick and in 1997
1
Twenty years later participant Katrina Muir
combined Painting with Parkinsons with
ikebana, finding both induced a state of
calm.
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created a striking series of
‘Tulip Field’ monoprints one of
which was reproduced in the
local newspaper, Belconnen
Chronicle. Describing what the
program meant to her, Sheila
said:

P

ainting with Parkinsons
for me relaxes the
body, releases the pain,
and [induces] a mode of
tranquillity – producing a gut
feeling all of one’s own.
In March 1996, Jean Dillon
joined the group, though writing
was her preferred medium. A
retired occupational therapist,
she understood the value of
Painting with Parkinsons. When
we decided to run a program in
collaboration with MS creative
therapies at Gloria McKerrow
House in 1998, starting with
dance, Jean took part in it. In
spite of severe back problems
and debilitating Parkinson’s
symptoms, she painted
energetically; her dynamic
painting ‘The Burning Bush’
featured in our 1998 calendar
and the Making a Mark film.

way of helping her husband.
Parkinson’s and dementia had
so debilitated Jock that he had
become a shadow of his former
self. He came along reluctantly
to his first class in August 1996;
he loved it so much he stayed
for three years.

As someone for whom art
activities have been the
driving force throughout my
life I feel constantly humbled
by the courage of people
who take up the challenge of
painting in complete contrast
to their former occupation. For
Jock Harvey, a retired army
commander, coming to Painting
with Parkinsons required a huge
leap of faith. He was cajoled
into joining the art group by
his devoted wife Audrey who
was desperate to find some
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Handprint by Sheila Overy 1997 – acrylic

‘The Burning Bush’ by Jean Dillon
1996 – oil pastel and edicol dye

‘Army Manoeuvres’ by Jock Harvey 1996
- watercolour

looking forward to that. Enjoys
craypas most – results reflect
that – see drawing of face.’ Later
I wrote, ‘Big breakthrough –
mark making with brush – wet
on wet...’ This first painting was
of army manoeuvres; Jock was
remembering his illustrious
military career. Every shape had
meaning, as I discovered when
asking him about the work.

‘Happiness’ by Jock Harvey
1998 – watercolour

When Jock first came into the
group he used felt pens and
oil pastels. [I made a note,
‘Stiffer with felt pen. Must try
him with paint – think he is

Nine months into the program,
Audrey told me that she had
asked Jock’s psychiatrist why
Jock’s paintings had become
more colourful and light. He
replied that painting had helped
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Parkinson’s art group that I
became aware of his need to
find a way to express himself.
A former professional soldier,
used to commanding men,
he has attempted to create,
in colour, realistic pictures
[of military manoeuvres] on
paper, participating with the
group to act out a story.

I

have found it incredible
that this group of people
has achieved a great artistic
rapport, and take great pride
in their work being admired
at various exhibitions.
It was perhaps easier for
Norman Williams to take up
painting, as he was already
well versed in the visual arts
as a cartographer and potter.
When Norman joined Painting
with Parkinsons in September
1996 he was in his 80s and had
had Parkinson’s throughout his
15 years of retirement from his
position as head of Australia’s
National Mapping Agency. My
husband Bob and Norman had
collaborated on the first satellite
maps of Antarctica.

‘Head’ by Jock Harvey 1996 – oill pastel

Jock become happier in himself
and this was showing in his
paintings.
Audrey herself became very
involved with the group, sitting
with Jock as he worked. In 1998
she wrote:

W

hen my husband
was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s disease several
years ago, I became a full
time carer. I read books,
listened to cassettes, and
attended seminars, hoping
to find a way to help this
emotionally and physically
limited man.

I

t wasn’t until he reluctantly
agreed to ‘try out’ the
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Like his friend and fellow potter
Sheila, Norman was a lively and
positive force in the art group.
In September 1998 his ‘Tulip’
painting was bought by Chief
Minister Kate Carnell from an
exhibition at the Canberra artists
gallery Strathnairn Homestead;
he participated in a Megalo
printmaking project for people
with disabilities in 2000. And he
remained an active member of
Painting with Parkinsons until he
moved into the Canberra care
home Carey Gardens, where he
started his own art group.

Judith Dexter joined in
February 1997 and took part in
the collaboration with the MS
Society; then she had a major
operation. She was never well
enough to return. I remember
visiting her after a stroke, still
optimistic and being tenderly
cared for by her husband Barry.
She wrote wonderful letters of
support.

Compare this with Philip Dunn’s
story. He was introduced to
artwork in 1997 by his carer
and my artist friend Barbara
Nosworthy, whom he later

‘Flowers’ by Norman Williams
1998 – acrylic monoprint

Kath Gillies came along in
February 1997 and worked
enthusiastically for the day, but
never came again! Life happens.

‘Avoiding the Canberra Hospital’ by
Philip Dunn
1998 – watercolour crayon and watercolour
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’Landscape’ by Philip Dunn
1997 – watercolour crayon (preliminary
loosening-up drawing)

married. Painting with Parkinsons
gave him ‘a positive ongoing
objective’, he said. Formerly
an ace pilot flying with the Red
Arrows in Britain then founding
the Roulettes in Australia, he
painted with the passion and
focus he had applied to his
career. He was soon making
‘strong drawings of flight
– formation flying’. Initially
frustrated by his dyskinetic
movements, he learnt to adapt,
making exciting landscape
forms with scribbled bands of
watercolour crayon. His ironic
sense of humour was depicted
in his painting ‘Avoiding the
Canberra Hospital’. In 1998 he

took to monoprinting and later
loved painting with feathers;
how appropriate for an airman!
He had been diagnosed with
Parkinson’s in 1984, aged 50.
By the time he died, 30 years
later, on 17 February 2014, he
had been one of the longest
serving members of Painting
with Parkinsons, only outlived
by his friend Bob Tingey. They
used to sit alongside in their
wheelchairs, mostly unable to
speak but occasionally coming
out with unrepeatably wicked
witticisms.
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Anne Drake-Brockman is
remembered for her strong
image ‘Trapped’ in the 1998
calendar. When I encouraged
her to keep going with treating
her symptoms, she replied, ‘I’m
waiting for a cure.’ She died long
ago and, at the time of writing,
there still isn’t a cure.
Gloria Russell joined in August
1997. According to Dale Baker,
Gloria recalled being asked to
help collect money from the
group in 1998. At the time the
fee was $4 per person per week.
She also described a day when
she didn’t feel like participating:

’Trapped’ by Anne Drake-Brockman
1996 – watercolour

N

ancy said it was time to
paint and I just sat there
and felt so negative, and I
said, No, I’m going home.
Nancy replied that I didn’t
have to paint. Just imagine
all the people around you are
cabbages [so you don’t feel
self conscious] and just put a
mark [on the paper]… Then I
started to work.

Gloria was a lively presence in
the film Making a Mark so I tried
to contact her when the film was
launched only to discover that
she had died in 2007 without
seeing her starring role. Sadly,
once people go into care they
tend to disappear into the ether.

We had positive support
from Dickson Health Centre
physiotherapist Jenny Yaxley
who brought Ruth Ede to the
group for a few weeks from
August 1998. Jenny worked
alongside Gerda Caunt at
the health centre, which was
the original meeting place of
Parkinson’s ACT, and was hugely
supportive of activities for
people with Parkinson’s. Gerda
ran a local support program for
those affected by Parkinson’s,2
and took an exhibition of
work by members of Painting

‘Formation Flying’ by Philip Dunn
1998 – watercolour crayon

² SPICE, the Special Program of Information,
Care and Exercise, ran 10-week courses for
people who had had Parkinson’s for at least
three years. This included partners, families,
carers etc. The program was organised by
an aged care and rehabilitation community
team.
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‘By the River’ by Margaret Atyeo
1998 – watercolour

with Parkinsons to the Hobart
Parkinson’s conference in 1995.
Margaret Atyeo joined the
group about the same time
as Ruth Ede and was active in
the group for nearly 10 years,
accompanied by Mark, her
cheerful husband and carer who
himself had cerebral palsy. I
remember Margaret in particular
for the plucky way she handled
her very restricted movement.
When painting a landscape I
would keep turning the drawing
board for her as she worked
on one side, then another. She
could only move her hand a
few centimetres at a time and
was confined to a wheelchair.
Working with Margaret
reminded me of my experience
with Betty and different coloured
felt pens at the Struthers Center
in America on my Fellowship
tour visit.

assumed she enjoyed seeing the
elements from different points
of view. This reminded me of the
dangers of making assumptions
about other people’s work and
perceptions.
Working with people with
Parkinson’s was a richly
rewarding experience. As Bob
commented to Dale Baker in
1998, ‘Some of these people I’d
never normally cross paths with,
yet they seem an outstanding
group and everybody has a
story about their life or the latest
showdown with their doctor.’

I learned later that Margaret
had found it difficult to think
with the paper upside-down
as she worked around it; I had
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Nancy Tingey, Albert Pendrey, Senator
Margaret Reid and Sheila Overy at the
Yamba Sports Club with artwork by Painting
with Parkinsons, sponsored by the ACT
Government’s health promotion grant
program (then called Healthpact)
Photo by Paul Harris Valley View
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After the Churchill
Fellowship tour:
1996 to 1999
Late 1996

On 8 August 1996, only two
months after Bob and I returned
from our travels, Parkinson’s ACT
marked its tenth anniversary by
producing the booklet Life with
Parkinson’s, edited by treasurer
Jim Norman. It featured articles
about Painting with Parkinsons
and about my Fellowship tour.
Also, at a celebration lunch
in the local Yamba Sports
Club, work was displayed by
each member of Painting with
Parkinsons.
In October 1996 journalist
Verona Burgess wrote in the
Canberra Times, ‘Art unlocks the
creative spirit for Parkinson’s
sufferers’. This gave my work a
huge boost. The story covered
all aspects of our journey and
the theory behind Painting with
Parkinsons. Accompanying
photographs by Graham Tidy
showed me in my Hall studio
surrounded by Parkinson’s
artwork, and Bob in our garden.
Verona’s article about Bob was
titled ‘Perseverance a Parkinson’s
prerequisite’. Looking back over
30 years, it is now apparent

that he and I shared this
characteristic.
We were in this together. Being
involved in Bob’s journey with
Parkinson’s was opening up my
life in surprising ways. As I told
Verona, ‘When my mother was
told of Bob’s diagnosis she was
so distressed she felt my life
was over. Strangely I now realize
it has been enriched. I have
been challenged in ways I never
envisaged and found strengths I
didn’t know I had.’
These were busy times for
Painting with Parkinsons, and
they coincided with the blow to
Bob’s morale when he had to
retire from the public service at
the end of 1996, 10 years earlier
than planned.

1997

I was stretched to the limit,
submitting my Churchill
Fellowship tour report in May
1997, six months late. Patricia
Screen, a friend I had made
while teaching watercolours in
a Hawker College evening class
and who later became a Painting
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with Parkinsons volunteer helper,
came to the rescue by pasting
photographs into the Fellowship
report at the eleventh hour, and
one of our neighbours in Hall
village, Andie Pearson, gave me
secretarial help. I relied heavily
on friends to get me through
– I’m lucky to have any left! I
was called on to give talks to
various community, nursing and
art organisations, including the
National Gallery of Australia, and
in 1997 gave presentations at
Parkinson’s conferences in Perth
and New Zealand.
I had been invited by Churchill
Fellow Christine Blackler, the
national coordinator of the
New Zealand Parkinsonism
Society, to exhibit work by
Painting with Parkinsons at the
First New Zealand International
Multi-Disciplinary Conference
on Parkinson’s Disease held in
Wellington in June 1997. The
exhibition was nearly sabotaged
by Qantas who managed to
divert the large suitcase of 25
paintings to Brisbane and then
casually offered to get it to
Wellington on the day after the
conference finished! After much

negotiating, the artwork arrived
just in time for all to see in the
Plaza International Hotel foyer.
Canberra hosted the Australian
National Art Therapy Association
conference ‘Windows to the
Way We Work’ at the end of
November 1997, with my
psychologist friend Carolyn Rolls
leading the Canberra art therapy
interest group which had been
formed by Janice Horne in
1995–96.
I brought Attilia Cossio, whom
I had met in Italy the previous
year, to this conference to talk
about her work as the initiator
of ‘art as therapy’ programs
for Parkinson’s. Dick Smith’s
contributions paid her air fare,
and she was accompanied by
her daughter Enrica.
Attilia’s visit was significant
on several counts. The
Italian community links I’d
made through a Painting
with Parkinsons exhibition at
Canberra’s Italo-Australian club
in early 1997 led to an invitation
for us to lunch at Villaggio
Sant’ Antonio in the Canberra
suburb of Page. Here, Attilia and
her daughter experienced an
Italian-run care organisation at
work in Australia. In those days
the Italian cuisine at Villaggio
included wine, and visitors had
the same meals as honoured
residents.
As it turned out, my visit to this
care home opened the door for
Bob to secure a place when he
needed fulltime care, four years
later. Unfortunately the home
had not been able to maintain
the same dining and wining
privileges when it expanded!

Bob’s problems with his
parkinsonism had been
compounded by osteoarthritis
in his hips. Over the 12 years
between 1993 and 2005 he
had to go through six major
replacement operations, four
of those repairing breakages.
He was actually in an operating
theatre at Calvary Hospital
having his third operation that
November, when Attilia was
in the foyer opening our third
annual Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition. On the same visit
to Australia she facilitated a
Painting with Parkinsons practical
session in the Botanic Gardens
and presented two papers on
working with dementia patients
and Parkinson’s at the Australian
National Art Therapy Association
conference in Canberra. She
then went on to Adelaide to give
a talk about her book Il colore,
la leggerezza e la di Parkinson
(The coloured umbrella, art
therapy for Parkinson’s) and
advise on setting up an art
group for Parkinson’s SA, at the
invitation of Heather Trenorden,
then president of Parkinson’s
Australia.1 Attilia also appeared
on a multicultural SBS radio
program in Melbourne, where
she discussed our Painting with
Parkinsons program in glowing
terms.
Close to home, 1997 was the
year that my friends Sue Hall and
Maria-Eleni Alessandre ran yoga
and tai chi sessions for people
with Parkinson’s, as an offshoot
of the art activity. And I carried
Heather Trenorden subsequently
established a program, under the guidance
of Churchill Fellow Vicky Pitcher. It has
been offered from time to time ever since
then.

1

through a suggestion by Penny
Mlakar for the 1998 calendar. As
there were 13 participants with
Parkinson’s in the 1997 group, I
was able to reproduce work by
all of them, one for each month
and, on the front cover ‘The Four
Seasons’ by Ann Worsley. It was
a great thrill for Ann having her
tissue collage work prominently
shown, so I made a mental note
to try and make sure we spread
mentions of group members as
evenly as we could across the
board when reproducing work.
The only person who had more
than his fair share of publicity
was Bob. It was inevitable, as
he was involved in programs
overseas as well as in Canberra
and was active for so many
years.
Philip Dunn came a close
second. To see how Bob and
Philip took to painting after
lifetimes of total immersion in
unrelated spheres was truly
remarkable. There are various
theories about why people
with Parkinson’s respond so
well to art activity, including
the suggestion that medication
may be partly responsible for
the brain being adept at taking
on new challenges. Also, the
natural temperament of the
artists involved has to be taking
into consideration. Both Bob
and Philip were determined and
driven to succeed at whatever
they turned their minds to.
In the year 1997 we also had
sustained support from Peter
Dawkins, CEO of Parkinson’s
NSW, following his opening
of our Calvary exhibition
in November 1996. Peter,
ex-manager for Australian
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pop star John Farnham, had
Parkinson’s and had been on the
Sydney deep brain stimulation
trial. When we saw him the
following year at the Wellington
conference he was delighted
with the outcome. (Bob and I
have fond memories of Peter
so were saddened to hear that
he died after a fall, aged 68, in
2014.)
Peter secured funding of $5000
to print our calendar. Through
his initiative, copies were
distributed to members of the
conference held at Uluru in 1997
to launch the new Parkinson’s
drug Tasmar. Bob (as public
officer) and Peter, as committee
members of Parkinson’s
Australia, participated in
the Uluru conference. Bob
considered it a highlight of his
time as president of Parkinson’s
ACT. Apart from being feted,
wined and dined, it provided
him with an opportunity to meet
eminent neurologists from other
parts of the world with whom he
could discuss James Parkinson’s
expertise as a geologist, as well
as his fame as author of the
groundbreaking 1817 Essay on
the Shaking Palsy. (Parkinson’s
disease is named after James
Parkinson.)

1998 – study tour and
Rita Simon

In May 1998 Bob, in the
role of Parkinson’s Australia
representative, and I attended
the VI International Meeting
of the Associazione Italiana
Parkinsoniani in Milan as
guests of the Italian Parkinson’s
Association. We stayed with

Attilia Cossio and her husband
Giuseppe in Monza.
Highlights were meeting Dr
Maistrone, who two years
earlier had put me in touch
with Attilia and the Struthers
Parkinson’s Center which I had
visited in 1996, and Professor
Gianni Pezzoli, coordinator of
the Italian association’s scientific
committee examining the
effects of art therapy on the
neurological systems of people
with Parkinson’s disease.
Other memorable experiences
for me were listening to
proceedings through
simultaneous translation –
awesome: how do they do it?
– and hearing that the Italian
association had sent a message
to the Minister for Health saying,
‘Don’t think we are going to be
told by a physician how much
we can do. The disease has
told us to be determined and
stubborn.’ Is this where Bob
learned to say, when we had
arguments, ‘You are stubborn. I
am determined’?
After representing Parkinson’s
Australia at the World
Conference of Parkinson’s
Disease Lay Associations in
Milan, Bob joined nine other
men and four women in an
art group which Attilia was
running at the Milan Parkinson’s
Centre. The session began
with participants painting
backgrounds in watercolour.
Each work was then passed
on and finished by a second
participant. The discussion at
the end of the session revealed
that this had been an excellent
way of helping social interaction,
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although some people found
it difficult to part with halffinished work. We had the same
experience when using this
technique with Painting with
Parkinsons.
I see the background as a
starting point – a clue or
cue, a distraction from being
traumatised by a blank sheet
of paper. It doesn’t matter if
it disappears under the next
stage of painting. And because
you don’t have to work out the
whole painting when you only
do a background - you are only
doing one step – it’s not quite
as daunting as having to do
the whole thing yourself. The
downside, as Attilia found, is
that people with Parkinson’s are
tenacious! They are reluctant to
share their work.
I also came across this
characteristic when doing group
work. I would give members
of the group a small palette of
acrylic paint and ask them to
move round a table covered
with paper applying marks as
they went. After a few minutes
I noticed the painters were
slowing down then stopping
to work into their marks; it was
then time to go to their own
places in the room and take up
individual projects.
Once started, the artists like to
keep going without interruption
until they have finished. One
of the Attilia’s group members
showed me a work she had
made at home, saying, ‘You
forget the time when painting.
You are in another world. It was
2 am when I finished this!’

Bob’s painting ‘Internet’, created
in the Milan class, was retained
by the Italian Parkinson’s
Association and we were given
three paintings by members of
the Milan group as presents for
Parkinson’s ACT.
We then flew on to England
where I took part in a creative
painting workshop run by
friend and facilitator Jenny
Walter in Cumbria. Programs
included dance therapy, tai chi,
breathing and yoga movements
to ‘let go’, meditation, finger
painting, drawing to music and
contour drawing. As one of
six participants, I experienced
being a student for a change.
No longer the teacher, I was able
to rediscover the way students
interact, sometimes competing,
sharing, withdrawing from or
stimulating one another. All the
exercises could be adapted for
people with Parkinson’s disease.
On my return to Australia I
introduced dance therapy in
the first combined MS and
Parkinson’s program in the ACT,
employing Canberra dance
therapist Karina Harrison.
I also went to the Cliftonville
Library in Margate to see
Against All Odds, an exhibition
of work by a Parkinson’s art
group which had formed as a
result of my visit in 1996. This
included paintings made at
the beginning and end of a
session, comparing ‘before and
after’ images, a process we had
explored with Moya Cormick in
1996.
I marked my 56th birthday on
27 June 1998 by travelling to
Worthing to meet Diane Waller,

who invited me to write a
chapter on art as a therapy for
Parkinson’s in her forthcoming
book Arts therapies and
progressive illness – nameless
dread.
We also discussed our roles as
wives and carers of people with
Parkinson’s, forming a bond
which continues to this day.
Although Diane’s husband died
of an unrelated condition not
long after that June meeting, we
have kept in touch. I treasure an
email I received from Diane 12
years later in which she says:

Bob has done really well and
it seems that painting has
helped him so much. I feel
for you, I don’t think anyone
understands just how tough it
is to witness PD in a partner,
unless they have been
through it.
After meeting Diane I went
on to give an illustrated talk
to the Worthing and District
Parkinson’s UK branch. This
visit had been prompted by a
letter I had received in January
1996 by a man with Parkinson’s
who wrote, in tiny capital
letters, ‘Can’t write but can still
paint’. When I rang him on my
Fellowship tour he asked me to
give a talk to his local support
group. I promised to do so, if at
all possible, on a later occasion.
This led to the branch deciding
to start its own art group, liaising
with Conquest.
Over lunch with the Worthing
group, I was taken unawares
by one of the members with
Parkinson’s who introduced
himself by asking if I knew

Stan Redman, the founder
of Parkinson’s ACT. As Bob’s
presidential predecessor I knew
him well. It turned out that I was
talking to Stan’s brother Leslie.
I was reminded of this meeting
when, 16 years later, Bob’s
brother Paul was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s. Here were two tragic
cases of familial Parkinson’s
involving brothers.
The Conquest connection was
followed up a few days later
when I attended their 20th
anniversary celebrations in
Ewell, Surrey, and reunited with
Ursula Hulme, her staff and
participants who had had such
a profound influence on me
during my Fellowship tour in
1996.
I also caught up again with Rita
Simon. In December 1991 Rita
had advertised through the
Parkinson’s Disease Society of
the UK newsletter, offering to
hold small art groups for people
with Parkinson’s. This initiative
has arisen from a project she
had run a few years earlier:

A

RT AS A THERAPY FOR
PARKINSON’S PEOPLE

In May 1988, a small group
of people with Parkinson’s
Disease came together for
two weeks to explore paint,
clay and creative writing
as a form of self therapy.
Once they became familiar
with the art materials, their
imagination flowed and some
fascinating and extremely
expressive work was done.
They became so absorbed
that you could hear that
proverbial pin drop. It was a
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joyful occasion for me to see
the gallantry and liveliness
that came from those facing
serious disability, especially
as my husband had recently
found that he was also
suffering from Parkinson’s.
This successful residential
art therapy course for the
Parkinson’s Disease Society was
sadly a one-off event. As was
my experience later, it was one
thing to show an idea worked;
it was quite another to find
sponsors who would keep it
going long-term.
The newsletter had given Rita’s
name and address, so I wrote to
her. We began a friendship I was
to treasure until Rita died at the
age of 87 in 2008.
I had forgotten this prophetic
introduction until researching
material for this book.
Remarkably her findings
mirrored my own – though it
wasn’t until quite late in the
day that I saw the significance
of ‘flow’, whereas Rita had
identified it in her first
Parkinson’s workshop.
As her late husband had had
Parkinson’s and was a scientist
we had much in common. Rita
was under no illusions about
the problems we were facing
in dealing with Bob’s condition.
She also understood how I
might proceed with the art
project.
Right from the start Rita had
mentored me through the
process of setting up Painting
with Parkinsons. In 1996 she
congratulated me on an
article I had contributed to the

British Art Therapy Association
newsletter about art as a therapy
for Parkinson’s. Rita also talked
me through the difficult times
with Bob. She admitted that just
before her husband died of an
unrelated condition, after seven
years dealing with Parkinson’s,
she was seriously considering
putting him into care. With her
combination of understanding
about Parkinson’s and the needs
of artists, there was a special
bond which supported me
through the challenging years
ahead.
In 1994, in her first letter to me,
Rita described how, like me, she
had assumed that her husband’s
tiredness, confusion and inability
to cope with his work load were
caused by the extreme stress
he was experiencing at work. In
both our cases the problem was
the onset of Parkinson’s.
Rita knew exactly where I was
coming from. ‘As to Parkinson’s
… how hard it is sometimes to
reach the husband behind the
patient! Oh yes, I know about
that.’
About the residential course she
had run, she wrote:

P

eople with tremor tend to
lose it while painting. The
tremor may be very severe in
someone who has had 20–30
years of disability yet very
fine work can be done.
Most people don’t want to be
taught to do art. They need to
do their own work, their own
way – not as amateur artists
or copyists but as individuals,
even if it means abstract or
primitive work.
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Some want to talk about it
as ‘art’, some talk of their
Parkinson’s and some about
the quality of life as it is.
Me not knowing, or
presuming to know what
each individual needs.
Following them.’
Looking back 23 years later,
it is humbling to realise how
prescient Rita’s comments were.
It was through Rita that on my
return to England in 1999 I took
part in a retreat at Windsor Great
Park run by the Champernowne
Trust. Here I enjoyed the luxury
of having therapy myself
instead of organising it for
others. I joined a movement
therapy group which led to me
becoming involved in somatic
dance some 14 years later; this
helped me cope with some
of the most difficult times in
coming years.
By the end of 1998 Bob was
finding his Parkinson’s almost
impossibly difficult to manage.
He had been temporarily thrilled
by the relief brought by the new
drug Tasmar, and consequently
angry when this was withdrawn
because of possible side effects
related to liver damage.
It was time Bob and I made
some changes. Now that he had
retired we didn’t have to stay
in Canberra. And my colleague
John Pratt was ready to take
over Painting with Parkinsons.
One possibility we discussed
was that of Bob and me
moving to the New South
Wales south coast. We had
also been encouraged by
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friends on our last UK visit to
think that we would have more
support from friends, family and
doctors for Bob’s Parkinson’s
in England, our homeland,
than we were receiving in our
adopted country, Australia.
Another consideration was
travel. We could still manage
annual trips to the UK to see
our ageing parents but how
would we manage if, after
completing a visit, one of them
became seriously ill or died,
necessitating another gruelling
flight within the year?
Suppose we were based in
England and visited Australia
annually instead to see our
children? Our youngest son had
turned 21 on Boxing Day 1998;
our children had grown up. I
was aware that it was painful
for them watching their father
deteriorate. Perhaps time away
would free them to develop
their own lives without feeling
responsible for Bob’s care.

In my Painting with Parkinsons
report for that year I wrote:

T

owards the end of 1998
it became clear that it
was time for me to hand
over the reins so that I could
hold a lower profile locally,
in preparation for spending
more time overseas, and to
concentrate on helping set
up groups in other parts of
the world.

John Pratt took over from me
as coordinator of Painting with
Parkinsons in February 1999; I
continued as a consultant until
the end of June that year.
Then Bob and I moved back to
England.

Things came to a head in March
1999 when Bob’s right hip
prosthesis dislocated (it was to
dislocate another four times,
roughly every six months, until
2001). It became obvious he was
no longer going to be able to
help me maintain a large family
home and garden. We had to
make a move.

‘Floriade’ by Charles Armstrong
1998 – oil pastel showing hatching
movement
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Painting with Parkinsons group 1999
Back row:
John Pratt, Audrey Harvey, Shirley Adams,
Patricia Screen, Meg Armstrong,
Zel McJannet, Roberta Turner
Seated:
Bob Tingey, Sheila Overy, Ann Worsley,
Charles Armstrong, Gloria Russell

John Pratt 2012
Photo by eX de Medici
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John Pratt
becomes involved
I

often feel that
the Painting
with Parkinsons
program keeps
me in touch with
a more profound
need to make art –
a compulsion which
is often disguised
(or lost, even) at the
art school.

John Pratt, 21 January 2000

I

found this survey of art work
to be both deeply moving
and enlightening in the way
it connected the feelings
and reflections of the various
artists involved. There was an
authenticity about the way
imagery encompassed and
resonated a certain personal
and autographic expression.
This aspect was further
enhanced by the inclusion
of the artists’ statements and
in combination these two
I was astonished! I also lost no
expressions – image and
time in asking him to come and
text – delivered a compelling
do some print work with Painting presence. In some cases
with Parkinsons. I knew of old
there was also a humour and
how brilliant he was at enabling
levity which, as I later came
people with limited skills to
to realise, was an outcome
produce exciting and original
of the atmosphere and trust
images.
which was generated in each
of the sessions.
I ran into John Pratt, an old
friend and colleague, at the
Canberra School of Art shop
in 1997, when I was buying
materials for Painting with
Parkinsons. As he had recently
been appointed to a prestigious
lecturing position in the Print
department. I asked him how
he was enjoying his new job. He
said it was OK, but that he would
much rather be doing what I was
doing.

A few weeks later John visited
the Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition at the Italo-Australian
club. This confirmed John’s
opinion about the group. He
talked about detecting ‘a sense
of delicacy … tentativeness’
which appealed to him. This
event was catalytic to his
involvement, he said.
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John Pratt, Painting with Parkinsons
– a reflection, p 82

team strengthened, with Roberta
Turner’s friend and colleague
Cheryl Jobsz stepping into the
breach when MaryAnn left to
take up fulltime work.
John worked tirelessly
to keep the show on the
road. He formed a creative
partnership with the support
organisation DADA (Disabled
and Disadvantaged in the Arts
ACT), acknowledging manager
Lois Selby’s great contribution
to supporting people with
disabilities. With her help he
continued negotiating funding,
exhibition and publicity deals.
Sadly, DADA is now defunct –
but John is still doing deals.

Patricia Screen, volunteer helper assisting
John Pratt print artwork by members of
Painting with Parkinsons 1997

I couldn’t have said it better
myself!
Before Bob and I moved to
England in 1999, John and
I had managed to secure
enough funding from Adult
and Community Education to
continue the Canberra program
in theory for another two years.
And John had been led to
believe by the School of Art that
he would have Friday mornings
free to continue his Painting
with Parkinsons work. The future
seemed secure, but when the
School of Art timetable came
out at the beginning of 1999,
there was a clash.
John was unable to facilitate
the group on Fridays during

term time. He had to scale down
operations and struggled with
increasing commitments from
the School of Art. However, I
was reassured to hear that by
January 2000 he had managed
to turn things around. He wrote:

T

he support this year has
been terrific and I’m
eternally grateful for Meg’s
organising skills behind the
scenes and Patricia’s role as
Treasurer. Roberta too has
now emerged as a pivotal
member of the team, and I
think she has really enjoyed
her role as tutor. So we
now have a good range
of tutors with Rosemary,
Peter, MaryAnn and Roberta
all doing stints of 2 or 3
weeks at a time. In an effort
to squeeze more hours in
myself, we’ve changed from
Friday to Monday.

The change of day was short
lived but the support of the

Our debt to him is immense.
Though administering the
retrieval of other facilitators’
fees he rarely claimed them
for himself, thereby saving
Painting with Parkinsons (and
subsequently Parkinson’s ACT)
thousands of dollars. He has
been in charge of hiring the
Botanic Gardens space and the
Mercurius art material orders for
nearly 20 years. He has created
many exhibition opportunities,
coercing his father to make
frames and using other contacts
to provide digital prints where
needed.
And people love his classes.
The welfare of his students has
always been his main concern.
He enjoys seeing what students
do and his work process is
inspirational – giving group
members insight into the work
of other artists relevant to the
program, and stimulating lively
discussions. It’s a two-way
process; participants respond
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enthusiastically as John opens
up a new world when so much
is going out of reach in other
aspects of their lives.
One of his strengths is
understanding the importance
of using the unexpected to
trigger responses in people
with Parkinson’s. In a discussion
with me and Dale Baker about
monoprints, or monotypes, John
said:

I

n this case we are just
working with paintings,
manipulating them on a
glass surface then sometimes
adding water to that –
scraping water across the
surface … like a watercolour
and then placing the paper
directly on top of those
materials, making a reverse
image.
There is always a chance
element in it which, I think,
once you have become
aware of the process, helps
you free up.
While filming for Making a
Mark in April 1999, Dale Baker
recorded this conversation:

‘Swan’ by Bob Tingey 1998 – etching

possibly the least appropriate
way of using printmaking
in this context. It’s a kind
of existential affirmation –
confirmation.’
In 2015 John facilitated a
Painting with Parkinsons session
with poet Moya Pacey, a
member of the School of Music
Poets group in Canberra. He had
invited Moya to read her poem

D

ale: John, you came into
the group as a printmaker
and you must have had some
misgivings?

J

ohn: I did – about whether
people would be able
to handle the materials
and some of the disciplines
involved in the printmaking
… [However] building an
image or making an image is
working with the materials;
in a lot of cases one doesn’t
need precision. In fact that’s
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Featherfall as a topic which
might be painted with feathers;
John had introduced feathers
to the group as painting tools,
along with sticks, some years
earlier. At Moya’s session he also
played feather-related music
by Australian composer Peter
Sculthorpe.
John’s fellow coordinator Kate
Sterrenberg told me of her
impressions of working with
John that day:

Painting with feathers by Philip Dunn

‘Mist over Hall’ by Bob Tingey 1998 – linocut

‘Highways and Byways’ by Bob Tingey
1998 – monotype
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‘Tulip Field’ by Sheila Overy
1998 – acrylic monoprint

M

oya read her poem
several times and then
spent a while describing to
the group what had inspired
her to write it. I noticed that
John allowed her to do
this without hurrying her
along – it didn’t matter that
the time to paint would be
shortened, he realised the
importance of the connection
between the poem and the
art, the poet and the artists.
John’s innate gentleness and
flexibility in his approach to
this situation allowed the
artists the time they needed
to absorb what was being
said and to respond to the
words with the most sensitive
of marks on paper … It
occurred to me how brilliant
[John’s approach] was in its
simplicity.

Sheila Overy taking a monoprint 1997
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John Pratt discussing work with the group

West Cumbria Art for Parkinson’s Group,
Lakes College 2004, showing collage design
developed from watercolours with facilitator
Julie Crone
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Art for
Parkinson’s UK
By the late 1990s Painting
with Parkinsons was safely
established in Australia, and I
began to explore the possibility
of taking the program overseas.
In June 1998 I had visited
Mary Baker MBE, national and
international development
coordinator for the Parkinson’s
Disease Society UK, at the
society’s London head office.
We discussed the production
of a video on creativity for
neurological conditions.
Nothing came of this proposal.
However, after viewing a short
video which Australia’s Prime
TV channel had made about
Painting with Parkinsons in 1997
and in which the producer Cathy
Reid had stated that ‘This is no
ordinary art class’, Mary invited
me to give a workshop at the
YAPPERS EPDA (European
Young Parkinson’s) conference
in the Netherlands the following
October. She was keen to get
some kind of art project going
in Europe for people with
Parkinson’s.
Before leaving Australia the
following year, in May 1999,

I wrote to Mary asking about
the possibility of being funded
to help set up art groups for
people with Parkinson’s in the
UK. That July, on my arrival In
England, I went to see Mary
again in London, this time in her
role as CEO at the Parkinson’s
Disease Society. Mary brought
in her colleague, projects
development manager Lizzie
Graham, to discuss funding
a pilot trial. As I felt we had
already effectively proved the
value of art as a therapy for
Parkinson’s in Australia, I argued
that we should be training
people to run art groups instead
of running pilot trials, but there
was no funding for this.
In late 1999 Bob and I settled
in Ludlow, Shropshire. We were
all set to travel from there to
the Netherlands conference
in October when Bob’s hip
dislocated again. It was quickly
reset but Bob was unfit to travel.
To their great credit, the caring
staff of Ludlow cottage hospital
agreed to look after him while
I went to off to take part in the
YAPPERS workshops. In the first
one, Professor Lakke explained
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how sight and creativity
are affected by Parkinson’s,
and in the second I showed
photographs from the Painting
with Parkinsons sessions, aired
Dale Baker’s video footage hotoff-the-press from Australia and
then gave workshop participants
a chance to try the painting
experience for themselves.
At the workshops I met Netty
Uerbeek, a Dutch art therapist
who worked with Parkinson’s
patients. As an outsider to the
European scene, newly arrived
from the Antipodes, I remember
being delighted to be with a like
mind. She asked for my mentor
Attilia Cossio’s contact details.
My network of Parkinson’s art
therapy colleagues, which had
been stimulated by the Churchill
Fellowship, was growing. Years
later I was to be put in touch
with Sally Schofield, a British art
therapist working for the Catalan
Parkinson’s support group in
Barcelona. Sally had heard
about me through her colleague
Diane Waller, another of my
mentors.

‘Blue’ by Margaret, Shrewsbury Art for
Parkinson’s pilot trial 2000 – watercolour

Soon after our arrival in
Shropshire, Bob and I had been
to a Parkinson’s meeting in the
county town of Shrewsbury, a
centre which could draw on
three West Midlands branches
of the Parkinson’s Disease
Society (later Parkinson’s UK)
to start an art group. And so it
followed that in January 2000,
Lizzie Graham, her colleague
Marilyn Chalker from the
Parkinson’s London head office,
and West Midlands area officer
Sonia Fleetham visited us in
Ludlow with a proposal to set up
the pilot trial in Shrewsbury.
The project ran with 12
participants for 10 weeks from
18 May until 20 July 2000 with
a mix of eight people with
Parkinson’s and four carers. The
two-hour classes were held once
a week on Thursday mornings
in the Barnabas Centre in
Shrewsbury. Although Bob and
I missed the glorious Botanic
Gardens venue we had enjoyed
in Canberra, in other respects
the classes followed the Painting
with Parkinsons format.
Evaluations were an important
element of the pilot trial. They
gave us excellent insights as
to the program’s effectiveness.
Here is some of the more
enlightening feedback I
recorded:

O

ne of the volunteers
observed that when the
class started members were

very self-conscious and aware
of how others felt but by the
7th week they didn’t care
what others thought.
At least two members of the
group were sceptical about
the course but changed their
minds as they got involved
in the process and surprised
themselves with what they
achieved.
Another member had given
up painting after diagnosis
because he could no longer
draw straight lines. After
the first Parkinson’s class
he felt any kind of line was
acceptable. The course
restored his confidence in his
ability to paint.
Several members of the
group said they breathed
more easily when painting
than at other times. One
spoke of experiencing a
‘lovely flowing feeling’ at
the end of her fingertips.
Several enjoyed watching
the colours flow, and
found that experimenting

with unfamiliar materials
stimulated them.
Most members commented
that they enjoyed learning
how to use art materials
and several remarked on
the individual ways people
interpreted each theme.
Two carers said they found
the atmosphere in the closed
art group more conducive
to ‘opening up’ than in
the larger support group
meetings.
One carer said she ‘gets
away from it all in the class’
and found that participating
in the program led to her
being interested in watching
programs about art on TV.
Other members said they
looked at things differently
after learning to paint.
Two people made comments
which jumped out at me as they
mirrored one of Bob’s concerns
in coming to terms with needing
help. When asked what was
the most positive aspect of
attending the art sessions,
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‘Singing’ by Mary, Shrewsbury Art for
Parkinson’s pilot trial 2000 – watercolour

spirits, ‘David of the White Rock’,
was a Welsh song she had sung
at primary school. The following
week I gave out copies of the
music to everyone in the group
so we could all sing along with
Mary.

they said, ‘The joy of starting
something that I can complete
without having for ask for help’,
and ‘The pleasure of seeing my
wife enjoying something she
does not have to have help with’.

Outstanding outcomes
For two other members of the
group with Parkinson’s, the
results of the program were so
remarkable they are recorded
here in more detail.

Fred had been an engineer and
energetic do-it-yourselfer who
sank into a depressive stupor
as his Parkinson’s developed.
Brought along to the art class by
his wife and daughter who were
desperate to find something
to cheer him up, he reluctantly
went through the motions,
hardly speaking, for three weeks.
Then, on the fourth week,
everything changed. His wife
told me that for the first time
in months he had got up
early, dressed himself and was
ready to leave for the class

an hour ahead of time. From
that moment he relished every
aspect of the program, including
discussions. The transformation
didn’t end there. He took up
driving again and his depression
lifted. Months after the art
classes finished the change was
maintained and continued until
he died of an unrelated illness
two years later.
Another member of the group,
Mary, looked tense when she
first came to classes. Confined
to a wheelchair and sometimes
confused by dementia, she
presented a challenge. Pain
in her arms prevented her
from holding drawing tools
or brushes. Then she started
applying liquid acrylics with
droppers. She said that the
curved lines which formed
across the paper reminded her
of singing. She burst into song
and smiled. From this moment
she became an animated
member of the group.
Her husband explained that
the inspiration which lifted her
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Just as curved lines had jogged
Mary’s recall of an experience
from her past, so undulating
lines triggered Bob’s memory
of sailing on rough seas. It was
in the Shrewsbury class that he
painted ‘Antarctic Waters’. In the
discussion time which followed
the painting session at the end
of that class Bob also mentioned
being inspired by seeing a
television program about
Ernest Shackleton, the Antarctic
explorer, on the previous
evening.
My friend Jane Robertson who
lives in Ludlow volunteered
to help with the program. She
found it:

A

memorable and moving
experience …What grew
palpably in the group as the
weeks went by was a sense of
release, calm, and a living-inthe-moment that the activity
induced and a sense of
achievement.
Jane also observed that:

Some were encountering
their own creativity as they
may not have done since

childhood … There was a
shared satisfaction. [The
program] lets the creative
side of one’s mind take over
within a safe environment,
and [there is] even a sense of
physical easing. [There was]
an atmosphere of increasing
confidence, respite from
tension or fears.
After the pilot trial finished we
were invited to be part of a UK
Thames Television ‘Bodycheck’
program about Parkinson’s.
What a carry-on that was!
Because Shrewsbury was out
of area for the television station
we all had to troop to London
for the day. Although this was
quite an ask for people with
Parkinson’s, the complete Art
for Parkinson’s pilot trial team
gallantly made it to Parkinson’s
UK Head Office where I had
arrived with Bob the previous
day to set up the film venue.
Fortunately, friends Alison and
John Loyd, who had introduced
Bob to me nearly 40 years
before, had a flat nearby where
Bob and I could stay overnight.
Alison and John have supported
us throughout Bob’s years with
Parkinson’s, both in England and
Australia.
We understood the film would
only be shown in the London
area. So imagine my surprise
when, calling in on my parents
in their Lancashire retirement
home a short time later, my
mother said she had seen me
on television. Apparently she
had tuned into a program about
Parkinson’s and there we were!
An exhibit featuring the
Shrewsbury pilot trial was

included in a presentation about
Parkinson’s later in 2000 in the
Houses of Parliament showing
work by trial participants Bill and
Fred, Margaret and Selina, Mary
and Kathleen. The exhibition text
panels summarised essential
aspects of the program:

P

reviously a keen
landscape painter who
lost heart as his Parkinson’s
symptoms developed, Bill’s
enjoyment of painting was
renewed by allowing his
tremor to play a part in his
work.

M

argaret loved observing
the chance effects
created by watercolour
moving over wet paper. She
also found the blue colours
calmed her.

S

elina loved to express
joyful images shining
through leaves which were
difficult for her to describe in
words.

K

athleen enjoyed trying
new techniques and
materials, surprising herself
with the lyrical results.

The convention of using first
names only, and sometimes alias
names as is the usual practice
in art therapy circles, respects
the privacy of group members.
Some were embarrassed about
being part of a Parkinson’s art
group and considered their
work not worth exhibiting.
The trial led me to reflect on
the differences in working with
groups in the two countries.
Members of Painting with
Parkinsons in Canberra have

been, without exception,
delighted to have their work
exhibited and to have their
stories told to the outside world.
Perhaps this displays a kind of
courage found more often in
Australia than in England. And
perhaps it was easier to be
more open in Canberra, where
the group developed a well
respected reputation, whereas
overseas we were working
with a pilot trial for a very short
period of time and had no track
record.
With this in mind, however, I
tried to use only first names
for the first few years when
exhibiting Parkinson’s artwork
in Australia. Now people feel it
is a privilege to be in the group
and willingly collaborate in
compiling biographies to use as
descriptive text panels.
A comprehensive assessment
of the pilot trial, surveying all
participants and including
reports from me and the West
Midlands area officer Sonia
Fleetham, was submitted to
Parkinson’s UK. The program
was also written up in The
Parkinson. I hoped this might
generate interest in starting
art groups elsewhere, but the
only feedback I received was
from Sally Davies, a printmaker
and enthusiastic volunteer in
Norfolk. After reading about
the Shrewsbury program in
September 2000 in the Daily
Telegraph, she invited me to
travel across the country to
advise her on setting up an art
program. She was applying for
a grant to support her initiative,
part of which would be used to
pay my expenses.
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After hearing nothing more for
a year I contacted Sally and she
informed me apologetically
that she had been unable to go
ahead with her plan. She had
been overruled by a member of
her committee who had spoken
against it and swayed the rest
of the committee by saying that
an art therapy program would
be a ‘waste of time and money.
People with Parkinson’s should
be copying postcards.’
In actual fact copying postcards
is almost impossible for people
with Parkinson’s, although they
can express themselves through
paint. I still feel sad about
people missing out because of
such ignorance.

I experienced a similar reaction
when carrying out a series of
40-minute taster workshops
for a Young Onset Parkinson’s,
Partners and Relatives biennial
conference in Peterborough in
June 2000. As a group of people
with Parkinson’s were settling
down to draw to music with
their eyes closed, a female voice
wafted through the doorway
declaring, ‘How ridiculous!
People with Parkinson’s can’t
paint.’
If only she had come into the
workroom she would have
been amazed to see the
transformation as tremors
disappeared and rigidity
relaxed. A group of people
moving brushes with ease and
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pleasure, in their own worlds,
transformed by colour and
rhythm; making one mark
followed by another to build up
surfaces of expressive delight.
The taster workshops began
with participants using felt pens
to draw freely on cartridge
paper taped to the tables,
while music played. After ten
minutes or so these papers
were removed and replaced
with watercolour paper. This
was wet to help keep the paper
stable on the table surface and
encourage uninhibited work.
The participants used brushes to

Watercolour by participant in the
Peterborough workshop June 2000

make rhythmic ovals then went
on to paint whatever they felt
like. In almost every case they
were astonished to see that after
an initial jerky start they could
move their tools fluidly and
represent a concept impossible
without the limbering up
exercises.
In particular I remember the
experience of Peterborough
workshop participant Charles
Elliott who, after the warming up
exercise, found he could paint
an S shape with ease, and, to his
surprise, repeat the form exactly
alongside without any sign of
tremor. These S shapes became
the ‘Ducks’ which were exhibited
in the Catalyst exhibition in
London in 2003 and reproduced
in the catalogue I wrote for the
exhibition, later reprinted as Art
as a therapy for Parkinson’s.
Slowly, word was spreading.
In November 2001 I ran
workshops in Blackpool for the
Parkinson’s Holiday, organised
by Rosie Hayward, who was the
placements officer in Parkinson’s
UK. One of the advantages
of a residential course is the
opportunity for participants
to spread the word. Initially
apprehensive, several people
in the first class at the hotel
became so enthusiastic that they
encouraged other people to join
in.

again as I arrived at the hotel to
bring him home. Having settled
him in Blackpool’s Queen
Victoria hospital I returned to
Ludlow to try and finish the
chapter Art as a therapy for
Parkinson’s for Diane Waller’s
book.
The plan was for Bob to
recuperate in Ludlow hospital,
and transport had been
arranged. On the appointed
day, however, he appeared on
the doorstop of our Ludlow
cottage saying he was sick of
hospitals. Who could blame
him? I remember feeling
defeated, however, as I
desperately wanted to take
advantage of his time away to
get on with my writing.
Somehow I managed to juggle
looking after Bob and finishing
the chapter. The book ‘Arts
therapies and progressive
illness – nameless dread’, edited
by Diane Waller, was duly
published in 2002.

The Art for Parkinson’s pilot
trial had been so well received
by the Shrewsbury Parkinson’s
community that I was invited
to facilitate another course in
early 2001. The following year,
when Bob and I moved from
the Midlands, the class was
taken over by psychologist and
psychotherapist Lin Brown, who
described herself as focusing
on ‘art, philosophy and therapy,
spiritual practices and watching
the flowers grow’. Lin was a
delight, and it was a joy to know
the program would continue in
such good hands.
Meanwhile I was being
impressed by the energetic
way branches of Parkinson’s UK
raised their own funds, mainly
through raffles and sales tables,
to sponsor their activities. The
Isle of Thanet group in Margate
even made enough money to
run a bus to take people to their
yoga and meditation classes.
And after the initial grant from
head office to run the pilot trial,
the Shrewsbury art classes were

Bob had been on the holiday
the previous year, 2000,
dramatically and painfully
dislocating his hip prosthesis

Contour drawing of his left hand by Bob
Tingey 2000 – felt pen
Shrewsbury pilot trial UK
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‘Bird in Flight’ by Derek, Art for Parkinson’s
class, West Cumbria 2004 – oil pastels

entirely self-funded, although
they did have administrative
help from the area officer.
Early in 2001 I ran a painting
workshop for the Parkinson’s
Nurses Information Network
conference on complementary
therapies in Coventry. This
was a great opportunity to
spread the word. My brief was
to demonstrate to Parkinson’s
nurses, of which there were
over 200 in Britain at the time,
how art groups for Parkinson’s
might function by taking
participants who didn’t have the
condition through the sort of
exercises in which their clients
might be involved. This was
a most enjoyable assignment
as all expenses were paid by
Orion Pharma (UK) Ltd, the
drug company sponsoring the
conference, and I was allocated
a technical assistant to set up
the teaching space as well as
look after the art materials. I
just had to turn up and take

the nurses through their paces.
What luxury!
There was a positive atmosphere
throughout as the nurses were
keen to learn how art as a
therapy worked for Parkinson’s.
Discussion was lively and a
calendar was collated from
paintings created during the
workshop. My only regret is that
I wasn’t able to discover to what
extent the experience was useful
in helping generate art groups
for people with Parkinson’s
throughout Britain.

West Cumbria group

In September 2003 the West
Cumbria Branch of Parkinson’s
UK invited me to help start an
art group for Parkinson’s. As I
was fully committed with other
projects at the time I wasn’t
available to run the group
myself but, armed with the
Catalyst catalogue I had written
for the Parkinson’s art exhibition
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held in London the previous
June as a handbook, I met the
committee in Cockermouth to
discuss alternatives. To their
great credit this energetic
branch came up with the
brilliant solution of forming
a partnership with The Lakes
College, Workington. It was a
win-win situation. The College
could meet the funding
requirement of supporting a
special needs project, and the
people with Parkinson’s received
a free service. The College
provided an art department
room, materials and (most
importantly) a facilitator, Julie
Crone.
While conducting a
demonstration class for this new
group of 12 in October 2003, I
was moved by Derek, a group
member who had such violent
dyskinesia he couldn’t sit down.
Drawing with extraordinary
dexterity on the large sheets
of paper we had pinned to the
wall, he created a beautiful bird
in flight. Nearly three years later
I was reminded of Derek when
reading Oliver Sacks’ words,
quoted in the preface to this
book.
The coordinators of the new
group were Jack Jackson, who
had Parkinson’s, and his wife,
Dorothy. After Jack died of a
heart problem in March 2007

Free felt pen drawing to music, loosening-up
exercise at Peterborough workshop followed
by watercolour painting of ‘Ducks’ showing
controlled lines

Parkinson’s nurses participating at the
Coventry workshop in 2001
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‘Ducks’ by Charles Elliott, Peterborough
workshop 2000 – watercolour

Dorothy had carried on running
the group until the end of the
year. I understand that the group
folded soon afterwards.
However, they finished on a
high note with an exhibition in
the Houses of Parliament. This
was opened by local MP Tony
Cunningham, and attracted
plenty of visitors and much
interest in the artwork, including
television coverage. Dorothy
rated the experience ‘a massive
success’.
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(image of wall of paintings with
a participant. Also photo of
Andy in a workshop)

Detail of painting by participant in Catalyst
workshop Kingston College London
June 2003

Andy Daly, winner of a UK Parkinson’s
Disease Society ‘Create It’ Millennium Award,
and Alison Loyd, who sponsored the Catalyst
catalogue, talking at the opening of the
Catalyst exhibition, Penny Gallery, Kingston
College, London 2003

All photos in Catalyst workshop by
Rosemary Williams
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catalyst
In the meantime there was

Catalyst, in 2003. This project
was enabled by a grant to
Andy Daly, a UK art teacher
who has Parkinson’s.

Andy was the head of art and
design at a West London
comprehensive school. He
had won a UK Parkinson’s
Disease Society ‘Create It’
Millennium Award to set up
an art for Parkinson’s project.
His brief was ‘to hold an
exhibition of paintings, prints
and drawings by people with
Parkinson’s, and establish
a summer school of Art for
Parkinson’s, demonstrating
the benefits of art as a
therapy ... complemented
by a website, CD ROM and
written support material
that can be used by others
who wish to develop
similar schemes’. His overall
allocation was £10,000.
Chloe Leaper singing for Catalyst workshop
participants, Kingston College 2003

Barbara Thompson, Chloe Leaper and Billy
Thompson performing for the Catalyst
workshop July 2003
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The idea for

mounting an
exhibition for
people with
Parkinson’s
came up in a moment of
serendipity over a cup of tea
in 1999. A friend for many
years, Nancy was en route
from Australia, braving the
builder’s rubble to stay at my
new house in London. As we
were catching up I suddenly
heard myself saying, ‘Why
don’t we collaborate and
exhibit the work from
your Parkinson’s project in
Australia in the Penny School
Gallery which I’ve just been
appointed to manage for
Kingston College?’ No one
was more surprised than
Nancy when she found
herself agreeing.
Initially she was sceptical

because she had no track
record in the UK. That was to
change with Parkinson’s UK’s
Art for Parkinson’s program,
so that by the end of 2001
a large portfolio of work
had been generated. After
three years of negotiations
with Parkinson’s UK Nancy
was able to secure funding
through the Millennium
‘Create It’ project. Our
embryonic eureka moment
thus materialised into one of
the most exciting exhibitions
hosted by the Penny School
Gallery when it opened in the
summer of 2003.

From the beginning we

called the project Catalyst as
it both celebrated the ability
of people with Parkinson’s
disease who were able to

develop their often latent
skills by exploring the creative
arts, and recognised the
pivotal role of facilitators with
professional skills, voluntary
helpers and the support of
the funding bodies, all of
which enable people’s lives to
change for the better through
their creative output. The
main aim was to open doors
for people with physical
disabilities by showing how
art activity can change ‘can’t
do’ into ‘can do’.
The Catalyst project was

in three parts; firstly the
exhibition of over 50 selected
works including drawings,
paintings and prints plus
examples of silk-painting and
photographs of sculpture.
The works were selected
from Painting with Parkinsons,
Canberra, Australia, and Art
for Parkinson’s programs
supported by the Parkinson’s
Disease Society Shrewsbury
branch and the Young Alert
People with Parkinson’s and
their Relatives group.

The second part,

complementing the exhibition,
was a week of practical
workshops for people with
Parkinson’s. Finally there was
a wrap-up plenary seminar
led by Professor Diane
Waller who had founded
the Art Psychotherapy Unit
at Goldsmiths, University of
London. This was followed by
the launch of her book Arts
therapies and progressive
illness – nameless dread, an
event generously sponsored
by the publisher, BrunnerRoutledge.

The works shown in the

Catalyst exhibition were all
professionally framed and
when hung in the Gallery
space they just shimmered,
exuding a vibrant and
joyous energy. They were
a real triumph of creative
ability over disability. Most
of the paintings were made
of watercolour, exploiting
wet-on-wet techniques and
elements of chance which
release the painters from
the stress of worrying about
‘getting it right’. As a result
the Catalyst works were rich,
colourful, and quite magical.

The exhibition was opened

on 5 July 2003 by Sebastian
Peake. His father, who had
had Parkinson’s, was the
famous British war artist
Mervyn Peake (1911–68),
author of the Gormenghast
series of novels. In 2002 in
collaboration with Parkinson’s
UK, Sebastian’s family had
established the Mervyn
Peake Art Awards for people
with Parkinson’s.1 The Penny
School Gallery was attached
to a large studio, which
was used for the week of
practical workshops. Nancy
helped the group to settle
their Parkinson’s symptoms
by starting the day with
some meditation and simple
painting exercises. Music
was an important factor. The
group was helped by Chloe
Mervyn Peake was of particular interest to
the Dutch researcher JP Lakke as an example
of an artist whose creative imagination
increased as his Parkinson’s developed.
Peake had died before being able to take
advantage of L-dopa, and the improvement
could therefore not have resulted from this
medication.

1
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Rosemary Williams, co-curator of the
Catalyst exhibition, at the opening in the
Penny Gallery, Kingston College, London.
The monoprint on the wall behind her is by
Norman Williams (no relation!) from Painting
with Parkinsons.

Students came from many

Leaper, a young sculptress
and trained opera singer.
She loved working using
opposites – as her voice got
higher, her hand got lower.
The students drew down the
page as her voice lifted and
vice versa. Needless to say
she was encouraged to sing
at every opportunity while the
participants were painting.
As works were completed

they were hung on the studio
walls. These were then used
to generate new ideas for
further paintings. By the
end of the week the huge
studio was full of expressive
paintings and an exhilarating
riot of colour.
On the last day (17 July),

Barbara Thompson MBE,
the celebrated composer
and saxophonist who has
Parkinson’s, played jazz
for the group with her
violinist colleague Billy
Thompson (no relation).
Chloe was so excited by the
playing that, with Barbara’s
encouragement, she
improvised for the first time,
using her operatic skills in an
entirely new way. Everyone
was just blown away. A fitting
end to such a memorable
week of shared experiences.

parts of London; some had
travelled over 35 miles
to get to the gallery. The
group consensus was that
everyone was overjoyed to
‘simply be encouraged to
paint again’, seeing it as a
great opportunity to go on
painting. One student, Nick,
summarised the experience
when he said that he ‘loved
the chance to experiment’,
finding the approach was
‘something new at which we
could all achieve’.

The plenary session

with Diane Waller gave
participants time to reflect on
the power of the exhibition
and discuss the experience
of making new works. The
exhibition was a unique
opportunity to see works
framed and presented
professionally, elevating
what seemed initially just a
therapeutic and enjoyable
exploration of the use of fluid
water colour to an expressive
high art form.

Art teacher Rosemary
Williams and I were able
to use half of this to curate
an exhibition and run the
Catalyst summer school.
I had first become aware

of Barbara Thompson
through a program on
BBC Woman’s Hour about
how her parkinsonism was
affecting her career as a
performing artist. I remember
her saying she preferred not
to have eye contact when
speaking, reminding me, to
my shame, how often I had
nagged Bob for looking
away when conversing – and
I remembered that it was
always easier to talk with
members of the Painting
with Parkinsons group while
looking at their artwork
rather than confronting one
another face to face. This is
yet another example of how
difficult it is for people with
Parkinson’s to do two things
at once. Walking and talking
would be another obvious
example.

When later I met Barbara at

Barbara Thompson

a Parkinson’s UK reception
in London, I asked her if she
would be able to play for
the Catalyst workshop. She
jumped at the opportunity. I
noticed that Barbara turned
away from the art group when
she played and remembered
what she has said on
Woman’s Hour.

Rosemary
Williams

Something else I recall. In
her report Rosemary had
noted that Chloe had felt
liberated by the experience
of singing while participants

concluded the Catalyst
project by encouraging
everyone to join in and sing
the moving
song ‘Alone
Together.’
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focus on their work, rather
than watching her perform.
She also observed that the
‘kickstarting’ techniques
used by participants to get
over their psychological
blocks were similar to her
use of triggers to prompt her
voice into action. Through
participating in the program
Chloe had also become
interested in the way people
interpreted sound and
movement through their
drawings, concluding that for
her, this was ‘the best thing
I’ve done professionally’.
This gain on both sides was
also noted years later when
Painting with Parkinsons
collaborated with players
from the School of Music
and Canberra Symphony
Orchestra.

Finger painting by Bob Tingey 2000
warming-up exercise to music as part of Art
for Parkinsons pilot trial Shrewsbury UK and
featured in Catalyst workshop

The catalogue for the

Catalyst exhibition was
sponsored by Alison Loyd,
a university friend of Bob’s
and mine since 1961, who
had asked her party guests
to contribute funds instead
of personal presents on
the occasion of her 60th
birthday. The £685 she
raised paid for the layout and
printing of 500 copies of the
illustrated catalogue.

Diane Waller chairing the plenary session,
Catalyst project July 2003

Alison was one of many
people who acted as
catalysts – people who
make good things happen.
Essentially, however, Catalyst
celebrated the achievements
of people with Parkinson’s,
rather than the support team.
Bob had 18 works in the
exhibition.
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Detail of painting by participant in Catalyst
workshop Kingston College London
July 2003
Photos by Rosemary Williams

Participant Christine with artwork by
members of Catalyst workshop group
July 2003
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‘Dunblane’ by Jack Barrett
1996 – pastel

“our walls are
adorned by a
halo of your
work”
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other outreach
overseas
Soon after I had news about
the Churchill Fellowship award
I wrote a letter published in The
Parkinson saying I would be
interested to hear from:
• anyone with Parkinson’s who
used visual art as a way of
coping with the disease, as
a life enhancing experience,
and/or to express themselves
• artists with Parkinson’s, about
their experience before and
after diagnosis
• anyone with Parkinson’s
who had participated in art
therapy groups
• anyone who ran, or was
interested in starting, an art
therapy group for people
with Parkinson’s.

I treasure the replies, some
with photographs of people
and paintings, and I was able
to follow up all of them by
phoning or visiting while on my
Churchill Fellowship tour. Some
comments have stayed in my
mind. There was Rosemary, who
had learnt to avoid attempting
detail and to apply colours

he had
“painted

every day or
night for 13
years

“

Catalyst was our most ambitious
overseas outreach project.
The booklet has become a
useful resource, and is now
into its second reprint as Art
as a therapy for Parkinson’s. By
2003 I had been exchanging
information with Parkinson’s UK
for nine years.

directly rather than mixing on
the palette, and Suzanne, the
first person to draw my attention
to the concept of finding it
challenging to work from nature
(still life, model, landscape)
because she felt the strain of
changing focus from distance to
proximity. I was later to analyse
this as an example of making
the art process too complicated
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for the Parkinson brain to grasp
and of introducing a distracting
interruption in the creative
process.
There was also a letter
describing a case where
the person with Parkinson’s
found painting such a help
she sometimes didn’t want to
stop. She was so comforted
by the activity she sometimes
continued it until the early
hours of the morning, a
feature I later found common
among Parkinson’s painters.
Most notably, an American
respondent who had learnt
about us through reading an
article of mine in the American
Parkinson Disease Association
newsletter, wrote that he had
painted every day or night for
13 years. And there was often
mention of tremors dying down
when hands were occupied.
These overseas contacts were
enriching our program so it was
gratifying to be able to give
something back when Bob and I
were travelling in the UK. In May
1996 Bob and I had gone to the
Parkinson’s Scottish Resource

Office in Glasgow, where we
gave regional manager Sheila
Scott a portfolio of artwork by
Painting with Parkinsons which
had been created in response
to the Dunblane massacre. In
the following November, Sheila
wrote, ‘We in the Resource
have made a quiet area. Our
walls are adorned by a halo of
your work. This enables people
coping with illness, caring,
grief or change to sit in quiet
contemplation, surrounded by
the kind thoughts and works
from Australia. Already it has
been complimented on and has
benefitted many.’
Over the following ten years
I was able to build on this
experience by taking part
in a number of outreach
opportunities while overseas.
Lizzie Graham, who had
set up the Shrewsbury Art
for Parkinson’s pilot trial,
encouraged me to go to the
EPDA conference in Lisbon
Portugal in 2005 where I linked
up with an Australian delegation
from Parkinson’s NSW. Four
years later, I caught up with
them again at a meeting in
Kangaroo Valley, New South
Wales, where I gave the
newly appointed Shoalhaven
Parkinson’s nurse Marilia Pereira
a copy of our hot-off-the-press
Making a Mark film. I heard via
friends who lived at Nowra that
this had led to a rumour that
‘someone from Canberra’ was
going to help establish a group
there … but nothing came of it.
There were a lot of dead ends.
There was a more productive
enquiry from Melissa Tafler in

Toronto. In an email dated 19
April 2006 she asked about an
evaluation method as she was
interested in starting a caregiver
support group alongside the
Parkinson’s Art Group in Toronto,
for which she was applying for a
grant. She is now coordinator of
the Arts and Health program at
the Baycrest Centre, exploring
the use of creative arts based
approaches with older adults
with neurodegenerative disease.
Artist and psychotherapist
Jennifer Polo also wrote, in an
email dated 14 July 2008, saying
she had been hired by Melissa
Tafler to work with seniors who
have Parkinson’s at Baycrest.
Melissa had showed Jennifer
a catalogue of a Parkinson’s
conference I participated in and
asked me to share ideas and
experiences with her.
How I was put onto Melissa I still
don’t know as we didn’t have
a functioning website at the
time, but it was undoubtedly
through Lizzie Graham’s
contacts that I was invited to
give a presentation at the First
World Parkinson Congress in
Washington DC in February
2006.
I was particularly excited by this
opportunity as the Parkinson’s
and Creativity component of this
conference was being chaired
by Oliver Sacks whom I revered.
Also, Bob’s painting ‘Antarctic
Waters’ had been selected to
advertise the accompanying
exhibition and feature on the
front cover of the catalogue.
Not used to constructing
PowerPoint presentations I
enlisted help from Carolyn Rolls,

the friend who had organised
the Australian National Art
Therapy Association conference
in 1997. Selecting images was
straightforward but I kept tying
myself in knots with headings
until I realised that, as we try not
to mix words with images, in a
Painting with Parkinsons class
the words tend to dominate.
Including both on the screen
would be counterproductive. I
spoke to the paintings without
displaying written captions.
Although the response to my
workshop was enthusiastic,
even flattering, the conference
turned out to be an alienating
experience for me and I was not
made aware of any follow up.
I still have no idea if anything
I said inspired anyone to start
an art group respecting our
guidelines. Conferences could
be lonely places for presenters
not connected to professional
groups such as the medical
fraternity. I wondered also if
they were perhaps a waste of
time and money, satisfying the
egos of delegates, including
me, rather than leading to
improvements in the general
Parkinson’s community. I vowed
this would be my last attempt to
share in a conference setting.
I felt that the most effective way
of getting our message across
was at the grass roots level.

‘Elephant Head’ by Bob Tingey 1997 – clay
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‘Coast’ by Bob Tingey 2016 – gel pastel
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Outreach –
Australia
Back in Australia I was slow to
take up the reins. The years
of dealing with the worsening
phases of Bob’s illness while
in England, the death of both
my parents within six weeks of
one another only two months
after Catalyst ended, writing my
car off through the tiredness of
coping with my two lives, and
concern over the effects my time
away had on my children, had all
taken its toll.
I found the final move back
to Australia enormously
challenging. I was aware that I
was saying a final goodbye to
several friends and colleagues
and that I would never again
live in or near my beloved Lake
District.
This was counterbalanced by the
unexpected way in which my art
had taken off after Bob went into
care. Determined to make the
most of the opportunity of living
alone to look at the issues arising
from living in two cultures, I had
enrolled in October 2002 to
study for an MA at the Cumbria
Institute of the Arts, Carlisle, in
the North of England.

Ever since becoming involved in
the art therapy movement, I had
mulled over the possibility of
researching personal problems
through my art practice. Now
was my time, and in December
2004 I finished the course,
with distinction, feeling that
although I couldn’t resolve the
issues, I could come to terms
with them. My thesis was titled
Two Ply, which referred to going
backwards and forwards, and
explored the concept that
circumstances affect behaviour.
I combined wools from Australia
and England through plying
and felting techniques to
represent fibres of being. Once
felted, strands are irrevocably
enmeshed. And while I was
aware that I would always feel
torn between two countries,
I came to the conclusion that
I could live with belonging to
neither, seeing the combined
experiences as being an
example of the whole being
greater than the sum of the
parts.
My work had become more
conceptual though this process.
At last I had something to say
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through my artwork. I had a life
beyond Painting with Parkinsons.
Having said that, on my return to
Canberra, I was determined to
build on the links we had made
overseas to make the Canberra
program a useful outreach
resource.
A supportive committee
member of Parkinson’s ACT,
Tony Fearnside described
Painting with Parkinsons as
being ‘something much more
than an exchange of information
between four walls’. From
the beginning I saw it as an
opportunity to raise awareness
about Parkinson’s, initially to
support my husband in his role
as president of the local support
group, then to attract new
participants and helpers, and
later to spread the word about
our discoveries.
I had been fortunate to gain
a Churchill Fellowship early
on, as this quickly built up my
credibility and gave the program
a high profile locally as well as
internationally. We also had
contacts within the Parkinson’s

community who sympathised
with what we were trying to do
and felt ours was a message
worth promoting.
I had initially focused on
outreach opportunities in
Canberra. We advertised for
participants and volunteer
helpers through Parkinson’s
ACT literature and the local
press. The Canberra Times ran
informative articles about our
work, and we were interviewed
on local radio.
This publicity generated interest
which led to me being invited
to run classes in two local care
homes, Brindabella Hostel and
Jindalee Nursing Home in early
1997. Sadly these programs
were short-lived due to lack of
money, voluntary help, energy
and vision from other people.
However, I recorded a special
encounter with a resident at
Jindalee who had Parkinson’s.
My notes from March 1997
described her transformation.
To begin with she was ‘very
emotional – easily upset.
Became agitated as [she]
couldn’t make contact with the
paper’. But ‘with the help of a
volunteer I moved the paper
under her felt pen until she
gained confidence and [she]
could see marks developing.
She relaxed and her nervous
system calmed down.’ ‘She
was then able to draw with
big movements with felt pen.
Delight on face!! An amazing
moment.’
Some years later Bob’s care
hostel Villaggio Sant’ Antonio
took an interest in our work,
encouraging me to hang Bob’s

work in the corridors outside
his room; the walls inside
were covered with 35 other
artworks! The hostel gave
Painting with Parkinsons plugs
in their newsletters, showed the
film Making a Mark to staff as
well as residents, and invited
me to advise on setting up an
art group. From time to time
they brought in art therapy
students to run programs as
volunteers. However, as I had
found elsewhere, setting up a
serious viable program needed
more financial and personnel
commitment than was available.
We were not there yet.
In trying to spread the word
through care homes, perhaps
we should be making more of
our Painting with Parkinsons
members’ abilities. One ever
resourceful participant, Norman
Williams, started an art group
and a choir when he went
into residential care at Carey
Gardens!
Thanks to Leanne Corrigan,
who ran Canberra Secretarial
Services, and Bob’s casual carer
Noel Bartone, we produced
our own information brochure.
(This brochure was updated in
2014 by Parkinson’s ACT). It was
one of the original brochures
which alerted Andrea Farley to
the existence of the program in
November 2011. She told me:

I

remember picking up the
Painting with Parkinsons
brochure at the Art of Good
Health and Wellbeing
Conference in Canberra
and thinking this looks
fantastic. Working as a health
promotion worker with

Gippsland Lakes Community
Health and being an art
therapist, I was keen to try
and establish a painting/art
therapy session for Parkinson
sufferers and their carers who
use our service.
Andrea came to see our
Painting with Poetry exhibition at
Strathnairn Homestead Gallery
in November 2013. She also sat
in on a Painting with Parkinsons
class. This is what she wrote to
me in an email afterwards:

T

he session was so
welcoming I instantly
felt at ease and watched
how participants came and
immersed themselves in
the process of watercolour
painting. Everyone was so
relaxed and the support
staff/volunteers worked as
one to create a beautiful
atmosphere.
I was impressed with
the different community
partnerships that assisted this
group.

As a result, Andrea’s art therapy
sessions at Lakes Entrance,
Victoria, clicked into gear with
‘three groups really getting
into the painting/art therapy
process’.
We now had links from the
eastern to the western coasts of
Australia. Several years before
Andrea heard of us, I had been
put in touch with a Perth contact,
Gretta Peachment, through the
Churchill Trust network. We
had been awarded Fellowships
in the same year. She was a
consultant for facilities and
planning in Homes of Peace,
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Untitled by Lincoln Young 2016 – pen & ink
and watercolour

could come and study with
Painting with Parkinsons. As I was
about to move overseas, I had
to tell them I wouldn’t be able to
help them in the short term. But I
had been so impressed by what
I had seen concerning support
for aged care and disability
art programs in Victoria that I
advised them to research their
local sources.
Subiaco, and I suspect it was
through her influence that I had
been invited to talk at the Perth
Parkinson’s conference which
took place in 1997.
Nearly a year after the Perth
lecture I received a fax from
Lorraine Omdahl, coordinator
of the community access service
at the Movement Disorders
Program, Kingston Centre,
Melbourne. In it, she said that
‘the attached extracts of reports
by Nancy Tingey who has
developed a model program
conducted in Canberra’ were
being used to support an
application to establish ‘an art
therapy program for people
with neurological movement
disorders, primarily Parkinson’s
disease’. It is probable that
Lorraine had heard about
us through Professor Robert
Iansek who led the Melbourne
Movement Disorders Program
and who had heard me speak
at the Perth conference. Bob
and I had also visited Professor
Iansek and his colleague Beth
Kirkwood at the Movement
Disorders Clinic early in 1998, so

would have been on Lorraine’s
radar that year.
Lorraine’s efforts to establish
an art therapy program for
Parkinson’s led to me being
invited, in December 1998,
to a meeting which discussed
forming a group at the
Sandybeach Community Centre
in Melbourne. Yvonne Honey,
the program coordinator for
REACH (Recreational and
Educational Activities Catering
to the Homebound), and
colleagues of Yvonne’s who
included Virginia Mort, curator
of the Maker’s Gallery at the
Sandybeach Centre, attended. I
showed the group photographs
of work by Painting with
Parkinsons and described the
program. The next day Virginia
Mort wrote that the meeting had
been inspirational and led to a
group being formed in 1999 for
people with various disabilities.
Virginia also invited me to be the
keynote speaker at a conference
in Doncaster, Melbourne, on
The role of the arts in aged care
in June 1999. After the talk two
students asked whether they
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By 1999 our program was
making an impression, and word
of it was spreading. For instance,
that year Emma Walker, an
occupational therapist in Hobart,
Tasmania, asked if I could help
a student who was doing a
placement with an aged care
rehabilitation unit. As part of
the placement she was writing
a report about our Painting with
Parkinsons group.
The role of advising on the
program was an enduring one.
In 2007 I had given information
about Painting with Parkinsons
to Brenda Matthews, manager of
Parkinson’s WA, in Perth. Brenda
later suggested to Gilbert
Farmer, one of an exhibiting
Parkinson’s art group in Perth,
that I might be able to advise
on setting up a group ‘to attract
people (with PD) who would like
“to have a go” in a comfortable
environment.’ He later told me
that they had formed a group
with an art therapist facilitating.
In June 2010 I was invited by
Canberra resident Jane Smyth,
whose husband was a visiting
dentist at Walgett in a remote

part of New South Wales, to
support an art initiative by the
Women of Walgett by sending
a Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition to the Bulldust to
Bitumen Art Show. As Walgett is
a town with a high proportion of
aboriginal and disadvantaged
people, the women wanted to
feature a positive program for
people with disabilities.
John Pratt gamely took on this
project as this was the year I
had a torn hamstring on my
right side, followed by a hip
replacement on my left side,
resulting in my spending six
months on crutches. Getting the
work to Walgett was a challenge
for John due to difficulties
in communicating with the
organisers in Walgett, and some
work was stuck in Dubbo for
several months on the return
journey. Thankfully Painting with
Parkinsons facilitator Roberta
Turner stepped into the breach
to bring the work back to
Canberra.
Although the practicalities
made this a daunting outreach
enterprise, the effort to reach
out was greatly appreciated
by the otherwise isolated
community.
Closer to home in 2012, John
and I met National Gallery of
Australia staff to discuss plans
to start a painting group at
the gallery using Painting with
Parkinsons principles. As a
result we led a class in April for
an Alzheimers group, taking a
guitarist who had played for
Painting with Parkinsons so
that others could experience
painting to music.

At the end of the session I had
an astonishing conversation with
a member of the Alzheimers
group in which he told me
that he used to enjoy painting
and drawing but could no
longer see well enough to
continue this activity. However
he derived great satisfaction
from drawing to music with his
eyes closed. I tried to find out
if he could continue to work in
this way but was unsuccessful.
It concerns me that when such
an illuminating moment occurs,
the infrastructure does not allow
anyone to build on it.

Visitors from far and
wide

I have always encouraged
visitors to see what we do to
help raise awareness.
One of the most rewarding visits
I have had was from Parkinson’s
NSW representative Wendy
Davis and her art therapist
colleague Kerry Blake from
Engadine on the outskirts
of Sydney, who came to see
a Painting with Parkinsons
class in October 2014. After
experiencing the morning’s
art activity, they viewed the
Magic Happens exhibition
at the Disability Information
and Support Hub (DISH) in
Belconnen, ACT. Fired with
enthusiasm, Wendy was able to
secure funding to start a group
in Engadine. At the end of the
first year they curated a beautiful
exhibition in the Engadine Civic
Centre which I was delighted
to attend. And at Philip
Piggin’s Dance for Parkinson’s
conference at the Belconnen
Arts Centre in October 2016,

I learned that a new group,
inspired by Wendy’s success, is
starting up in nearby Bankstown.
Two other visits stand out.
One was from Lori Niederer in
March 2012. Lori was looking
for an art group in Vermont or
New York for her sister who has
Parkinson’s. The other was from
Susan Conroy, representing
Southern Tablelands Arts, in
June 2015. This group was
hoping to form an art group for
Parkinson’s in Goulburn or Yass.
Two months later, on 13 August
2015, Painting with Parkinsons
participant Katrina Muir and
I gave talks to the Goulburn
Parkinson’s support group, but
in spite of Katrina’s inspiring
contribution, Susan’s application
for funding was unsuccessful,
and the project did not go
ahead.
Depending on circumstances,
there is a space between
goodwill and enthusiastic
community workers and
available funding. I felt the same
amount of community support
had been given to this project
as to that of Wendy Davis, yet
one succeeded and the other
failed. The more I think of it the
more I realise that Painting with
Parkinsons has been created out
of fortunate timing driven by
people with vision prepared to
go that extra mile.
Among my many Canberra
contacts was Jenny MacFarlane,
curator of the Canberra Hospital
‘Arts in Health’ program, for
which I was a committee
member. Jenny told me of
Churchill Fellow and visual artist
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Sharon Goodlet’s imminent
visit to Canberra in November
2015. Sharon worked with Art
in Hospital, an organisation
providing a participatory art
program for older people in
Glasgow, Scotland. As she was
interested in opportunities for
people with disabilities, when
Sharon came to Canberra
she attended a Painting with
Parkinsons class I was facilitating.
Then I took her to meet the staff
of Churchill House where she
was made to feel very welcome,
and which prompted a letter of
thanks to me from the Churchill
Trust in London.

A touching footnote

In September 1996 I had an
article about Painting with
Parkinsons published in the
Parkinson’s Australia Magazine.

This led to the editors of the
magazine responding with the
following story in December
1996, under the heading ‘Erica’s
fairy’.

L

ittle did we realise when
we published our article
on Painting with Parkinsons
that we would hear of
someone, who is, as far as
we are aware, the youngest
Australian parkinsonian.
Marilyn Leach of Emerald
in Queensland wrote to tell
us of her daughter Erika
who suffered an asthma
attack when she was only
nine years old and shortly
after developed PD. She is
now 14 and on Levadopa.
Erika always loved drawing
but gave it up as she was
disappointed with the results
as her symptoms developed.
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‘Refugees’ by Marilyn Nelson 2015
– watercolour

Marilyn coaxed her back
and she now spends all her
spare time with her pencils
and paper. Marilyn asked us
to pass on this drawing of a
fairy to Nancy Tingey and to
be given more information
on assisting parkinsonians to
paint.
I was only too happy to oblige.
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Enter the Internet
Late in 2001 Jill Marsh, a
Parkinson’s nurse whom I had
met while giving a workshop
at the Parkinson’s Nurses
Information Network conference
earlier in that year,wrote
to me to say that she was
having trouble finding further
information about art therapy.
This was easy to understand.
At that time we had no website
about art programs for people
with Parkinson’s – and neither, it
appeared, did anyone else.
From time to time I heard of
other programs but none of us
was spreading the word through
the internet. It would be another
two years before we could begin
to rectify that.
As mentioned in a previous
chapter, in London in 2003 Andy
Daly had used Parkinson’s UK
Millennium funding to carry out
part of his art for Parkinson’s
brief. He had done this by
holding an exhibition of artwork
by people with Parkinson’s, and
establishing a summer school,
demonstrating the benefits of
art as a therapy for Parkinson’s.

Another part of Andy’s brief
was to develop a website. He
launched the site
www.artforparkinsons.org.uk
in 2004. It was designed for:
• people with Parkinson’s,
whatever their age or artistic
ability
• carers of people with
Parkinson’s
• Parkinson’s disease support
organisations and field staff
interested in starting an art
group
• health and social care
professionals
• anyone interested in the
visual arts.
Sadly, Andy had to give
this project up after a few
years, when further funding
from Parkinson’s UK was not
forthcoming and he couldn’t
finance it himself.

Back in Canberra, I
collaborated with Leanne
Corrigan of Canberra
Secretarial Services to build
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another website. We
launched the website
www.parkinsonsart.org in
2009 then lost the whole site
in 2012 in an administrative
hiccup when I tried to transfer
the responsibility for funding
from Leanne to the Painting
with Parkinsons account.
I was finding it increasingly
difficult to keep a handle on all
my responsibilities. I had worked
with Leanne for eight years on
Bob’s autobiography ‘Frozen
footsteps’, desperate to see it
completed while he was still
able to enjoy it, and was busy
with exhibitions of my own work.
Enter Kate Sterrenberg. New
to Canberra from Melbourne,
Kate approached me in 2012
looking for work in art programs
for people with disabilities.
She also had computer skills.
She redesigned our website as
www.paintingwithparkinsons.
org.au, giving the site a richly
human feel and bringing us to
the attention of people with
Parkinson’s interests across
the world. Within a year Kate
had also moved into the role

of Painting with Parkinsons
coordinator. She ran an iPad
workshop for members of
the group in the Apple Store,
Civic, Canberra, in January
2013, organised two Christmas
parties with panache, and
revamped my somewhat
haphazard roster system. In
2014 she organised a dinner to
mark ‘20 extraordinary years of
Painting with Parkinsons’. The
dinner at Ellacure Restaurant
in the Canberra suburb of
Bruce in August 2014 attracted
facilitators and volunteers going
back to 1995.
Then I made a fatal move. I
took Kate along to a talk I was
giving to occupational therapy
MA students at the University of
Canberra, and she was hooked.
In 2015 she started studying
there fulltime and we lost her!
Thankfully she has continued to
maintain the website in such a
way that we have had streams
of enquiries, particularly from
America. The site also includes
our films and Art as a Therapy for
Parkinson’s text so that we now
have a valuable online outreach
resource.
Two people who contacted us
stand out. After reading about
us on the web, Dr Amanda
Alders Pike, an art therapist
based in Florida USA, asked to
use Painting with Parkinsons as a
role model for her forthcoming
project on art therapy for people
with Parkinson’s. She also invited
me to endorse her publication
‘Improving memory through
creativity’. As this invitation was
an affirmation recognising the
importance of our work, I was
very glad to accept. Amanda

had been awarded a National
Parkinson Foundation [USA]
grant to run a pilot trial of a
virtual art therapy program in
2015, enabling her to set up
weekly online meetings, initially
for a year. Her program was so
successful it ran for another year.
The second enquiry came
through Parkinson’s ACT
president Michael Dwyer, who
forwarded me an email from
a correspondent called Sally
Schofield in May 2014. It read:

I

am an art therapist working
for the Catalan Parkinson’s
Association in Barcelona
and have been doing so for
the past 10 years. I have just
been granted a place to do
some qualitative research in
this area at a university in the
UK and I realize there seems
to have been more research
undertaken in this area in
Australia than anywhere else!
I would be very grateful if
you could direct me to any
publications on the topic.
I would also really like to
contact Nancy Tingey, do you
think she would mind?
Mind? I was thrilled and my
reply elicited this follow-up from
Sally.

M

y idea is to use
the network I have
built here, but also make
connections with other
existing projects. Do you
think there is something we
could do here?

Sally and I discussed her
work on Skype. Excited by
this development, John Pratt
visited her in Barcelona towards

the end of 2015, which led to
them exchanging Parkinson’s
artwork and collaborating on the
exhibition En El Moment: In the
Moment in Canberra in 2017.
Networking and seeing what
eventuates is something I enjoy
enormously so I suppose it isn’t
surprising I gravitate towards
people who think the same way,
such as my early mentor Bridget
Hodgkin and Kate Sterrenberg,
the coordinator who had moved
on to occupational therapist
studies in Canberra.
While working with the Painting
with Parkinsons program,
and using her considerable
skills in public relations,
Kate had collaborated with
Canberra entrepreneur David
Caffrey, enabling Painting
with Parkinsons to participate
in the Art Not Apart Festival
in Canberra’s New Acton in
March 2013. The video Colour
of Sound was shown in the
small theatre by John Pratt,
and Dennis Smith, speaker
extraordinaire on his experience
in coping with Parkinson’s,
talked about his involvement in
the art group. There was also a
stall selling our wares alongside
a painting workspace for the
use of the general public. This
initiative created a great deal of
community interest and led to
David Caffrey and Kate setting
up a Painting with Parkinsons
music program with the
Canberra Symphony Orchestra.

‘Going Dotty’ by Dennis Smith
2009 – watercolour
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Dian Booth playing to Painting with
Parkinsons 2011
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Painting to music
W

hen the musicians are
present I notice how
painters are able to lose
themselves – the rhythm
guides their movement with
the paintbrush across the
paper – colours are vibrant.
On a personal level – I look
forward to the experience,
considering myself fortunate
to participate in a program
engendering increased
awareness and a feeling of
community between artists
and musicians.

avid contributor in this respect,
being both a classical music and
jazz fan. It was a CD from Bob’s
and my personal collection, the
Elgar Cello Concerto played
by Jacqueline Du Pre with the
London Symphony Orchestra
conducted by John Barbirolli,
which had inspired Jack Barrett’s
Cello Concerto painting in 1994.
Then, 15 years later, Bob made
everyone laugh with ‘Whistle
While you Work’!

Cheryl Jobsz, Painting with
Parkinsons facilitator

Over the years Painting with
Parkinsons has often used
canned music to stimulate the
urge to paint. Our first CD player
had been given by my youngest
son John, who won it as a prize
at high school. This was replaced
by a gift from Judy Glustein,
a volunteer who visited from
Canada in 2002. Over the years
we built up a collection of CDs
specifically for group use. Often
members would bring in their
favourite works. Bob was an
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As John Pratt later commented,
‘I think it’s fantastic that drawing
to music can kind of shortcircuit the art process.’ From
the earliest days we would see
this concept realised when
observing how Jock Harvey’s
awkward hand movements
loosened up when drawing to
music with oil pastels. And even
when weakened by treatment
for cancer as well as struggling
with Parkinson’s symptoms, Belle
‘The Elgar Cello Concerto’ by Jack Barrett
1994 – ink

Gillies found she could move
her brush easily when listening
to music.
When my friend Clare Munro
introduced me to sound
therapist Dian Booth in June
1995, a live music program
really took off. Dian had been
a classical concert violinist
who, through her own journey
coping with illness, had turned
her energies to researching
sound as a therapy. Exploring
the relationship between art
and music, she used to play
her violin to paintings in the
National Gallery of Australia.
This led her to performing
as people painted in the
Parkinson’s group. Having
initiated a visual response, Dian
then played to the artwork
which resulted, developing a
symbiotic relationship in which
sound and artwork played equal
parts in the creative therapy
process. The sound of the violin
did not suit everyone – one
of the group, Mary Bogiatsis,
was distressed by the high
pitched sound. So Dian varied
the diet by generously sharing
her incredible collection of
instruments from all over the
world. I remember a moving
session in which Jack Barrett
took up Dian’s invitation to play
the sitar. Jack struggled to get
up from his chair and settle
behind the instrument, slowed
by his Parkinson’s symptoms.
After he had finished playing
he rose and walked across
the room as though there was
nothing wrong with him. It was
an astonishing sight.
We did other experiments using
music as a stimulus. One of our

volunteer helpers, Judy Kelly,
described one of these in a
Canberra Times article.

Jean beat the Chinese gong
at intervals with dramatic
effect.

lisabeth Pillgrab came in
through the glass doors
with a large harp. She found
a place for it in the middle
of the room, surrounded by
the Parkinson’s group … She
began to play a tune which
she had improvised from a
film score while helpers and
Parkinson’s sufferers were
free to listen to or draw.

The final phase of the concert
was a sort of conga line
around the room. Whoever
was in the mood or wasn’t
frozen into immobility,
which is what happens with
Parkinson’s, could get up with
the support of a carer and
join the line, clapping and
swaying to the beat of African
percussion from Guem and
Zaka.

E

With song, clapping sticks,
chaccaritas and a Chinese
gong as well as the harp, she
encourages everyone to join
a session of rhythm, sound
and movement.

The group was so moved by
this session that, with the help
of facilitator Peter Latona, they
composed the following poem.

In bold black, Sheila and
Norman drew Elisabeth
playing the harp; Bob
executed a neat row of
broken lines; Albert and
Mary embarked on patterns.
Phil, who’d initially been
withdrawn and depressed
because he was ‘frozen’,
tapped in time to the music.

The harp

Later came a change in
tempo from the soothing
to the lively. The tune was
Clementine. ‘Sing with me!’
she pleaded. ‘I don’t know all
the words; you’ll have to help
me.’

There was reminiscence in the
songs

There were few reluctant
singers or hummers. Several
members of the group who
would normally speak in
short halting phrases seemed
to be singing fluently.
Elisabeth then handed out
the different instruments
so that she could be
accompanied on the harp;

We all enjoyed last week
The Music
The Rhythm
The Warmth
There was laughter in the music
There was flow

Joy
Sadness ‘til tears
Spontaneity of childhood
Dancing, moving, breaking
down barriers
Releasing emotions
We synchronised, empathised
We all smiled
Said, that was good.
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Recording an individual’s
response to the use of music as
inspiration, one of the group,
Ann Worsley, said during an
interview in 1998:

I

find it’s very therapeutic;
especially I like to paint …
where I lose myself in the
music … it dictates what you
paint ... People I’ve found
who it’s helped physically
are often advanced in the
disease.
Also we’ve had guest
musicians [who have] played
different instruments while
others painted. You learn to
translate the different sound
levels, different beats and
transfer them to paper.
Elisabeth, on her harp,
accompanied Stephen
Rosenberg playing the
shakuhachi (a Japanese flute)

at the opening of the annual
Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition at Calvary Hospital in
November 1997. As the music
played, two members of the
group danced spontaneously,
swirling through the air the
iridescent scarves they had
coloured in a silk painting
session, apparently unimpeded
by their Parkinson’s symptoms
It was a beautiful moment;
aided by the musical rhythm,
the dancers’ improvisation
caused their movements to flow
effortlessly. The audience was
entranced.
Dian Booth and Elisabeth
Pillgrab set a precedent for
using live music, which was
taken up over the next few years
by a Sydney sound therapist
Peter Jones playing from a
keyboard, and Painting with
Parkinsons participant Paul
Tarpey delighted the class with
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Elisabeth Pillgrab sharing her musical
instruments with Painting with Parkinsons
1998

his clarinet.
Then, in 2012, John Pratt gave
further credence to the power
of live music in the program
by negotiating an inspired
collaboration, funded by
Arts ACT, between Painting
with Parkinsons and the ANU
School of Music represented
by lecturer, musician and
composer Jim Cotter. Together
the two men devised the
Colour of Sound program of 12
thematically focused workshop
sessions in which musicians
played to the Parkinson’s group.
Jim commented:

T

he sessions went
fantastically well with
classical guitarists, electric
guitarists, harpists, electric

keyboard players, cellists
and a woodwind trio all
contributing to the process
and it being obvious to all
that the inclusion of the live
music was informing the
visual work in many ways.
What I didn’t expect or
foresee, however, was the
passion with which all of
those musicians involved
relayed their experiences
of the project back to me.
Without exception they
asked to be invited back if
possible; they spoke about
how very different from all
their previous performance
activities the project had
been, and of the sense
of wonder and personal
satisfaction in observing
how their contribution had
not only sparked creative
response in the visual
work but had looped back
and enhanced their own
performance.
I was particularly struck by the
playing of Luke Sweeting, who
improvised on the keyboard.
His approach seemed to me
to be the perfect complement
to painters who are letting one
mark lead to another. Here was
a musician following the same
process, one unprogrammed
note providing the impetus for
the next.
Facilitating this session in 2012,
Leo Loomans wrote in the
Painting with Parkinsons day
book about ‘grasping currents
in the music with both hands.
Drawing began with oil pastels
on paper and interpreting the
music with both hands; a crayon

in each proved to effectively
engage the attentions of all …
Anne’s blockage was totally
overcome when she switched
hands and began to draw and
paint with her left hand.’
The Colour of Sound initiative
was yet another venture
taking Painting with Parkinsons
to outside audiences, and
it marked a new level of
professionalism. This wasn’t the
first time we had collaborated
with another arts institution
in Canberra – Megalo, the
print workshop, had run four
projects for us between 1995
and 2000. But John and Jim’s
innovative approach opened
new doors while building on our
relationship with music going
back to the early days.
As well as facilitating, Leo
Loomans photographed the
sessions for our records, while
Ivo Lovric, a media expert and
a colleague of John Pratt’s,
interviewed members of the
group for the accompanying
film, also called Colour of Sound.
By focusing on the participants’
responses to painting to
music, rather than the overall
program methodology, Ivo’s film
complements Making a Mark.
Both films are now featured on
our website.
Another special element of the
exhibition was a ‘meet the artists’
session, a first for the group. The
exhibition visitors were treated
to moving anecdotes from the
artists, supported by friends
and family members including
grandchildren.

marked the moment in which
music became firmly established
as an essential ingredient in
the program. That year my dear
friend Jill Sutton played her
violin for the group and Winiata
(Winnie), a volunteer carer
whom I had met in the Villaggio
Sant’ Antonio hostel when
visiting Bob, played guitar while
singing Maori and peace songs
for us in late 2012, including at
the Christmas party.
Live music had by now
become critically important
to the success of Painting with
Parkinsons. The year 2013
saw the introduction of a
collaboration with the Canberra
Symphony Orchestra, whose
musicians played for the group
every month from August,
starting with harpist Meriel
Owen. The arrangement has
been such a success that it
continues to the present day,
with different players appearing
as if magically once a month to
delight our painters.
An unexpected spin-off has
been a collaboration between
orchestra player Lauren Davis
and the Parkinson’s support
group in Wagga, New South
Wales, who are planning to
combine live music and painting
in their art program.
Looking back to our early efforts
using music as a stimulus with
Elisabeth Pillgrab the magic
of the harp is revisited as a
highlight when Meriel Owen
performs. Katrina Muir was so
moved by Meriel’s playing that
she wrote to Meriel about it:

The Colour of Sound project
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T

he influence of your
music on Painting with
Parkinsons is incredible.
When you or one of your
very talented members of the
orchestra gives up your time
a new world opens up for me.

I have always said that the
painting is my gift for getting
the disease. I tend to block
out all mental thoughts and
physical Parkinson’s symptoms
and just be in the moment,
responding to the music I am
listening to with the touch of
a brush, feather or any other
painting medium. I feel my

work is enhanced by your
live performances and your
members’ reactions to what
we are creating.

At one of the gatherings,
when we reviewed our work
at the end of the painting
session, I showed you the
painting which had resulted
from your performance. I
was delighted when you
said that to you it was a
visual representation of
what you had played. I was
thrilled and honoured when
you accepted the painting
as a gift. It demonstrates
an amazing partnership
between two artistic pursuits

and line and musicians
experience their playing
through the eyes of the visual
artist. Everyone grows.

Facilitator Cheryl Jobsz also
remarks on the power of this
process:

A

symbiotic partnership
is formed when music
is translated into colour
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Drawing to music with both hands by
Norman Williams 1997 – oil pastel

‘Harp Music’ by Jean Partington
1997 – felt pen
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Cellist David Pereira playing to Painting with
Parkinsons 2012
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Painting with Poetry exhibition opening,
Strathnairn Homestead 2013

In March 2011 Dennis Smith wrote a poem about a Painting with
Parkinsons class celebrating Bob’s 71st birthday and featuring a
poetry reading by Nancy’s friend Maggie Tortoishell. The following
is an excerpt.
It was Friday which is my favourite day
Because with some paints I’m allowed to play
A very talented bunch we are we think
Although some of my paintings really stink
Today we started out with a special treat
We all got some birthday cake to eat
Bob was celebrating seventy one years
We sang Happy Birthday and gave three cheers
Deirdre made our coffee and our tea
She gives good service I can guarantee
The cake appeared with candles all aglow
Bob blew them out with one big blow
Then before we started to paint or draw
There was another treat in store
Maggie who arrived recently from the UK
Read a poem which really made our day
She read it twice which was a good idea
As it left an image so bright and clear
Of black swans which are elegant birds
We all listened closely to the words
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Painting with
poetry
Winter
Minus 7

I feel the frost
Fascinating

The green dusted with sugar

frozen sparkles in the early sun
Cold is pain

cold is resentment
cold is numbing

numbing the soul

and the desire to get up
Bed is snug and warm

but Painting with Parkinsons
Calls

Wins

Life goes on
Painting with Parkinsons group,

19 June 1998

This poem was facilitated by
Peter Latona. He began working
for Painting with Parkinsons as
a sculptor in 1997, inspiring
such exciting clay pieces they
were exhibited – unfired – in
the Italian Club exhibition the
following month. As he is also a
poet, Peter went on to facilitate
poetry writing with the group,

producing an anthology in
1998. Over the years we have
often used poetry to stimulate
artwork. And sometimes the
artwork inspires poetry.

Red roses

I did not know

if this tremulous hand
could still control
the paint’s flow
until red roses

opened slowly over
the scrap of paper

then I remembered

Hazel had invited me to talk
about Painting with Parkinsons
at one of her poetry group
meetings, held in Biginelli’s,
the School of Music cafe. As
well as completed paintings
to show the poets, I had taken
along a selection of the cards
made from participants’ left-over
artwork, which we sell to raise
funds for the art group. Towards
the end of the meeting Hazel
suggested everyone select and
buy a card to take home and
use as a subject for a poem.
These formed the anthology ‘Of
angel’s wing’.

Hazel Hall, 2013

I first knew Hazel as a
massage therapist, then as an
ethnomusicologist, tutoring
my son Sam at the Australian
National University. While Poet
in Residence at the ANU School
of Music, she had formed the
School of Music Poets.

This poem was Hazel Hall ’s
contribution to Of angel’s
wing (2013), an anthology by
the School of Music Poets in
Canberra which responded
to artwork by Painting with
Parkinsons.

A member of the group is Jill
Sutton who, in 2012, played
her violin for Painting with
Parkinsons and delighted us
with readings from her newly
published poetry book titled
Villanelles. Following Jill’s

how petals feel
to stroke

and wanted you
in my arms
to hold.
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example, Hazel, Janne Graham,
Amelia Fielden (reading from
her anthology Light on Water,
a copy of which she presented
to the group) and Moya Pacey
all shared their poems with the
group over the next few years.
As the School of Music Poets
writing group ‘aims to explore
the relationship between poetry,
music and other art forms by
providing a wide variety of
rich artistic experiences for its
members for poetic response’
(Hazel Hall, foreword, Of angel’s
wing, p 5), it is a perfect match
for Painting with Parkinsons.
Bob used to complain that the
title Painting with Parkinsons
gave a limited impression of the
breadth of the program. He had
a point.

to accept her invitation.
While there I wrote this short
poem in response to Hazel’s
request that her poetry group
members write something
spontaneous as a looseningup exercise, reflecting the way
Painting with Parkinsons classes
use free drawing exercises to
get the participants’ creative
juices flowing.

Quietly listening

a sharing of sympathies

Painting with Parkinsons
passionate expressions
emotions flowing

crystallised in cards.
Nancy Tingey, December 2012

Bob wrote copious notes
about all the things we do that
come under the Painting with
Parkinsons label. And over the
years I have been conscientious
about trying all sorts of ways
of enriching the art program. I
have written the present book
partly to show how this journey
gave people with assorted skills
the opportunity to share them
in a supportive environment
and be inspired by people
with Parkinson’s in a win-win
situation.

To my delight, Hazel included
this poem in Of angel’s wing
alongside workshopped
contributions that members of
the School of Music Poets wrote.

Passionate about breaking
down barriers between the
different art forms, Hazel first
invited me to attend her poetry
meetings in 2012; she ran them
in the School of Music cafe
immediately following Painting
with Parkinsons training sessions
in the same place. So the timing
and venue made it easy for me

Your mark becomes a line,
becomes a curve –
of angel’s wing.

Of angel’s wing

You brush a sepia wash –
a famine of dried up earth
appears on artist’s paper.
You made a single line
dark and true –
determined to meet the page.

Moya Pacey

Another poem that was included
is by Janne Graham:
I do not see the trembling hand
or
see the pain behind intention
I see the relaxed abandon

happy art without pretension.
Janne read this to the Painting
with Parkinsons class in
September 2013. She was
rewarded by Fred Van Dartel
giving her his painting which she
had inspired.
In 2013 Hazel was guest speaker
at the Painting with Poetry
exhibition opening, where the
School of Music Poets chapbook
Of angel’s wing: in response
to Painting with Parkinsons was
launched. ‘Many art forms, like
the visual arts, need no words’,
she said:

Y

et through them we
maintain our sense of
identity by being able to
articulate our experiences
of the world through our
chosen media, whether it be
visual images, music, dance
or some other art form. This
sense of identity is part of
our humanity. It is the thing
we cherish, yet we have to
rebuild it again and again
as we travel through life in
sickness and in health. Each
time we do this we become
stronger and more resilient.
I think these paintings
show that. The arts allow
us to speak even when we
have difficulty conveying
what we want to say or
cannot articulate verbally.
They are essential tools of
communication.
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Photograph by Dennis Smith

The exhibition’s title Painting with Poetry was dreamed up by Dennis Smith, our inhouse poet. Dennis had had no interest in poetry until nearly five years after his
Parkinson’s diagnosis. Since 2005 he has written 300 poems. He wrote the following
one after attending his first Painting with Partkinsons in 2007:

Went along to check it out
To see what it is all about
Two new starters here today
To see if it’s as good as they say
Started off with tea and cake
Then a blessing, for Heaven’s sake
A couple of poems, a different art
Then a little visualization before we start
Collage was today’s artistic class
It wasn’t a very difficult ask
Coloured tissue, scissors and glue
And what you made was up to you
Relaxing music quietly playing
Concentrating, our minds not straying
Friendly banter going around
Inspiration being found
A couple of jokes lighten the mood
One was just a little rude
All working on our tasks
“How’s it going?” teacher asks
Cutting, tearing, glueing down
Everyone happy, not one frown
Some producing two or three
Only two were produced by me

We checked them all at the end
What we saw was an amazing blend
Of colors and patterns and textures too
All just from paper and glue
Some had stories that they told
Some were subdued some were bold
All with their own certain style
Most seemed happy and made you smile
The three hours of the class
Takes no time at all to pass
And the dozen or so who attended
Were sorry when it ended
The tutors and the volunteers
All deserve a big three cheers
For their time and their zest
In developing our interest
The two new artists enjoyed the class
Their artwork was a bold as brass
They will be back next year
After the break for Christmas cheer
Dennis Smith
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Dennis believes that while
Parkinson’s disease has taken
control of part of his brain, it has
also released his subconscious
mind (www.shakeydennis.com).
In an August 2008 interview with
Canberra Times reporter Chanel
Cole, he described a Eureka
moment.
He had been unable to sleep
– a side effect of Parkinson’s
disease. At one o’clock in the
morning he drove to the top
of Mount Ainslie with his new
digital camera. The lights of
Canberra were spread before
him. Frustrated by his inability to
hold the camera steady enough
to get the shot he wanted, Smith
thought “bugger it”, and took
one waving his camera around
wildly in the air, “I’ve been doing
it ever since,” he says. He laughs
when asked about his new
creative career, saying he has
“no idea where all this had come
from …” He is now collating
his third volume of poems and
working towards another group
exhibition with members of
Painting with Parkinsons. Dennis
displayed the remarkable results
of his photography alongside
the Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition at the Legislative
Assembly in 2008. After this
seminal experience his art
blossomed. He allowed himself
to go with the flow.
Cheryl Jobsz is one of our
most innovative and aware
facilitators, perhaps informed by
her mother having Parkinson’s.
Cheryl described a moment of
serendipity when working with a
class featuring poetry in 2013:

O

ne of my joyful pursuits
is to frequent second
hand book shops and
markets. Some days I find
CDs of classical music or
books of poetry to use in
the program. ‘High Flight’
was a poem I chose to read
as a stimulus for painting,
knowing we had a former
pilot in the group. The book
gave a background of the
subject about a 19 year old
pilot in England. Philip’s
response was unusually
vocal for him – moving feet
and hands with excitement.
He was able to tell me and
the group that he knew this
person – knew the poem and
had personal connections
with him.

The poem was read again
several months later at Philip’s
funeral.
On 4 March 2011, Bob’s 71st
birthday, I introduced my
friend Maggie Tortoishell to
the group. Maggie and I had
met at school when we were
11 years old. She had gone
on to become an actress and
drama teacher. Now retired,
she was visiting me from
England. I asked her to choose
a poem to read to the Painting
with Parkinsons group. Her
choice of The Wild Swans at
Coole by WB Yeats inspired
Katrina Muir to paint a series of
dancing swans which she called
‘Mysterious drifting creatures’.
To Katrina’s delight this painting
was chosen to advertise the
public performance of Baroque
Flock on 17 April 2011 at the
Belconnen Arts Centre by the

High flight

Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth

And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings;

Sunward I’ve climbed, and joined the tumbling mirth
Of sun-split clouds - and done a hundred things
You have not dreamed of –

Wheeled and soared and swung

High in the sunlit silence. Hov’ring there

I’ve chased the shouting wind along, and flung
My eager craft through footless halls of air.
Up, up, the long delirious, burning blue

I’ve topped the wind-swept heights with easy grace
Where never lark, or even eagle, flew –

and, while with silent lifting mind I’ve trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space,

Put out my hand, and touched the face of God.
John Gillespie Magee, Jr., 1941
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dance group Growing Old
Disgracefully (GOLD) of which
she was a member. Another
example of how one thing
can lead to another occurred
as a result of my reading
Wordsworth’s poem I wandered
lonely as a cloud to support the
theme of spring. Joy Schneider’s
painting of ‘A host of golden
daffodils’ later became the
background for calligraphy
artist Narelle Jones’s exercise.
Narelle had seen a small
exhibition of the group’s work
on International Parkinson’s Day
which gave her the idea that our
work could be used as a starting
point in the calligraphy evening
class she attended, run by my
friend and colleague Angela
Hillier.

including Hazel Hall and the
School of Music Poets in the
collaboration. Lines from their
poems were written by Angela
and Narelle on Painting with
Parkinsons paper and exhibited
as part of the Parkinson’s show
‘En El Moment’ at the Belconnen
Arts Centre.

In April 1917 we took this
initiative one step further by
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‘Heads’ by Painting with Parkinsons group
1998 – clay
Photo by Peter Latona

Peter Latona talking to Norma Alexander
about her clay work 1998
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Exhibitions
In August 2002 the Australian
National Botanic Gardens (which
provides a room for Painting
with Parkinsons) put out a media
release, ‘Making a mark – When
I forget about the tremor, the
tremor forgets about me’. In
this way the Gardens were
publicising the Painting with
Parkinsons works on display at
the Canberra Centre as part of
the Australian Science Festival.
The group’s artwork was also
shown at a Science Festival
forum, The Future of the Brain
– In Sickness and in Health. This
was a coup for coordinator
John Pratt, acknowledging that
the activity was being taken
seriously as a therapeutic tool.
In 2016 John extended the
boundaries of our Parkinson’s
collaborations with other
forms of creative expression by
devising an exchange scheme
with the Barcelona-based art
therapist Sally Schofield. John
sent paintings by each member
of our group to her, and in
return received from Sally a
body of work by clients with
Parkinson’s to show alongside
Painting with Parkinsons work

at the Belconnen Arts Centre
in 2017. This exciting venture
is the latest in more than 60
exhibitions showing work by
the group and its members
since 1994. Some of the more
important exhibitions are listed
at the end of this book.
In the 1990s we displayed more
than 100 works at a time in our
annual exhibitions. To keep
costs down we only mounted
work at this stage, using velcro
to attach the work to fabric
covered screens. That changed
when John took over from me
as coordinator in 1999. With his
father Bruce Pratt’s help, every
work was framed, and the results
looked highly professional.
Watercolours come to life under
glass.

Art therapy and art as
therapy

Having other people interact
with the artwork produced by
people with Parkinson’s can
help with the therapy process.
Exhibitions are also a valuable
awareness-raising tool. Viewers
are astonished by the emotional
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impact and liveliness of the
images. In that sense Painting
with Parkinsons is perhaps
different from other Parkinson’s
art groups. Having coordinators
with strong curatorial
backgrounds means that the
relationship between the artists
and the public is treated with
sensitivity and rigour.
I am aware that there is an
anomaly here. We are exhibiting
work which was not painted for
exhibition. We emphasise that
the process overrides other
considerations when painting,
yet we display the product.
Admittedly we encourage
people to come and observe
the painting process if they
are genuinely interested, and
we exhibit artists’ profiles and
photographs alongside their
work. However the discussion
about the ethics of displaying
‘outsider art’ is ongoing.
I had become aware of the
issues when visiting the
Collection de l’Art Brut in
Lausanne on my Churchill
Fellowship tour. This museum’s
art is mostly by people

obsessively working alone, with
no interest in relating to the
wider public.
Painting with Parkinsons is a
little different from this model,
because the artists value social
interaction in the group setting.
Their self-esteem and sense of
being contributing members
of society is enhanced by the
exhibition process.
One of the carers in the Painting
with Parkinsons group, puzzled
when I didn’t seem to admire
technical skill, asked me how
I selected work for exhibition.
I replied, ‘It must move me
in some way’. Sometimes the
artists themselves express
embarrassment about not
being able to ‘draw’. With this in
mind, in 2012 we took them to
see an abstract expressionism
exhibition at the National
Gallery of Australia in Canberra
to encourage them to feel
comfortable about doing their
own thing. If ‘real’ artists are
appreciated for it, ours can be
too.
In making a painting, the
ability to draw straight lines,
or to control materials, is not
necessarily an advantage.
Straight lines are boring,
whereas wobbly ones, with
marks of varying thickness, seem
to reflect fluctuating emotional
states, perhaps helping explain
why the artworks of people
with Parkinson’s are often
exceptionally moving.
The strength of the Painting with
Parkinsons method is its ability
to transcend borders – across
the arts, across the Parkinson’s

community – and embrace both
fine art and art therapy. Visitors
to our exhibitions sometimes
say there is a ‘house’ style. This
is partly the result of using
programs, techniques and
materials which stimulate strong
responses and help the nervous
system to flow, and partly the
result of a system which plays on
the automatic responses which
are a feature of Parkinson’s.
Within that house style there
is endless scope for individual
forms of self-expression.
Group members marvel at the
wide range of interpretations
which arise from one idea in a
morning’s work. So although
there may be ‘house’ style, our
exhibitions celebrate individuals.
Each person’s identity is
respected. In conversation
with film maker Dale Baker, I
explained:

W

ith painting you are
expressing your
individuality, speaking
through art materials instead
of through words. You are not
only on a voyage of discovery
but also communicating
what you may not be able
to express through speech.
You are creating something
to share. And you actually
become positive members
of society; you’re able to
produce something people
will look at and take an
interest in. The end result is
a bonus which helps people
understand you and discover
the abilities of people with
disabilities.

In his strategic plan of 1997,
Graham Jackson noted that part
of the mission should be:
• to develop strategies for
therapeutic activities (eg
through painting) leading to
social contact
• to provide strategies for
therapeutic activities (eg
yoga, tai chi and music
therapy), and
• to raise consciousness
and awareness regarding
Parkinson’s disease, including
with the medical profession.
Over the years Painting with
Parkinsons has been at the
forefront addressing these
issues, our exhibitions in
particular reaching wide
audiences. Whenever we exhibit
in hospitals the medical staff
comment on their increased
understanding of Parkinson’s
from looking at the works
in conjunction with artist
biographies.
Our exhibition format focuses
on the people with Parkinson’s.
Apart from a mention on
the introductory text panel
about how the group is run,
the displays are all about the
participants rather than the
facilitators. We don’t touch up
or change their artwork in any
way; we are out of the picture.
Authentic and moving, the
paintings speak for themselves.
I feel that making sure all the
attention is directed at how the
artists express themselves is at
the heart of the program.
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Painting with Parkinsons exhibition Calvary
Hospital 1996

Graham suggested that we raise
awareness and understanding
of Parkinson’s disease through
exhibitions, talks, radio
interviews, television, and the
publication of papers. The
fact that we have held over 60
exhibitions, given 35 talks and
15 radio interviews, appeared
on four television programs, in
Australia and in England, and
featured in 60 publications
shows that we have followed his
suggestions to the letter.
We have fulfilled the mission in
spades.
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“I feel I have
grown somehow”
Ann Worsley
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Films
In recent years we have been
using films to increase the
educational impact of our
exhibitions and website. As we
say in our teaching film Making a
Mark, the footage:

D

emonstrates the amazing
transformation a
participant undergoes from
being unable to move, or
having an uncontrollable
tremor, to painting fluently
and imaginatively … Magic
happens.

I first began applying for
funding to make a film in 1998.
The idea partly arose because
I had to come up with a new
project each year to secure
local government funding. I
had introduced yoga and tai
chi, for example, as innovative
practices to support the painting
activity in 1996, and in 1997
created the calendar featuring
all participants and information
about Parkinson’s. The film
Making a Mark – art as a therapy
for Parkinson’s was the next
logical step.

At the opening of her exhibition
at Craft ACT in Watson in 1998,
artist Kathy Nix introduced me
to a film director, Dale Baker of
EMU Educational Media Unit.
Initially Dale was reluctant to
attempt a film on the subject,
assuming it would be distressing
to be with people who were
battling with so many changes
to their physical and emotional
states. She later wrote:

H

ow wrong I was. From the

first time I saw the group
at the Botanic Gardens I was
struck by their good humour
and positive attitudes, and
their obvious enjoyment of
the activities. It was good to

see how quickly everyone
relaxed and how easily they
socialised over tea and cake
and then how quickly they
settled into the exercises
and activities – and lost
themselves in the process.
I also enjoyed watching
the encouragement and
feedback both from the
tutors and each other.
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I found the whole experience
inspiring. It certainly put
ordinary day to day problems
in perspective, watching
people with real problems
coping so well. The range of
activities was so stimulating
and interesting I was sorry
that I wasn’t taking part …
Altogether a humbling and
wonderful experience.
Dale agreed to take on the
project and we were in business.
Over the next few years she
created 20 hours of film.
Initially we made a general
documentary featuring
members of the group, which
is itself a valuable archive.
But I didn’t feel it fulfilled the
role I envisaged of a teaching
resource, so I went back to the
drawing board. However, there
was no funding for another film,
Bob and I moved overseas, Dale
retired, and the project stalled.
The outlook looked bleak until
September 2007 when, over
four Sundays, local film-maker
Ivo Lovric and I went through
and annotated Dale’s rolls of

film. Ivo also helped me explore
various production options,
including Screen Australia.
The breakthrough came in late
2008 when colleague Anne
Atkin suggested we approach
Jenny Wright of Just Wright
Productions in Melbourne. I met
Jenny on 3 April 2009 on my
way to speak at the opening of
Anne’s Parkinson’s art exhibition
in Melbourne and within four
months Jenny had created the
teaching version I envisaged.
This was ten years after we had
had a grant from HealthPact
to start on the work. In an
effort to attract more sponsors,
the Documentary Australia
Foundation included the project
on their approval list, but we
relied on private sponsors to
complete the work. Although it
seemed to take forever to finish,
and (like all films) cost a small
fortune to create over time,
Making a Mark has proved to be
the effective promotional tool
I hoped it might, especially for
overseas enquirers. And in 2013
it was selected for the online
film festival ‘Spirit Enlightened’
run by Culture Unplugged
Studios, which has branches in
India, USA, Indonesia and New
Zealand.
In September 2009 I showed
the draft at the Parkinson’s
ACT monthly meeting, and
screened it throughout the
Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition at Strathnairn
Homestead to encourage
funding contributions. The
final version was launched
in Canberra’s Tuggeranong
Arts Centre theatre on 1 April
2010 following the opening

of the Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition, Walking a Line.
Seeing the finished work up on
the big screen after working on
it, on and off, for 12 years, was a
dream come true.
For me the most poignant
moment in watching Making a
Mark is Ann Worsley saying, ‘I
feel I have grown somehow’. I
like to think that it was this which
encouraged her son Michael to
come up to me after seeing the
draft to ask for a copy of the film
to show his father.
There was another similar
moment. John and I showed
the film 18 months later in
November 2011 at ‘The Art of
Good Health and Wellbeing’,
the Third International Arts and
Health Conference, held at the
National Gallery of Australia in
Canberra. To our surprise and
delight we were approached by
Denise Dillon-Bolland, who had
noticed the work of her mother
being discussed on camera.
Jean Dillon was by then in her
daughter’s care and Denise
herself was running creative
therapy programs in Brisbane.
The other significant outreach
opportunity came when Anne
Atkin ran the film in her A Walk
through our Art exhibition space
in Moorabbin, Melbourne, in
April 2013.
Our second film Colour of
Sound evolved more smoothly
than Making a Mark, being
linked with funding for an
exhibition project, thanks to the
combined efforts of John Pratt
and his media colleague Ivo
Lovric.

In Colour of Sound Ivo
envisaged a more personal
approach than I had taken with
Making a Mark, interviewing
Painting with Parkinsons
participants about their
responses to painting to music
and about being part of the
program, rather than focusing
on how to set up a group.
This was an affirming process,
allowing members of the group
to record how they felt for
posterity. Not only did this prove
a complementary film to Making
a Mark, it also brought viewers
up to date with the participants.
By 2012 none of the original
team could be interviewed;
most had died and the others
were too incapacitated to take
part, a sad reflection on the
ravages wrought by Parkinson’s.
The Colour of Sound film was
launched at the opening of the
Colour of Sound exhibition and
ran alongside it throughout the
display period in the Belconnen
Arts Centre foyer; it was then put
on the website as a resource,
alongside Making a Mark.
Since then Clive Muir, husband
of super-active participant
Katrina, has made a video about
a day in the life in the class,
and we are planning to make
a film showing one person’s
journey through a session. This
poses challenging technical
problems – not least how to film
without making the participant
self-conscious. In the past we
have found that the artists so
quickly become absorbed in
the process they forget we are
watching. I remember Julie
Van Dartel telling me that her
husband Fred, whose ability to
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concentrate when painting was
phenomenal, was oblivious to
whatever was going on around
him when he was working. I
actually find this humbling as
I can’t bear to have anyone
near me when occupied with a
creative project.

present posters at the World
Parkinson’s Congress in Glasgow
in 2010 and the Parkinson’s
Australia National Conference
in Brisbane in 2012. No wonder
she has been designated a
Parkinson’s Ambassador by
Parkinson’s Victoria.

It is to the credit of the players
that they have all agreed to
participate in these demanding
projects, a testament to their
courage – working towards a
greater good. I remember how
confronting it was for Bob to see
some footage of him making
a clay sculpture. His face was
contorted. Shocked, he turned
to me and said, ‘Do I really look
like that?’ Perhaps it is better
sometimes not to know.

She first came to Canberra to
talk about her work in 2010. Two
years later she was back. After
holding the Parkinson’s ACT
Tuesday group spellbound, over
the next two days she repeated
her inspiring presentation
to the Thursday group, was
interviewed by Barbie Robinson
on the local radio station
Artsound, and attended a dinner
in her honour at which she
met Canberra’s Painting with
Parkinsons members. She then
entertained them at the Friday
morning class in the Botanic
Gardens.

Anne Atkin

In October 2005 Roberta
Turner and I ran workshops
for the 5th International
Symposium of the Asian and
Pacific Parkinson’s Disease
Association, in Melbourne.
Supporting the workshops was
a collection of Painting with
Parkinsons work which our
colleague John Pratt sent from
Canberra to Melbourne to be
hung in the accompanying
exhibition, Beyond the Mask.
I felt honoured to be invited
to give a talk at the opening
event as the other speaker was
Professor Robert Iansek, who
had taken an interest in Painting
with Parkinsons 18 years earlier
during the Perth conference on
Parkinson’s.
While at the Melbourne
conference I also met Glenn
Maloney, CEO of Parkinson’s

Victoria. Shortly afterwards he
was talking to Anne Atkin about
her work running art groups
in the Melbourne area. Glenn
told her about Painting with
Parkinsons, Anne contacted me,
and we have been mentoring
one another ever since.
Diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease at the young age of
55, Anne began using her
background as an artist and art
teacher to set up art groups for
people with Parkinson’s in 2005.
Over the next few years, Anne
established nine groups of her
own in and around Melbourne.
For this work she won the
Lindsay King Arts Award in
Melbourne’s City of Casey.
In 2009 Anne invited me to
speak at the first exhibition
of paintings by members of
her art groups for people with
Parkinson’s. And it was thanks to
Anne that I was interviewed on
Skype for the USA Parkinson’s
Recovery Show. She is a mover
and shaker – no pun intended.
Anne’s work has been
recognised nationally and
internationally, by invitations to
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Here she introduced us all
to the exercises and thought
processes she had developed
as a result of reading Norman
Doidge’s book The Brain that
changes itself. Finding that
Parkinson’s symptoms subsided
when creativity was combined
with exercise, she had invented
games such as tunnel ball and
twister for her Parkinson’s art
group members. And practising
what she preached she had
improved her own motor skills
and balance so effectively that
she no longer needed a walking
stick.
Returning to Melbourne she
took with her works by each
member of Canberra’s Painting
with Parkinsons group to frame
and hang as part of her Easter

2013 exhibition A Walk through
Our Art, hosted by Parkinson’s
Victoria, in Moorabbin.
When Anne returned to
Canberra later that year,
bringing back our paintings,
she accompanied me on a visit
to the Governor-General, Her
Excellency the Honourable
Quentin Bryce, patron of
Parkinson’s Australia, whose
sister has Parkinson’s. Over
a cup of tea, the GovernorGeneral was won over by Anne
and expressed her support for
the role played by Painting with
Parkinsons in improving the
quality of life of people with
Parkinson’s.
It was Anne who suggested
that we get the title Painting
with Parkinsons trademarked
in 2009. She was prompted to
make the suggestion because
she had struck a problem with
an art teacher who was running
a Painting with Parkinsons class
under her jurisdiction without
following our guidelines. As
this book documents, Painting
with Parkinsons is not a formal
‘fine art’ class where people are
taught aesthetic principles and
technical expertise to make a
product. Painting with Parkinsons
is a form of art as therapy, a
process of self expression which
brings relief from Parkinson’s
symptoms.
I approached a friend who was
a patent attorney for advice. He
gave his service free, but when
the committee of Parkinson’s
ACT said they would not support
the application, we didn’t
proceed. I suspect there was
concern over continuing patent

payments once I retired. But it
would have been helpful to have
the method officially recognised
under the name Painting with
Parkinsons to raise awareness
about how the program differed
from Parkinson’s art programs
which do not specifically
address Parkinson’s symptoms.
In 2017 a further attempt to
patent the Tingey Painting
with Parkinsons program is in
progress1.
As the Canberra group has been
contained we have been able
to keep tabs on how our classes
are conducted by the careful
selection of sympathetic and
supportive personnel. However,
I remember that while we were
doing the Catalyst workshops in
England one of the volunteers
with an art background tried
to tell people how to paint. I
gave him a copy of the Catalyst
booklet to read and he came
back the next day saying ‘I see
what you mean’. A wonderful
moment. It has not been so easy
for Anne Atkin.

W

hen I worked with a
nursing home group
recently, where none of the
participants had Parkinson’s,
I found the lack of magic
and wonder quite marked.
So something very special
happens in releasing
blockages when people with
Parkinson’s start to paint. This
is probably what we should
be concentrating on. Getting
the group to a point where
they are so engrossed you
can hear a pin drop. I love
that.

She and I have shared our ups
and downs over eight years.
It’s all very well to be breaking
new ground but it can be lonely
out there. Having an outlet to
exchange ideas and experiences
has been immensely enriching
for both of us. In 2008, early on
in our correspondence, I wrote
to her,

¹ The trademark TINCAN for the Tingey
Painting with Parkinsons program was
awarded in August 2018.
At the Painting with Parkinsons exhibition in
2009 at Strathnairn Homestead Gallery we
advertised the film Making a Mark which was
then in production
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Painting for Parkinsons Christmas party Banks
Building, Australian National Botanic
Gardens 2016

Volunteer helpers Lynden Ayliffe and Sue
Leach with volunteer coordinator Janet
Aitken, Banks Building, December 2014
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Volunteers
W

hile at a Parkinson’s
conference I was drawn
to the remedial artwork
which Nancy Tingey had
displayed on the walls of
the centre. ‘This is the best
remedial artwork I have seen
in Canberra’, I said.
‘When I retire from
community nursing I’m going
to help this group.’

Barbara Nosworthy
True to her word, when Barbara
Nosworthy retired early in
1997 she became involved
with Painting with Parkinsons,
continuing to help until her
husband Philip Dunn’s final
illness and his death in 2013.
Volunteers came to us in all sorts
of ways. Some were attracted by
advertisements, or because they
had a spouse or close friend
who wanted to participate.
Sometimes there was a link with
the past – one volunteer, Lynden
Ayliffe, had remembered me
from a nursing mothers group
nearly 40 years ago!

Some were personal friends,
such as Penny Mlakar and Clare
Munro, and others, such as
Patricia Screen and Margaret
McMahon, had been to the
watercolour classes I gave
between 1993 and 1996 at
various Canberra colleges and
my home studio. In the early
days, some of the committee
members of the Canberra
support group Parkinson’s
ACT came to the party. Meg
Armstrong comes to mind.
Meg and her husband Charles
Armstrong, who had Parkinson’s
and developed a rare sensitivity
when drawing, supported the
group till they died. Meg first
painted alongside Charles, then
gave up painting to help Penny
with catering.
Originally sceptical, the big
breakthrough came for Meg
when she found herself leaving
everyday concerns behind
while drawing to music in a
1996 class. And when she saw
how well Charles responded to
Painting with Parkinsons, Meg
was behind us all the way. Six
months later she was helping to
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run the group and energetically
doing publicity for it.
A friend of Meg’s, Mary Pendrey,
joined in activities as the carer
for her husband Albert and
found painting a great source
of solace, especially after
Albert died. Like many other
spouses, partners and carers,
she contributed her time to the
group, in her case by helping
with fundraising for the group in
the early years.
In 1997 we had 10 people
helping with painting classes.
What is remarkable to me is
that most of them had had
no personal connection with
people with Parkinson’s until
they volunteered to help
with Painting with Parkinsons,
whereas it would never have
occurred to me to help with
such an organisation had Bob
not developed Parkinson’s. I
have found people’s willingness
to help quite humbling.
When Patricia Screen, who
was acting as treasurer of
Painting with Parkinsons, went
into hospital for three or four

months in 1999, Meg took over
Patricia’s role. Then Patricia and
her husband Martyn moved to
Queensland, and Shirley Adams
took over the accounting.
Shirley had learnt about the
group through being my home
help. She is a generous soul
who can turn her hand to most
things, so I was flabbergasted to
hear that a participant (who shall
be nameless) had told Shirley
that she wasn’t entitled to some
treat or other ‘because she was
only a volunteer’! Fortunately
such events are rare, as the
group keeps going on respect
and good will.
In 1998 and 1999 Shirley’s
son was ill with asthma so she
used to bring him along to the
group. Having young visitors
is a tonic for people who may
not otherwise be included in
gatherings of all ages.
Some years later another
volunteer helper Julie Van
Dartel, wife of brilliant painter
Fred, would bring her little
grandson Harry. Often they
would paint along with
the group. This crossing of
boundaries was one of the
strengths of the class; Bob’s
Friday morning carer Noel
Bartone used to get drawn
into activities, helping out with
advertising by make fliers for the
group. Another outcome was
the way members looked out
for one another, often giving lifts
to get to the venue, asking after
one another and (inevitably)
going to their funerals.
One of our most conscientious
and energetic helpers was

Margaret McMahon. She took
over the accounting from
Shirley, created rosters, ordered
art materials, and made various
items such as cards and bags to
sell. I remember she also made
Christmas presents for members
of the group and hosted the
Christmas party in her own
home. She helped me sort
folders at the end of sessions,
filled and cleaned water jars,
and sorted watercolours;
ongoing tasks taken up
by various facilitators and
volunteers from time to time.
She also assisted with running
classes, on one occasion
bringing in her rock collection
to supplement geological
specimens such as Bob’s
treasure of a smooth seawashed piece of granite from
Western Australia. These
were the inspiration for that
morning’s session in which each
participant responded to a
rock of their choice by sensing
different textures, colours,
shapes and forms, the strata
lines suggesting links with the
land. A grounding experience.
‘With eyes closed, and listening
to the natural stress relief CD,
feel the rock, with your body
balanced and calm, then transfer
the sensations to paper,’ I said to
the class. Grinding soft pastels,
following in the Aboriginal
tradition of making pigments
from kaolin and ochres, to
achieve the ground rock effect,
prompted Paul Tarpey to spatter
paint to suggest rough granites.
One day Margaret brought
in mask bases and Cheryl
facilitated the group in covering
the masks with coloured tissue

paper. Bob said he didn’t enjoy
collage because it was messy.
He found the work difficult
but persevered. His work is
still proudly displayed in his
room at Villaggio. I found Bob’s
feedback invaluable and he
enjoyed being actively involved
in the group dynamics. It was
Bob who provided the ragtime
music to which the group fingerpainted a month later.
One of our most loved and
remarkable volunteers was
Canadian. A pharmacologist by
profession, Judy Glustien came
to Australia in January 2002
with her husband who was on
an exchange program with the
Department of Defence. As she
had been an active volunteer
with the Ottawa Parkinson office
she contacted Parkinson’s ACT
on arriving in Canberra, and
they told her about Painting
with Parkinsons. Judy helped us
for about 10 months, returning
to Canada with her husband in
February 2003. She also gave
the group the CD player which
is still in constant use today.
When I contacted her in 2016
she told me that me that she
had collected cards painted
by each member of the group
while she was here, framing then
displaying them in the entryway
of her apartment at home.
She wrote, ‘Many people have
noticed and inquired about
them.’
As well as volunteers who
sought us out, we recruited
through community notices
in the local newspaper, the
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Canberra Times.1 In early 2010
Rosemary and Bruce Morris,
and Margaret Brennand, who
had had a family member with
Parkinson’s, responded to such
an advertisement to help Clare
Munro out. Three years later a
repeat appeal brought in Joyce
Wallington, Marilyn Hughes,
Lynden Ayliffe and her friend
Sue Leach.

working beyond the call of duty,
connived with her friend and
colleague Deirdre Ward to apply
for my Chief Minister’s Award for
Long Service.

I was always wary about asking
people for help, not wanting the
responsibility if things turned
out badly. Clare, a close friend
since 1973, was the exception. I
invited her to tide us over when
Margaret McMahon retired at
the beginning of 2010. Clare’s
response was, ‘I was just about
to offer anyway as I have a friend
with Parkinson’s I would like to
bring to the class’. Talk about
serendipity!

sk one question at a
time and needing a ‘yes’
or ‘no’ answer. If speech
impaired ask person to raise
or lower hand (or squeeze
your hand).

Clare was a skilled coordinator,
training her team so that, two
years later when her daughter
became seriously ill and her
Parkinson’s friend Lois died,
she had people in place who
could take over. Janet Aitken
gracefully took up the challenge,
helping me draw up guidelines
for volunteers, training up new
recruits, and quietly giving me
much needed moral support.
Smoother of troubled waters,
Janet continues to lead the
team of volunteers and,
For example, a notice on 25 January
2013 read ‘PAINTING WITH PARKINSONS,
Volunteers needed to help with refreshments
and give general support to the Canberra art
group for people with Parkinson’s on Friday
mornings in the Botanic Gardens. Ph 6253
3574. Email: nancytingey@googlemail.com.
see www.paintingwithparkinsons.org.au’

1

From time to time we held
training meetings. They covered
every possible aspect of the
classes, as the notes for one
such meeting in 2013 show:

A

The secret of being able
to paint for people with
Parkinson’s is the ability to
‘centre down’ – meditate
– go into another space/
focus from the everyday. For
anyone this requires time and
a calm atmosphere. Break
the focus and the participants
have to start all over again
PLEASE NO interrupting.
If you have to remove dirty
dishes etc after the art activity
starts please do so quietly
without disturbing anyone.
Develop a surreptitious
creeping style! And collect
from behind where less
noticeable … Also avoid
stepping on work laid out to
dry.
It is hectic trying to make
sure the participants get the
right teas and coffees – weak,
strong, with or without sugar;
and there are bits of money
to collect (now $5 each per
week).
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Apart from all that this involves,
volunteers help us handle art
materials. And make delicious
cakes, just like Penny did 22
years ago. They are the glue
holding the group together.
The volunteer coordinator role
also involves drawing up rosters,
making sure everyone is kept
informed of arrangements
for classes, dates etc. and
circulating contact details.
I owe a great debt to all those
who give freely of time and
energy for no financial reward just the joy of watching magical
artwork unfold. It is humbling
to hear volunteers say how they
appreciate the opportunity
to learn about Painting with
Parkinsons by taking part.
As Deirdre Ward, who worked
as a volunteer for five years,
commented, ‘Each week, I am
bowled over and inspired by
the colour, the mood, and the
thinking behind the work’.
Jane Robertson, a friend who
had helped with the Shrewsbury
UK Parkinson’s Art for Parkinson’s
class, had this to say:

A

s with all attempts to
enable people to learn
or do, one must not require
anything back. The reward
would come of its own. It
could be just knowing that
the whole class was deeply
occupied. Or more rarely, a
moment like an unexpected
shift, for example when
someone whose condition
was well advanced was
moved to sing a snatch of
song beautifully.

Counselling

A friend and neighbour for over
20 years, Marjorie Crombie
dedicated her valuable time to
giving voluntary support as a
counsellor. (She also offered free
counselling to Parkinson’s ACT
members). Here is her story.

I

think it was the end of
1997. I was coming to
the end of my counselling
studies and you said PACT
could use some counselling
time. You put my name on
the newsletter and I joined
in your meetings, plus the
Friday group, and responded
to any requests. They were
varied – just a trickle – newly
diagnosed, carer support,
relationship issues, general
Q/A, resources available
etc. I kept my name on your
newsletter ’til the time that
you left. However, I kept
seeing a handful of people
for much longer. One lady
died just a year or two ago.
Typically the people who
contacted me were elderly
women, on their own, in
nursing homes or similar.
Interestingly most were
interested in alternative
strategies for dealing with
their symptoms – involved

with Coleman;2 enjoyed yoga
and relaxation/meditation. I
used Ian Gawler’s materials
a lot. After deep relaxation,
shaking was much less,
and mind state much more
positive.
One year I received a grant
from the Snow Foundation your suggestion. There was
a lot of petrol involved and
cassettes, books etc.
Unlike other counselling, this
wasn’t a limited time issue;
look at a problem, fix it, move
on ... It was a problem for
life and I found I was drawn
into long-term commitments
– one reason for taking my
name off your newsletter! It
suited my lifestyle to make
one or two visits weekly
or fortnightly. Typically we
would have a good natter/
listen, do some relaxation/
massage etc., have a cup of
tea, talk about the meaning
of life. And both felt better
after the session! Often these
ladies had no family support,
but some did. One daughter
refused to believe her mum’s
diagnosis. How helpful was
that!
I helped one younger man
get to Sydney to visit his
preferred specialist there.
He later underwent the deep
brain operation and soon
after left for Canada. I haven’t
heard what happened next.
That pattern continued for
several years. Gradually I

lost these friends in one way
or another – mostly through
dying – from a variety of
causes, one to dementia
and moving home. As
mentioned earlier, the last
lady died just a couple of
years ago. I visited her first in
Palmerston, then in Kangara
Waters, hospital, and finally
in the nursing home at KW.
So you can imagine she had
a lot to deal with. She had
frequent freezing, which
caused a lot of problems
in her automated KW unit
(another story). But she was
determined, and with her
walker we would get down
by the lake and walk several
kilometres. I would take her
flowers from the garden, got
her knitting, shared any little
craft projects – she became
quite a productive participant
in the fund-raising stalls –
giving her back a bit of life
while so many aspects were
being taken away from her.
I enjoyed our walking
together on all these journeys
(literal and metaphorical)
– giving and receiving at
least equally. Opportunities
to reflect on the meaning
of life. Companionship is
probably the key – having to
face so much, but not alone.
I think that reflection links
to the essence of my earlier
poem [see below] – and still
resonates strongly for me
today as it did then, and is
what your group has been so
good at too.’

John Coleman is a persuasive advocate
for alternative therapies in the treatment
of Parkinson’s. He was a guest speaker
at Parkinson’s ACT when Bob was
president.

2
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Poem

This is Painting with Parkinsons

and suggested hills.

She lives alone

Her load lighter now.

Is determined about her independence

She calls us her family;

Drives

a community

but risks only familiar tracks now

of giving and receiving.

She arrives at class flustered, frustrated,

The agendas are many:

even angry today:

support,

A visit to the doctor this morning

acceptance,

with new symptoms

belonging, creating,

but little sympathy or support returned

caring and cared for

She could’ve gone home

mixing

but the car brings her to class.

A place where souls are nourished

She frets about herself, experts, driving home … and restored
Her first painting of trees,

This is Painting with Parkinsons.

bold and angry red,

Marjorie Crombie, 13 November 1998

emotions flowing through the brush.
Her second
a calming green
with subtle shades of sky

To help Barbara Nosworthy
through difficult times with
her husband’s parkinsonism,
Marjorie visited her at her house,
sent a card saying ‘been thinking
about you’ and a meditation CD
of ‘lovely Indian chanting music’.
In contributing information
for this book Barbara
acknowledged the love,
care and dedication which

professional and volunteer
helpers give to Painting with
Parkinsons. Her experience is
just one example of the quiet
ways in which people with
Parkinson’s and their families
have been given support behind
the scenes over the years.
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Background to poem: ‘The Light Within’ by
Ann Nugent
2018 – watercolour

Painting with Parkinsons merchandise for sale
at Barbara Nosworthy’s Open Garden event
2011
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Fundraising
Throughout the last 20 years
I have been touched by the
support of friends and strangers
in keeping Painting with
Parkinsons viable.
Barbara Nosworthy herself
donated funds through
Australia’s Open Garden
Scheme in November 2011,
following a precedent set by
my friends Jenny Manning and
David Mackenzie two years
earlier. One of the most heartwarming donations was from
Clive and Katrina Muir who (like
our English friends the Loyds)
both asked guests at their
respective 60th birthday parties
to give donations to Painting
with Parkinsons in lieu of
personal gifts. Each event raised
over $2000.

colleague Stephen Rosenberg,
provided entertainment.
Guests gave donations of $5
or more to support Painting
with Parkinsons and related
programs; more than 70 people
from the Parkinson’s and
local communities enjoyed a
sumptuous afternoon tea. Hall
residents Phil Robson and Peter
Corrigan recorded the event
on video and in photographs
respectively.
The money we raised at
the party went towards the
combined creative therapies

Among other fundraising events
was a garden party Bob and I
held on 5 October 1998, the
27th anniversary of our move
to Hall, our first marital home.
Friends and neighbours Joan
and Richard Milner and Painting
with Parkinsons music therapist
extraordinaire Elisabeth
Pillgrab, with her sister and her
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program we ran at the Multiple
Sclerosis Centre in Gloria
McKerrow House, Deakin, from
September to December 1998.
Desmond Bishop took drama
sessions, while Suzanne Rogers
and I facilitated the painting
activity.
Over the years the Tingey
involvement in village life
brought unexpected rewards.
In particular, the Rotary Club of
Fundraising garden party at the home of Bob
and Nancy Tingey 1998, facilitator Rosemary
Milton seated far right

Hall has given generously over
the years. Along with Parkinson’s
ACT they sponsored Bob and
me to go to the 1997 Wellington
Parkinson’s conference, and a
grant of $500 in 1998 towards
our overseas travel expenses
was followed by donations of
$700 for the film in 2009, and
$2000 for general running costs,
both in 2011 and 2012, and
$3000 in 2014. Mind you – talks
were expected. We worked hard
for our money!
So did Dennis Smith. Over
the years he has given over
a hundred talks to raise
awareness about Parkinson’s.
His rivetting performance at a
Religious Society of Friends’
Friday, organised by friend
and Painting with Parkinsons
facilitator Pam Houstein in 2013,
stimulated donations which
were followed up two years
later by the Quakers including
Painting with Parkinsons on their
‘monthly donations to charitable
organisations’ list as their only
local community choice, a
deeply touching gesture.
Looking back it is clear that
support from family and friends
has been pivotal to the overall
success of the group. And it
has been moving over the
years to see how facilitators
and volunteers have rallied
to help with transport, visit
people in hospital, and follow
up information about absences
and members suffering extra
hardships.
The responsibility for fundraising
rests with the coordinator.
Although Painting with
Parkinsons has relied heavily

on voluntary support over the
years, the organisation has
needed substantial funding
to get by. Applying for grants
was my main concern while
setting up the group in 1994;
at the time the money came
from the local support group
and an adult education source.
I remember that a stipulation
of receiving funds from the
latter was that we raised some
money ourselves. So from the
start, when we sold artwork
the money came back into the
group which had financed the
project.1 I continued to support
this principle, following Lola
de Mar’s model at Canberra’s
Woden Special School whose
exhibitions each year paid for
the art materials.
Originally we did not charge
participants a fee as I felt people
with Parkinson’s needed treats
to cheer them along the way,
not more financial burdens than
the medical condition already
imposed. Also I did not want
anyone to be put off joining
because of limited income.
This ideal changed when
the participants themselves
suggested paying a small
contribution to express their
appreciation. Called a materials
and refreshments fee, this
was initially set at $4 a week,
increasing to $5 by 2013 and
$10 in 2017.

lack of such support. Where
there is a will there is a way
– but it takes a lot of energy
and commitment to tackle the
problem, and often, especially
if hampered by Parkinson’s
symptoms, it is all too hard.
I gave up my paid teaching work
to concentrate on Painting with
Parkinsons once I could see we
were onto something unique
about which I felt passionate.
I was, however, fortunate to
have Bob’s financial support.
And from the beginning, grant
requirements insisted facilitators
be paid in recognition of their
expertise, so my contact hours
attracted some financial reward.
The successful progressive
groups I have come across – for
example Conquest in the UK
and Anne Atkin’s programs
in Victoria – have relied
heavily on private financial
support from their founders.
However, unlike Painting with
Parkinsons facilitators, in both
these examples, the tutors are
volunteers.
In 2009 I summarised our
financial needs when making a
request to a local politician, MLA
Bob McMullan, for help with
funding:

Over the years I have been
fascinated by the various ways
in which groups like ours find
funds. It saddens me to hear a
group has folded because of
In 1998 35 works were sold from
exhibitions, raising over $1000.

1
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My summary
To keep Painting with Parkinsons
running on a regular basis for
42 weeks a year we need $9000
p.a. as continuous funding.
Tutoring – 42 weeks at $120 =
$50402 p.a.
Room hire – Botanic Gardens
(special rate for disability group)
$2500 p.a.
Materials - $600 p.a.
Exhibitions (room and screen
hire, framing, invitations and
publicity, opening event)
website charges and updates –
$860 p.a.
To complete the film Making
a Mark – art as a therapy for
Parkinson’s – by Just Wright
Productions, Melbourne, we
need $6000. (The total cost
is $9000 of which we have
received $3000 in donations.)
This is a one-off cost.
Both John Pratt and I applied
for Federal funding through
our local MPs at different times,
hoping thereby to secure a
continuous source of income.
In September 2009 I had
attended one of Bob McMullan’s
public meetings to see if I could
interest him in supporting
Painting with Parkinsons.
McMullan had advertised saying
that ‘If there are any issues of
interest or of concern to you
or your family, I hope that you
will come and discuss them
informally with us’. Luckily he
By 2013 the facilitator rate of pay was $150
for three hours.

2

was intrigued after I spoke up at
the public meeting and asked
to meet me in his electoral
office. I took the opportunity
to invite Parkinson’s Australia
CEO Norman Marshall to attend
the meeting with me and as a
result secured a donation from
Parkinson’s Australia towards
completing the Making a Mark
film.
On 7 October 2009 Bob
McMullan wrote that he had
‘personally written to the Federal
Minister for the Arts, The Hon
Peter Garrett MP, seeking
information on whether there
are any funds to assist your
group Painting with Parkinsons.’
The inevitable reply from
Peter Garrett referred us to
organisations we were already
dealing with; in other words,
turning down our request for
Federal funding.
We had done rather better
with local government arts and
health applications as long as,
initially, we avoided using the
word therapy and didn’t mind
coming under ‘mental health’.
Anything to get the money!
However, about the same time
that I applied unsuccessfully for
Federal funding I nearly lost the
plot. I was preoccupied with my
own art practice and John was in
an acting administrative position
at the Canberra School of Art as
well as doing his lecturing job.
We neither of us had time to get
involved with another project.
So one of our volunteers, with
the best intentions, decided
to try and raise funds for the
group by contacting a local
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pharmacy group. Instead of
giving money, they chose to
feature Painting with Parkinsons
in their 2010 calendar. This was
fine in theory, except that as
no checks were made by the
coordinators on the selection of
work or wording of the written
material, the calendar appeared
with a number of inaccuracies.
Several members of the group
were misrepresented. When a
member of the public took this
up with me I realised we had a
problem on our hands.
As it was fundamental to John’s
and my ethos to make sure all
Painting with Parkinsons artists
were included in exhibitions and
correctly described, we were
concerned about the mistakes.
Discussing this with the person
responsible I didn’t handle the
situation well and the volunteer
took offence. It made me
determined to take more care to
oversee projects in future.
We went back to the drawing
board, applying annually for
funds from a variety of sources.
Early on we had thought we
had it made when we secured
a grant of $12,000 from the
ACT Department of Education
and Community Services in
1998 to run a two-year program
of creative arts education for
people with Parkinson’s, MS
and related conditions, and
their carers. I estimated at
the time that John and I had
raised $35,000 in the first five
years of operation, so I went
off to England thinking I’d
left the coffers full. However
the next few years proved
difficult for John. Although
attracting persuasive letters

of support not only from the
art group members but also
from Parkinson’s ACT and
respected fellow organisations,
including the Botanic Gardens,
Tuggeranong Arts Centre and
ACTarts Ability, Painting with
Parkinsons struggled to keep
going financially.
John’s excellent relationship
with the Botanic Gardens
administration helped keep the
bailiffs at bay. In particular, Paul
Zeising in the Botanic Gardens
public programs and marketing
department lobbied on our
behalf to keep hire fees for our
room in the Gardens affordable.
Also, while John and I were
negotiating the sponsorship
circus, members of Painting
with Parkinsons were quietly
and happily working together
on funding projects of their
own. In 2009 they made up
the shortfall in funding, about
$3000, with painting and card
sales. And the 2011–12 financial
statement showed that nearly
$1500 was raised from member
contributions and $1000 from
the sale of fridge magnets,
badges, bags and cards.
I remember Patricia Screen
making magnetic bookmarks
from members’ donated artwork
in 1998. More recently our
media man Ivo Lovric has been
making fridge magnets and
badges depicting details from
photographs of artwork.
The most brilliant creation
was the bags that Margaret
McMahon made out of
unwanted artwork, each bag
containing two cards from

the same page. These were
so popular that extra stock
was made by volunteers led
by Dennis Smith’s wife Irene
to be sold at exhibitions
and fundraising stalls. More
recently, with Jay Sargent,
Kate Sterrenberg and me as a
production team making cards,
we sold these at Handmade and
Agency (Craft ACT) in Civic and
Braddon until they went out of
business! Before that happened
we were cheered by an email
from a satisfied customer:

I

purchased a Painting with
Parkinsons card from [the
Handmade shop] recently.
I just wanted to say that I
thought that your cards and
colours used were beautiful.
Blessings to you and your
work, and thank you.
In addition, on the positive
side, while I was away John
Pratt set up a hugely successful
partnership with DADA
(Disability and Disadvantaged
in the Arts ACT) manager Lois
Selby for support in kind as well
as funding. This move gave us
exhibition opportunities from
2000 to 2003 through Lois’s
collaboration with the Street
Theatre. In support of DADA,
John wrote:

P

ainting with Parkinsons
membership with DADAACT is critically important
for a number of reasons.
As a host organisation it
provides an essential contact
point with other groups and
government bodies in the
arts community particularly
in the areas of disability …
Most importantly DADA has

provided invaluable logistical
and financial support for
a range of exhibitions and
displays which Painting with
Parkinsons mounts each year.
In 2009 we were desperate
to secure funds to finish the
film. In the end we relied
entirely on substantial private
donations, mostly from me
and from personal friends.
Leanne Corrigan, digital aid
extraordinaire, had the draft
film running throughout
the Strathnairn Homestead
Painting with Parkinsons show in
September 2009, and we raised
over $3000 from exhibition
visitors. In addition, two major
anonymous donations of
$3000 and $5000 made up the
necessary funding of $11,000.
At that time, Painting with
Parkinsons was the only
fundraiser under the Parkinson’s
ACT umbrella, and the money
raised by Parkinson’s ACT itself
consisted only of membership
fees. Nowadays Parkinson’s
ACT are so successful with their
fundraising by a dedicated
team of volunteers that Painting
with Parkinsons can rely on the
umbrella body for financial
support. Progress indeed!
Over time our relationship with
the wider Parkinson’s community
via Parkinson’s ACT has been
critical to the success of Painting
with Parkinsons. We advertise
our classes, contribute articles
to their bulletin and give talks at
meetings and other Parkinson’s
events. Most importantly we rely
on the umbrella organisation to
endorse and process funding.
The treasurer of Parkinson’s ACT
oversees banking procedures
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Zel McJannett (left) and Meg Armstrong
giving Nancy Tingey (centre) a cheque
from Parkinson’s ACT for Painting for
Parkinsons

autobiography, desperate to
finish it while Bob could still
enjoy reading it, I may have
been responsible for a lifeenhancing program, but I was
also a carer. And in 2010 I lost
time recovering from tearing a
hamstring and having a second
hip replacement operation. I felt
that my withdrawal was putting
strain on our program.

and payments.
Parkinson’s ACT also gave
Bob and me a fun experience
when we represented Painting
with Parkinsons at a lunch in
Canberra’s Southern Cross
Club to receive a cheque for
the art group’s funds. As Bob
was by then in a wheelchair it
was touching to be treated like
royalty.
The legitimacy of Painting with
Parkinsons was also confirmed
when participants Dennis
Smith and Vera Šapov, who
were both enlivening the art
group, became presidents of
Parkinson’s ACT. Vera was a
painter and the daughter of an
artist. During her presidency,
with innate flair she directed her

prodigious energy to promoting
the group by exhibiting and
selling artwork at monthly
meetings until she left Canberra
in 2007. After working so hard to
support people with Parkinson’s
she was surprised, and we were
delighted, to discover she had
been incorrectly diagnosed!
Vera didn’t have Parkinson’s
after all!
In 2009 and 2010, I realised
that I was too preoccupied
with other matters to keep
on top of my game. Various
counsellors had pointed out
that I needed to keep up with
my own art practice to protect
me from being over whelmed
by my Parkinson’s involvements
and to combat depression.
I was also working on Bob’s
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To their great credit, John and
the team of facilitators and
volunteers kept up the juggling
act to keep the group going
not only while I was overseas
but also when I took time out to
deal with my health problems.
However, I was aware that there
was only me to link Parkinson’s
ACT and the art group, and
I was talking about retiring
from Painting with Parkinsons
when my 20 years was up on 4
November 2014. I was 72 and
rather worn out by keeping up
with Bob and his Parkinson’s for
over 27 years.
So I joined the Parkinson’s ACT
committee for 2 years, from
2011 to 2013, in an effort to
encourage Parkinson’s ACT to
take more responsibility for the
running of the art group. I was
concerned that if they didn’t,
and I retired, the essential
ingredients of my program –
understanding how Parkinson’s
symptoms could be addressed
and ameliorated through art

activity – would be diluted, or
even worse, lost.
It seemed to me that facilitators
and volunteers who had no
personal link with Parkinson’s
or the society bore too much
responsibility for running the
group. And as Parkinson’s ACT
no longer had any committee
members participating in
Painting with Parkinsons we
were being thought of as an
independent body. John and I
had worked very hard over the
years to raise money to keep
the group going but now that
Parkinson’s ACT had become
comparatively solvent I felt they
should be contributing as much
funding towards support group
activities as they did to research.
Parkinson’s support groups in
general tend to favour giving
money to research towards
coming up with cures rather
than to programs which improve
quality of life for those already
affected. Yet in my experience
of caring for Bob I have found
he has gained far more relief
from these programs than from
medical advancements. He is
constantly juggling with new
medications, being exasperated
when he found one that made
a real difference only to have it
withdrawn by the government.
Every five years, he would be
told by his specialist that there
would be a cure in another five
years. Thirty years have gone
by and we are still waiting. On
the other hand, exercise, in
particular dance, and swimming,
is the flavour of the month, and
Bob comes alive for an hour
each week as he takes up his art
materials.

There were two positive
outcomes to my attempts to
address these concerns. Firstly,
Margaret Healy joined the art
group as the Parkinson’s ACT
liaison committee member, and
secondly, the committee agreed
in September 2013 that ‘if
Painting with Parkinsons require
anything they only have to bring
it to our meeting for approval’.
Parkinson’s ACT would
underwrite our funding
requirements.

‘Southern Ocean’ by Bob Tingey
1998 – felt pen
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‘Bushfire’ by Bob Tingey 2009
– watercolour, finger painting
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Flow
British comedian Terry Thomas,
who experienced a problem
common to people with
Parkinson’s of ‘freezing’ as he
approached a doorway, used to
turn on his Walkman and dance
his way through. He took the
stress out of being confronted
with a difficult situation, in this
case the movement from one
kind of space to another, by
distracting himself with a socalled ‘right brained’ activity
to keep a sense of flow going.
That is what we are trying to do
with the Painting with Parkinsons
program.
I was reminded of this story
when listening to Professor John
Morris give a talk to Parkinson’s
ACT during Bob’s presidency.
Among his erudite and
entertaining observations was
the theory that while Parkinson’s
doesn’t affect muscle strength
it does affect what Morris
described as ‘the melody of
movement’.

‘Reflection” by Bob Tingey
2009 – watercolour

I saw how important ‘the melody
of movement’ was in stimulating
creative flow when I watched
Bob painting ‘Antarctic Waters’,
totally engrossed. More recently
one of our youngest and newest
facilitators, Alisha Bae, ran
a memorable class in which
she combined appropriate
breathing and physical exercise
encouraging participants to feel
soaring sensations, and then,
without interruption, followed
this warming up activity with
a poetry reading of the poem
The Lark Ascending by George
Meredith and playing a CD of
the music of the same name
(inspired by the poem) by
Vaughan Williams. With various
stimuli building on the one
theme the participants were
able to develop their paintings
with feelings of elation.
When I met Professor JPFW
Lakke in Holland in May 1996
he was working on a theory
that the creative process
may overcome neurological
problems by causing impulses
to flow smoothly in spite of
chemical malfunction in the
nervous system. Lakke surmised
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that when this process is
fully understood it should be
possible to program patients to
help them cope with ‘freezing’
and other movement disorders,
exercising mind over matter.
The subject of ‘flow’ came
up again later that year, in
December 1996, in facilitator
Rosemary Milton’s paper Art as
therapy, which is still relevant
today. In it, she refers to the
importance of flow:
Activities
Warm-up
Meditation
‘Flying and Playing Music’; a
guided visualisation to relax and
free the mind, allowing it to flow
... It also helps to focus the mind
[in] preparation for creativity.
Group discussion
An important part of the process
of art as therapy: discussion
on what we did, how we felt.
Did our sense of hearing help
express our feeling creatively
through art? Did we feel as free
as a bird and could we let this
feeling flow through the paint

brush? Was the meditation
helpful to the creative energy?

element which for people with
Parkinson’s can be confusing.

While rereading Rosemary’s
papers to write this book, I was
struck by the use of the word
‘flow’ so early on in the Painting
with Parkinsons program. When I
came across it again in The Harp,
a poem which Peter Latona
facilitated with the group in
1997, I could see that sensing
a continuous thread of energy
was at the core of all we did.
However, it wasn’t until Painting
with Parkinsons participant
Katrina Muir articulated it in a
series of emails to me in 2015
that I understood just how
fundamental the creation of an
ability to ‘go with the flow’ was
to the success of the program.

This theory was confirmed
in a discussion I had in 2000
with Dr Melanie Brown, CEO
at the Conductive Education
Centre, Birmingham, UK,
while taking Bob to classes
there. She explained that the
intense interaction between
artist and work surface would
be continually interrupted by
looking up to refer to the subject
if participants were asked to
work from life instead of being
inspired what happens on the
paper before them.

It seems obvious. Yet I have seen
this basic principle so often
ignored in programs designed
for people with Parkinson’s. I
was therefore impressed when
Parkinson’s Australia CEO Steve
Sant noticed within five minutes
of his first visit to Painting with
Parkinsons that what we were
doing was ‘setting up a state
of flow’. He observed that
ours was the only art program
for Parkinson’s he had seen
which understood just how
fundamental the creation of an
ability this was to creating an
effective class structure.

M

We are particularly careful to
simplify the art-making process,
and thereby facilitate the state
of flow, by keeping only two
points of reference – head
and hand. If we were to ask
people to draw from a still
life or figure, for example, we
would be introducing a third

Psychologist and Painting with
Parkinsons facilitator Kevin
Presatya observed to me in
January 2017:

y understanding about
‘flow’ is based on the
way I conceptualise the
mental struggle experienced
by those living with disability.
I see the body and the mind
as separate constructs, yet
interrelated. For people
living with disability, there
is a gap between the mind
and body, which is growing
more and more distant with
each perceived failure in
daily life activities. The mind
often loses its ability to
understand the body – almost
as if the body is having a
life on its own. The mind
feels angered, disappointed
and disheartened by the
body’s diminishing capacity,
at the same time it is stuck
with it. When that happens
the mind loses its ability to
perceive, experience and
learn from the world, since

the body is a conduit that
connects the mind with the
world surrounding. The body
physically occupies a space
in the world. However, once
the mind disconnects with
the body, the mind also
loses touch with the world,
including the people that
love them.
However, in a state of flow
– through the act of creative
process – the mind and the
body reunite. The mind
accepts the body for what it
is, and from that acceptance
comes exploration and
play. The mind once
again is receptive to new
experiences from the world,
the mind learns to build a
new relationship with the
body. The state of flow is an
opportunity for the mind to
negotiate and communicate
with the body. So for me, the
state of flow is a process of
integration and acceptance.
Katrina Muir wrote:

‘F

or me, I am in a state of
flow when I am painting’.
She described the flow as
‘a state of arousal, flow,
over-learned self-control
and relaxation’. She quoted
Hungarian psychologist
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi,
who in 2008 in Flow: the
psychology of optimal
experience described flow
as completely focused
motivation. In a 2014 letter
to Meriel Owen, Katrina also
described the idea of flow as
being ‘identical to the feeling
of being in the zone’.
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The flow state … implies a
kind of focused attention,
and it has been noted that
mindfulness, meditation …
and yoga seem to improve
a person’s capacity for flow.
Among other benefits, all
of these activities train and
improve attention.
This is where I feel there is a
link between painting, music,
meditation, relaxation and
the flow state. I personally
see it as another method
of training your mind or
engaging in an activity which
takes your mind off your
Parkinson’s symptoms.’
‘Going with the flow’ is not easy
for people with Parkinson’s who
are beset by loss of control in
so many aspects of their lives.
With this in mind, ‘movement
disorders’ clinics focus on this
aspect in treating Parkinson’s.
This was brought home to
me on my Fellowship tour
during a meeting with research
coordinator Mary Robischon, in
the Struthers Parkinson’s Center
Minneapolis, USA. Mary said:

N

to the next. If the ‘lubricant’
is missing it is possible to
compensate to some extent
by introducing the body to
stress-free activities which
do not agitate the nervous
system. Meditative processes
work for sound scientific
reasons.

that they are unable to finish
it because the nervous system
wasn’t carrying the messages
through. He actually found the
messages were flowing through
very well.
We find that too.

A creative art program such
as Painting with Parkinsons, in
which stressful expectations are
minimised, has a similar effect.
When people sit down with a
painting in mind, they are often
disappointed by their inability
to realise their preconception,
but when they allow themselves
to ‘go with the flow’ they can
surprise themselves.
Professor Lakke found that
the ability to focus is even
stronger than normal after
someone develops Parkinson’s.
He expected the opposite.
He thought there would be
breaks in concentration and
breaks in the creative process
so that someone might start
on something and then find

erve endings are like
rivers which have to be
fed with life-giving water
to flow, just as the nervous
system needs dopamine to
flow. Without dopamine the
nerve-endings suffer and
can’t do their job properly.
The frustrated dendrite
writhes around in a kind of
vacuum desperately trying
to find the next link in the
nervous system. Anything
which will calm down the
nervous system will help the
message to flow smoothly
from one set of dendrites
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Ian Mason painting ‘Flow’ – ink
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Conclusion
T

herapists all over the
world are turning to art
to improve the quality of life
of people with Parkinson’s
disease. Churchill Fellow
Nancy Tingey points the way
to a more unified approach.

I must have thought we had
made it when I saw this in the
UK’s Therapy Weekly 20 years
ago! The reality was different.
I still had a lot of work to do to
get my message across.
Perhaps the issues are too
complex. Perhaps Parkinson’s
ACT Committee member Tony
Fearnside put his finger on the
problem when he wrote:

I

did mention to the manager
of the University of
Canberra’s Faculty of Health
Clinic, Marie Digman, who
came to our recent support

‘Irises’ 2010 watercolour painted before
onset of Parkinson’s dementia

‘Snake’ 2010 watercolour painted by the
same participant after onset of Parkinson’s
dementia

group meetings, that there
might be an opportunity
for a postgraduate study
at Painting with Parkinsons.
However I am a bit confused:
is it a neurological study that
is wanted or an art and music
study – two very different
disciplines come together
here.
Here Tony displayed rare
insight. Most art programs for
Parkinson’s address only the
recreational aspect. We look at
the medical condition as well.

inner calmness and peace.
With her perceptive insights,
MaryAnn is typical of our
facilitators. They come through
word of mouth, of their own
free will, out of curiosity, feeling
empathy with the group. This
shows in the way they approach
their work. Here is how Roberta
Turner and Leo Loomans
described their experiences:

F

acilitation with the
Parkinson’s group is a gift
to me. As people enter the
room they move into their
own spirit realm. They tend to
As facilitator MaryAnn Cremen
leave the shakes, the freezing
explained:
moments, and [everyday
he Painting with Parkinsons concerns] at the door in order
workshop experience has to enter into another world
had a profound influence
of creativity. Their inner light
on the health and wellbeing
shines through their artistic
of the participants of the
endeavours, giving back to
program and I believe is
the privileged observer a
groundbreaking in the field
sense of awe.
of health care …

T

The art that has been created
carries messages of hope,
wholeness and wellness, has
cultivated humour and play
in the group, and helped
people discover a sense of
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‘Roberta’s Story’, Parkinson’s ACT
Bulletin, Sept 2012

W

ith the realisation of
each painted mark
some new response is called

for to further develop a
gathering of marks into a
cohesive, articulate form
that contributes towards the
telling of a story that each
painter, even tentatively – is
aiming at. Each consecutive
mental act initiated with
a paintbrush gradually
becomes a concrete,
unfolding image gathered
onto the page.
Perhaps in the very
intimacy of the painterly
act of concentrating, of
coordinating mind and body
to produce a work on paper,
some means of getting past
those blockages between the
central and extended neural
system – clearly manifest in
Parkinson’s – is realised.
Parkinson’s ACT Bulletin,

Oct 2012

I am no scientist, and although
I have learnt a great deal, by
default, about some medical
aspects of Parkinson’s over
the years, I have trusted Bob’s
doctors to work out the best
treatments for him. Bob himself
was well informed and took
great pride in monitoring
his own medication. I only
remember him slipping up
once. He was standing by the
kitchen bench with his leg
jerking violently in dyskinetic
movements. When I asked him
what he thought was going on
he said he must have taken his
medication twice by mistake!
But I am very interested in the
management of symptoms. It
seems to me that to get the most
out of people with Parkinson’s

it is essential to take these
into account when designing
specialist art programs. After all,
we are dealing with a movement
disorder in which taking things
one step at a time, and using
stress-relieving activities and
prompts and triggers as basic
tools stimulate creativity.
The weekly sessions address
Parkinson’s symptoms, such as
tremor and freezing, by applying
relaxation techniques and
providing materials which are
easy to use, while making sure
the atmosphere is serene and
there are no interruptions.
So even though John Pratt
and I believe that anyone can
paint given the appropriate
sympathetic environment,
encouragement and selfconfidence, we have to face
up to the fact that working
with people with Parkinson’s is
exceptionally challenging.
Essentially, the role of groups
such as Painting with Parkinsons
is the relief of suffering. We
are there to help overcome
depression and give hope
when life seems to offer little
after the onset of parkinsonism.
In planning a class the most
important thing is to make sure
that everyone leaves a class, at
the very least, as well as when
they arrived, and ideally feeling
much better. Roberta reported
that one day when Ian arrived
he needed to be helped to his
seat, bent over and shaky on his
feet. When he left his back was
straight.
I used to wonder why we had so
many high fliers in Painting with
Parkinsons. Did Parkinson’s tend

to affect people living on the
edge? I now realise that to come
along to an art group, especially
when you have never painted
before, takes courage and
determination. Most members
of Painting with Parkinsons are
risk-takers and enjoy challenges.
They are people who like having
a go and trying new things.
When I started the Canberra
group in 1994 I imagined only
an activity to pass the time and
take people’s minds off their
Parkinson’s. Over the years
I have become increasingly
aware that there is much more
to it than that. Creativity is not
affected by Parkinson’s and in
some cases is increased by the
condition. Making marks one
at a time reflects the mantra for
Parkinson’s – ‘one step at a time’
– and by using prompts and
triggers to get people going, we
kickstart the brain into action.
The programs also pay particular
attention to avoiding stress and
interruption and keeping the
atmosphere calm. One of the
things which has helped to keep
the program going in Canberra
is the inspiring setting of the
Botanic Gardens. Away from it
all.

Creativity and
depression

Over the years I have made
many notes on the relationship
between creativity and
depression. In the late 1990s I
wrote:

O

ne of the side effects
of Parkinson’s is
depression, either caused
by the medication or by
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the condition itself … And
we know that it can be
very difficult for people to
be creative when they are
depressed and vice versa.
Once participants get into
a creative activity they tend
to be less depressed than
they were at the start, so
it’s actually one way that
we can deal with one of the
symptoms ...

H

e was jammed by a
sense of the negative,
until I suggested he paint
the negative, say, Christ
on the Cross! He instantly
took up the challenge, and
worked on a second sheet to
develop the theme … Paul’s
final painting was a heart
in searing red, beautifully
illustrating how he turned
from pessimism to a more
joyous state than the act of
painting itself.

We are continually giving
[participants] new activities
aul still talks about that
and new ideas, introducing
defining moment; the
drama, poetry, all sorts of
painting has pride of place
different things to keep
on his care home wall.
people, as it were, on their
toes so that they don’t go into
With painting, you’re making a
automatic response again –
they’re having to concentrate statement about yourself; you
are able to communicate, to
every time.

P

A possible reason why a
painting activity is successful
for those who have not
painted before diagnosis
is that Parkinson’s patients
respond well to challenges
and concepts which focus
the powers of concentration.
There is consistency about
the way people with
Parkinson’s work – they
stay with a project until it’s
finished.
They must never fail. Even in
the art group when they feel
they are not doing as well
as they want to, we have to
find some way in which we
can get them out of feeling
locked up by the end of the
session so they can come out
of that downward spiral.
Here is an example of how
facilitator Leo turned things
around for Paul Tarpey, a retired
priest:

tell people about your feelings,
about your interests, the things
which make you happy. It’s also
a way of relieving depression.
When people first come into the
group they may use dark colours
and make very aggressive
movements with the brush or
with whatever it is that they’re
using. They may also bash
away with clay to release their
frustrations, a need which tends
to fade as time goes on. But
although there are examples
which reflect the anger and the
distress that the artists feel, a
large number of the works – I
would say most – are an escape.

Recovering ourselves

With painting you are becoming
a creative member of society.
You may even be able to
produce something people
will look at and take an interest
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in; you recover your sense of
identity.
Art therapist Sally Schofield sent
me this contribution about the
method:

A

rt Therapy contributes
to health improvement,
leading the mind to
different levels where the
visual prevails over the
logical, and connecting the
individual with their creativity,
something very important for
someone who has to adapt
to set limitations and a new
situation as a result of an
illness like Parkinson’s.
The realization of this
therapeutic process can come
to mean a way of accessing
expression and exploration,
helping to articulate difficult
feelings and enabling a path
to emotional well-being.
One day a woman in our group
said to a fellow painter ‘That’s
nice – what is it about?’ When he
replied ‘It’s about ejaculation’
she was somewhat taken aback,
but when we consider how
Parkinson’s plays havoc with
sexual feelings and ability, the
surprising thing is how rarely
this kind of exchange comes
about. In the safety of the
sheltered workshop people are
encouraged to paint whatever
they want and in many cases
they express strong feelings
in the secure knowledge that
they don’t have to explain the
resulting imagery.
On another occasion I
remember a member of
the group asking me if she
was painting what I wanted.

I recalled what Rita Simon
had said, ‘Who are we to tell
people what to paint?’ and
felt saddened. It took the
development of dementia for
this artist to become uninhibited
enough to paint colourful snakes
where before the onset she
would have played safe with
delicate depictions of flowers.
In both examples the imagery
resulting from uninhibited selfexpression was more powerful,
vibrant and honest than
previous work which had aimed
to please.

Painting with Parkinsons is a
place for telling stories and
expressing voyages of selfdiscovery. Here is an example
recorded in 2006 by facilitator
Roberta, in which Joy
Schneider is speaking:

Katrina Muir and Ann Nugent with Katrina’s
portrait of Ann 2015

Y

ou know that rainy
morning after the
drought seemed to have
broken, when you asked
us to try and recall our first
memory of rain, or any
association with rain that
was strong for us? And do
you remember the rainbow
painting I did? Well, that was
the rainbow I saw at the time
my husband left for what was
meant to be a simple training
manoeuvre. When I looked
at my painting, I realised that
that was the rainbow I saw
when my husband’s plane
flew off into the morning as
I stood holding our young
baby with our toddler at my
side. I knew intuitively that I
wouldn’t see him again. Don’t
ask me how I knew it, but I
did.
That painting experience
allowed me to release a
certain grief I’d held onto.
I believe it was healing. It
may not have to do with my
Parkinson’s, but it allowed me
to release something painful
and look beyond.

When she was interviewed for
the Making a Mark film, Ann
Worsley had this to say:

Y

ou get a lot of support.
It’s amazing how, if
anyone has anything on
their mind, it tends to come
out … On several occasions
people break into tears, not
necessarily about Parkinson’s,
but about other aspects of
their life. There is a special
sort of comradeship within
the group.
A relationship of this sort
developed between Katrina
Muir and fellow participant
Ann Nugent when Ann
commissioned Katrina to paint
her portrait. The unveiling
event in Ann’s home in 2015
was touching, and a tangible
moment of community spirit.
The implications of art therapy
for people with Parkinson’s
are profound. We understand
that creativity is not diminished
by the condition. And recent
research is suggesting that we
may be able to change the brain
through creative activity.1 If so,
the rewards for programs such
as Painting with Parkinsons may
be far-reaching. According to
American neuroscientist Julie
Carter, in 2009:

E

xercising, staying socially
connected and being
creative require a lot of
motivation, you have to
I am grateful to Anne Atkin for alerting
me to the work of Julie H Carter, Professor
of Neurology at Oregon Health and
Science University and Associate Director
at the OHSU Parkinson Center of Oregon,
USA.

1
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have self-confidence, to feel
like you have some control
over your life and have
connections to other people.
When you are living with
Parkinson’s, all of these areas
can take a hit. What we know
now is that empowering
yourself in these areas can
enable you to live a fuller and
richer life.

What others say

I suppose, at the back of my
mind, I had always hoped that
the extraordinary journey I
had taken on that Churchill
Fellowship 21 years ago would
one day be seen by others for
what it was to me – a revelation.
So it was heartwarming for me
to come across this comment
in a letter of support from Ann
Worsley:

T

he [Painting with
Parkinsons] experience
has been a revelation to me. I
have been able to lose myself
in the activities of the group
and to become oblivious to
the aches and pains of my
disease for a spell. And my
standard of visual perception
has improved, enabling me
to see things around me in a
different way.
Painting with Parkinsons is
a highlight of my week … I
find it very rewarding and
very therapeutic. It takes my
mind off worries and it is an
opportunity to mix, and enjoy
the company of my fellow
sufferers.

was nobody telling us what do’,
echoing Ann Worsley’s comment
‘You need to have something
you can get your teeth into. It’s
demanding but you can do it in
whatever style you want.’
As participants are in the same
space, perhaps listening to the
same music, and with similar
materials, they often express
surprise about the different ways
people interpret themes. In
fact, their own experiences will
dictate what comes out at the
end; it’s no different from one
person with Parkinson’s being
different from another.
When someone in the Painting
with Parkinsons group says ‘I
don’t know where that came
from’, we know the system is
working.

Magic happens.

Katrina in 2015 said that what
she ‘liked about the classes
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‘New Zealand Memory’ by Jack Barrett
1995 – coloured inks
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Epitaph
One minute we are celebrating
the amazing art being created
and the next we are mourning
the loss of a friend. Sadly this is
the nature of the beast.
Everyone in the group takes it
hard when a member has to
leave, then dies.
Painting with Parkinsons is a
support group, a closely knit
community where participants
care for one another.
To help the group come to
terms with the trauma of a
member passing away Cheryl
Jobsz introduced a valued ritual.
She brings into the classroom
a bowl of flowers. Each person
present takes a flower which
in some way reminds them of
their lost friend. Cheryl then
lights a candle in the flower
bowl and sets it in the middle of
the room. Each person present
says something they remember
about the person who has died,
as the flowers are returned to

the bowl. This ceremony may
become the morning’s theme.

A woman of courage

Although she was tired after a
spell in respite care, Lois Taylor
insisted on coming to the class
instead of going home for a rest.
Painting with Parkinsons was her
favourite activity. She died three
days later.

Is that why you requested
something more lively

Cheryl Jobsz wrote this poem in
her memory:

live music

In our music selection.
Lois,

You had your wish

Musicians from the School of
Music
week after week
you painted

Lois

You left quietly.

I didn’t hear the closing of the
door
Usually – a wave and

‘I’ll see you next week’

With a jaunty purple flower in
your hair,
bobbing rhythmically as you
used to,
according to Clare,

move around the university

dressed in purples and pinks,
turning heads as you passed.
People said ‘There’s Lois’.

‘Cathedral Echoes’ by Bob Tingey 2000
– watercolour

alone or with your son.

There is a story of you traversing
Africa by train,
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exploring rhythmic patterns
through colour and line

face glowing, eyes shining
purple always present.

We had the best of you Butterfly.
Fly High.

Balancing the demands

Occasionally I have felt defeated
by the emotional demands
required of a carer and of
negotiating the Painting with
Parkinsons minefield. They say,
however, that helping others
help us to heal. That has been
my experience. Painting with
Parkinsons has lifted my spirits

as well as Bob’s. We were seeing
‘what good might come out of
this’ tragedy after all, as Bridget
Hodgkin had remarked so long
ago.
When Bob retired in 1996 he
was at the top of his game
as a geologist, referred to by
his colleagues as ‘our man in
Antarctica’. He was a very leftbrain thinking scientist. He didn’t
like to appear vague or go off
the point. A realist, he read
nonfiction rather than novels;
although he loved music, poetry
was an anathema to him. He
kept his feelings firmly under
wraps.
Fortunately he was also hugely
determined – in 1996, the
year of his retirement, he
told Canberra Times reporter
Verona Burgess that he ‘will not
surrender to the disease despite
the frustrations’ – and he liked
a challenge. In the early days
of Painting with Parkinsons he
was one of four men who asked
me to teach them to draw. I
took them through a number
of ‘drawing on the right side of
the brain’ exercises but after
only a few weeks these students
realised they were not having
as much fun as others in the
group, who were doing their
own thing; the drawing group
was experiencing more stress,
as Parkinson’s was playing havoc
with their eyesight, in particular,
discerning horizontals and
verticals. (I suspect this is why
Bob became fearful negotiating
unfamiliar spaces as his illness
progressed.)
I remember one day Bob saying
to me, accusingly, that he had

a found the session I had just
run very tiring. He had spent the
entire session making precisely
measured parallel lines across
the page, instead of taking part
in the warm-up exercises and
allowing himself to ‘let go.’ It was
times like these which prompted
me not to take classes if Bob
was there as to some extent
he was competing with me. It
was also very difficult for me to
attend to Bob’s needs while I
was overseeing a group. Mostly,
in the later years, I employed a
carer to look after him and kept
myself off the facilitators’ roster.
Originally, when I came up with
the Painting with Parkinsons
concept I felt this would be a
way of Bob and me working
together on a program which
interested me as an artist
while travelling with him on his
Parkinson’s journey.
So it came as quite a shock
when I realised Bob wasn’t
interested in reading any of the
literature I was writing about the
work. Bob admitted that he had
difficulty in coming to terms with
my success in being awarded
a Churchill Fellowship in the
face of his bleak prognosis, and
added that this was part of the
problem, but it seemed to me
that there was more to it than
that.
Then it dawned on me. I
remembered a conversation
with a counsellor who had been
a muse in Shrewsbury in 2001
– 16 years ago. I was consulting
the counsellor about whether
to place Bob into care, and
she had told me that people
with Parkinson’s have difficulty

processing new abstract
concepts, so that when Bob said
he didn’t think he’d be able to
understand what I’d written, he
probably meant it.
Parkinson’s has been isolating
for both of us. Over time, the
communication problems
have become insuperable. It is
difficult to come to terms with
how well Bob was able to keep
up with lecturing commitments
for the first 10 years or so of his
illness and how now, in this very
advanced stage, he often cannot
get a word out. I am reduced
to asking him to squeeze my
hand for a ‘yes’. If he doesn’t
reply, does that mean ‘no’, or
that he doesn’t understand the
question?
Although it was often hard to
reconcile Bob’s and my roles
in Painting with Parkinsons,
managing the program would
have been much harder if
Bob hadn’t taken so readily to
participating. It was fortunate
that Bob loved the art activity,
though I now know that it
is not unusual for people
with Parkinson’s to become
obsessed by painting. This can
be a strength as they rarely lose
interest once they start a work.
I suppose it’s a bit like riding
a bicycle. They have difficulty
getting on and starting but once
moving they keep going … until
the time comes to stop. Then
there might be a problem!
Even when Bob went into Care,
it says something for the positive
power of the mark-making
effect that Bob continued
being involved in Painting with
Parkinsons for a further 11 years.
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He is also the only member to
have participated in overseas as
well as local programs.
Early on in this journey we
were told that with modern
medication Parkinson’s is
manageable and you can lead a
reasonably normal life. And for
the first few years that appeared
to be the case. But now I see
only a desperately frustrated
human being, a pale shadow of
the man he used to be, a man
who is determined never to
give up on life; his mind is still
active so that on a good day he
can still answer obscure trivia
questions, remember people’s
names and use the telephone
– though there might be heavy
breathing once he has dialled
the number as words will have
escaped him! The brain damage
from Parkinson’s, and possibly
strokes, is extensive; he can’t
control bodily motions or dress
himself. Sometimes I see him
staring blankly into space. What
is going through his mind? I can
only guess.

Magic
happens.

Since leaving Painting with
Parkinsons Bob has been
working with Susan Hey, a
Canberra artist whom I have
been mentoring. As she needs
work experience to achieve
her dream of becoming an
art therapist, in a win–win
arrangement, she helps Bob
express himself through artwork
once a week.
Bob can’t move without help,
but place a damp piece of
watercolour paper before
him and put a pastel gel in his
hand and he will happily make
marks for an hour or so, totally
absorbed.
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Bob Tingey died aged 77
on 17 November 2017.
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‘Pink Landscape’ by Bob Tingey
2016 – gel pastel
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Painting with Parkinsons
participants 1994–
2017, with dates of
involvement

Joy Schneider 2005–2012

Artists with Parkinson’s

Paul Tarpey 2005–2010

Norma Alexander 1994–1999

Charles Armstrong 1995–2002
Margaret Atyeo 1998, 2007
Jack Barrett 1994–1998

Ruth Blackburn 2015–2017
Mary Bogiatsis 1994–1998
Brick (RW) Bradford 1998
Cliff Burnett 1995

Greg Burnett 2012–2015
Hugh Chalker 2001

Bill Clarke 2011–2012
Judith Dexter 1997

Jean Dillon 1996–1998

Anne Drake-Brockman 1997–1998
Bob Duggins 2012

Philip Dunn 1997–2013
Ruth Ede 1998

Belle Gillies 1995–1997
Kath Gillies 1997

Ted Hancock 2012–2015
Jock Harvey 1996–1999
Margaret Healy 2014–

Margaret Selmes 1996

Dennis Smith 2007–2013
Ann Somers 2012–

Joan Tanton 2001, 2007
Lois Taylor 2011–2012
Ron Taylor 2011–2013

Dennis Thorncroft 2015–

Bob Tingey 1994–1999, 2002–2013
Drude Townsend 2009–2015
Fred Van Dartel 2009–2013

Keith Wardhaugh 2016–2017
Norman Williams 1996–2001
Ann Worsley 1995–2003

Lincoln Young 2014–2017
Carers

Laurie Alexander 1998

Meg Armstrong 1995–1996
Mark Atyeo 1998–1999

Con Bogiatsis 1997–1998

Audrey Harvey 1996–1999

Joan McCormack 2002–2009
Zelma McJannett 1995–1999
Mary Pendrey 1995–1998
Albert Schneider 2005–

Julie Van Dartel 2009–2013

Leslie Johnstone 1999–2007
Harold Kinsey 1995

Joanna Locsei 1997

Ian Mason 2012–2016

John McCormack 2002–2009
Bob McCulloch 2013

Eric McLean 2010–2014
Clive Monty 2015

Katrina Muir 2010–

Marilyn Nelson 2014–
Ann Nugent 2011–

Anne Ots 2012–2018

Joe and Margaret Ots 2012–2018
Sheila Overy 1996–2007

Jean Partington 1998–1999
Thomas Patterson 1999
Robert Pearson 2014–
Bert Penders 2009

Albert Pendrey 1995–1997

Denyse Richardson 2002–2010
Gloria Russell 1997–2007
Vera Šapov 2003–2007
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Painting with Parkinsons facilitators, guest artists
and therapists, participants

Painting with Parkinsons facilitators are responsible for the week-by-week smooth
running of the art program, designing the class activities and coordinating
volunteer helpers, participants and visitors. They are the inspiration behind class
activities.
Facilitator

occupation

dates involved

Alisha Baker

artist and art therapist

2016–

MaryAnn Cremen

teacher, somatic art therapist
and counsellor

1995–2001, 2005

Holly Edworthy

art therapist

2014–

Pam Houstein

artist/painter, lecturer, complementary
therapist and counsellor

2013–15

Cheryl Jobsz

artist, health educator and community
artist

2002–

Peter Latona

artist/sculptor, poet and lecturer

1997–2006, 2010

Leo Loomans

artist/sculptor, printmaker and lecturer

2010–

Rosemary Milton

art therapist, health educator

1995–2002

John Pratt

artist/printmaker and lecturer

1997–

Kevin Presatya

art therapist and psychologist

2016–17

Suzanne Rogers

alternative therapist

1998–1999

Kate Sterrenberg

web designer, occupational therapist

2012–14

Nancy Tingey

artist, curator and lecturer

1994–2014

Roberta Turner

artist, art therapist, counsellor

1998–

Guest artists and therapists
Barbara Baikie

meditation

2009–10

Desmond Bishop

actor

1998–99

Dian Booth

sound therapist

1995–97, 2011

Moya Cormick

art therapist

1996–98

Jim Cotter

music lecturer and composer

2012

Sue Hall

yoga

1998

Joan James

textile artist

1998–99, 2011

Peter Jones

sound/music therapist

various times
including in 2011

Philip Piggin

dancer and founder of Off Beat, the
Canberra dance group for people with
Parkinson’s

2015

Elisabeth Pillgrab

music therapist

1997–99

Val Smith

textile artist (shibori)

2004

Jill Sutton

violinist and poet

2012

Maggie
Tortoishell

actress (poetry reading)

2011

Winiata (Winnie)

guitarist and singer of Maori songs

2012

Canberra School of
Music poets who
volunteered to read
their poems to Painting
with Parkinsons
Hazel Hall, Janne Graham, Amelia
Fielden and Moya Pacey.

‘Colour of Sound’
musicians who played
for Painting with
Parkinsons in 2012,
funded by Arts ACT

Matt Withers (guitar), Hannah
Freedman-Smith, Annelese and
Katherine (Dolce String Trio), Andrey
Lebedev (guitar), Luke Sweeting
(keyboard), Jack Palmer (guitar), Cal
Henshaw (guitar), Elizabeth Biggs
(harp), David Pereira (cello), Campbell
Diamond (guitar), Patrick Suthers (cello)
and Hannah Lane (harp).

Canberra Symphony
Orchestra musicians
who played for Painting
with Parkinsons
between 2013 and
2016, funded by the
ACT government and
Arts ACT to promote
interaction with the
Canberra community
Meriel Owen (harp), Teresa Rabe (flute),
Xina Hawkins (viola), Jack Chenoweth
(violin), David Flynn (bass), Hayley
Bullock (violin), Kyle Ramsay-Daniel
(bass), Michelle Higgs (violin), Kiri Sollis
(flute), Lauren Davis (violin) and Alex
Voorhoeve (electric cello).
The orchestra’s musicians also played
at the Painting with Parkinsons 2013
Christmas party.
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Painting with
Parkinsons volunteers
1995–2017

Shirley Adams, Janet Aitken, Meg
Armstrong, Lynden Ayliffe, Noel
Bartone, Margaret Brennand, Leanne
and Peter Corrigan, Marjorie Crombie,
Judy Glustien, Sue Hall, Marilyn
Hughes, Judy Kelly, Di Kosev, Dawn
Langtry, Sue Leach, Ivo Lovric, Noreen
McLean, Margaret McMahon, Rae
McVilly, Joan and Richard Milner, Penny
Mlakar, Bruce and Rosemary Morris,
Tony and Margaret Morris, Clare Munro,
Chris Nichols, Barbara Nosworthy,
Sue O’Connor, Joe Ots, Andie and Bill
Pearson, Mary Pendrey, Bruce Pratt,
Phil and Yvonne Robson, Jim Rochford,
Carolyn Rolls, Jay Sargent, Albert
Schneider, Patricia Screen, Irene Smith,
Kate Sterrenberg, Maureen Taylor, Julie
Van Dartel, Rosemary Von Behrens,
Joyce Wallington and Deirdre Ward.
These volunteers have worked tirelessly
doing secretarial and bookkeeping
work, fundraising, filming, liaising,
writing, promoting, coordinating
classes, giving technical and computer
assistance, helping with transport,
helping with exhibitions, photography,
providing refreshments, counselling,
teaching yoga, creating websites and
in many other ways donating the time
and skills essential for Painting with
Parkinsons to continue to happen.
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Painting with Parkinsons
exhibitions 1995–2017

As I considered it was an important
role of Painting with Parkinsons to
raise community awareness about
Parkinson’s we have held over 60
exhibitions since 1994, ranging from
small groups of works in medical
institutions to ambitious projects
overseas. The following is a selection of
exhibition highlights.

1995

25 August – 2 September, First annual
Painting with Parkinsons exhibition, Link
Gallery, Canberra Theatre

1996

2–13 December, Second annual
Painting with Parkinsons exhibition,
Foyer Gallery, Calvary Hospital,
Canberra
16-24 December, Canberra Hospital

1997

8–27 March, ‘Painting with Parkinsons’,
Italo-Australian Club, Franklin Street,
Forrest ACT
19–21 June, First New Zealand
International Multi Disciplinary
Conference on Parkinson’s Disease,
Plaza International Hotel, Wellington,
New Zealand
12–14 September, Fourth Australian
Multi-Disciplinary Conference on
Parkinson’s Disease, Novotel Langley
Hotel, Perth, Western Australia
27 November – 7 December, Third
annual Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition, Foyer Gallery, Calvary
Hospital, Canberra

1998

28 August –13 September, ‘Impressions
and Expressions’, DADA-ACT,
Strathnairn Homestead Gallery, Holt,
ACT
21 November – 2 December, Fourth
annual Painting with Parkinsons
exhibition, Foyer Gallery, Calvary
Hospital, Canberra

1999

23-29 August, ‘Making a Mark’,
Parkinson’s Awareness Week, Health
Promotions Area, Canberra Hospital
20–26 September, ‘Making a Mark’,
Fifth annual Painting with Parkinsons
Exhibition, Foyer Gallery, Calvary
Hospital, Canberra

2000

October, The ACE Connection, Megalo
Access Arts Gallery, Hackett, ACT

2001

10–16 September, Parkinson’s
Awareness Week, Health Promotions
Area, Canberra Hospital
12 November – 2 December, ‘The Bold
Brush’, Street Theatre Gallery, Canberra

2002

3–21 December, ‘Rhythm and Blues’,
Street Theatre Gallery, Canberra

2003

5–18 July, ‘Catalyst’, Penny School
Gallery, Kingston College, London
1–19 December, ‘Not Still Life’, with
Stroke by Stroke, Street Theatre Gallery,
Canberra

2004

1–5 September, ‘The Resonant Mark’,
with Stroke by Stroke, Tuggeranong Arts
Centre, ACT

2005

2006

10-17 April, Parkinson’s Awareness
Week, Tuggeranong Arts Centre, ACT
7–20 August, ‘20 x 20 Vision’, Southern
Cross Club, celebrating 20 years of
Parkinson’s ACT, Woden, ACT
3 December, World Disability Day,
Canberra Museum and Art Gallery

2007

29 March – 15 April, ‘12 x 12’,
celebrating 12 years of Painting with
Parkinsons, Watson Arts Centre, Hackett,
ACT

2008

September, ‘Floriade’, Exhibition
Room, Legislative Assembly, London
Circuit, Canberra, with a solo show
of photographs by Painting with
Parkinsons member Dennis Smith

2009

29 August – 13 September, ‘Painting
with Parkinsons’, Strathnairn Homestead
Gallery, Holt, ACT

2010

1–29 April, ‘Walking a Line’,
Tuggeranong Arts Centre, ACT. The
exhibition celebrated the life of carer
and loved Painting with Parkinsons
member Joan McCormack (d 30
December 2009). The film Making a
Mark – art as a therapy for Parkinson’s
was launched at the exhibition’s
opening.
September, ‘The Bulldust to Bitumen
Art Show’, Walgett, NSW

14–30 October, ‘Beyond the Mask’,
celebrating the Creative and
Imaginative Spirit of People with
Parkinson’s, for the Asian and Pacific
Parkinson’s Disease 5th International
Symposium, Toorak Uniting Church,
Melbourne

1–24 October, ‘Colourfield’, Belconnen
Arts Centre, ACT

2011

15–18 November, Health Promotions
Area, Canberra Hospital, to coincide
with the 3rd International Arts and
Health conference at the National
Gallery of Australia
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2012

26 September – 14 October 2012,
Colour of Sound, Belconnen Arts
Centre, ACT, showcasing the
collaboration between musicians at the
ANU School of Music and Painting with
Parkinsons, and launching the ‘Colour
of Sound’ film by Ivo Lovric

2013

30 March – 16 April 2013, ‘A Walk
through our Art – Painting with
Parkinsons’, Kingston Arts Centre,
Moorabbin, Victoria. The film Making a
Mark was shown there throughout the
exhibition period.
18 October – 3 November, ‘Painting
with Poetry’, Strathnairn Homestead
Gallery, Holt ACT

2014

10 October – 10 January 2015, ‘Making
a Mark’, celebrating 20 years of Painting
with Parkinsons, Disability Information
& Support Hub (DISH), Oatley Court,
Belconnen, ACT

2015

16 February – 16 March, ‘Magic
Happens’, Visitor Centre, Australian
National Botanic Gardens, Canberra
November 2015 – February 2016,
‘Painting with Parkinsons’, Inaugural
exhibition at the National Disability
Information Services office, Braddon,
ACT

2017

8–30 April, ‘En El Moment: In The
Moment’, a collaboration between an
art group for people with Parkinson’s
in Barcelona, Spain, and Painting with
Parkinsons, Belconnen Arts Centre, ACT.
Eggshell Sky, haiku poetry by Hazel
Hall, with illustrations by Painting with
Parkinsons, and calligraphers Angela
Hillier and Narelle Jones, was launched
at the Opening on 7 April.

Sponsors

Painting with Parkinsons gratefully
acknowledges the following individuals
and organisations who have donated
funds or allocated grants during the
period 1994 to 2017, to allow people
to continue participating in our
inspirational classes.

Nancy Tingey – Painting
with Parkinsons awards
Churchill Fellowship, Art as a Therapy
for Parkinson’s Disease, 1996

Vocational Excellence Award, the Rotary
Club of Hall, May 1999

Adult and Community Education (ACE)

Life Membership, Parkinson’s ACT,
October 2012

Special Needs Program Regional Grant
from the NSW Board of Adult and
Community Education

ACT Chief Minister’s Inclusion Award for
Long Service, 2014

The Rotary Club of Hall

Canberra Southern Cross Club
ACT Health
HealthPact
Arts ACT

Artec and The Canberra Community
Foundation

The Parkinson’s Disease Society of the
ACT/Parkinson’s ACT Inc
Parkinson’s Australia

Parkinson’s UK Millennium Awards
The Snow Foundation
Dick Smith

Canberra Secretarial Services – Leanne
Corrigan
DADA-ACT and Lois Selby
The Street Theatre

Australian National Botanic Gardens
Roche and Eli Lilly

The Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)
Clare Munro

Frances Gerard
Alison Loyd

Katrina and Clive Muir

eX de Medici and the McLean family
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The information in this book is drawn
from records I have accumulated over
23 years including diaries, class notes
and day books, lecture notes, reports,
photographs, letters, radio and film
interviews, conference papers and
publications.
My notes on each member’s journey
with Painting with Parkinsons and the UK
Art for Parkinson’s pilot trial have been
particularly revealing. In 2010 volunteer
coordinator Clare Munro introduced
a system in which the facilitator in
charge of the Friday class records the
day’s events. These personal accounts
make fascinating reading, capturing the
special atmosphere which Painting with
Parkinsons creates.
Unless otherwise indicated all
photographs are copyright by Painting
with Parkinsons.

Nancy Tingey
Nancy Tingey (nee Howarth) was born in 1942 and
brought up in the North of England. She studied for her
Fine Art honours degree at Durham University, where she
met geologist Bob Tingey, then worked as an art curator
and lecturer in various provincial galleries and colleges.
In 1971 she married Bob and emigrated to Australia,
settling near Canberra where together they raised three
sons.
When Bob was diagnosed with Parkinson’s in 1987 Nancy
resumed her career as an art curator, this time working in
national institutions, giving this up after 5 years to follow
her love of teaching art in recreational classes. This led to
her founding Painting with Parkinsons.
A practising artist all her life, she has held over 30
solo exhibitions and contributed to 70 group shows in
Australia and overseas. In 2004 she gained an MA with
distinction at the Cumbria Institute of the Arts, Carlisle UK.

